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ÖZET
1930ların başında Hollywood ile birlikte yükselen Amerikan Film Endüstrisi
vazgeçilmez kaynakları arasında ünlü İngiliz oyun yazarı William Shakespeare'in
eserlerini ilk sıraya oturtmuştur. Sessiz sinemadan günümüz üç boyutlu animasyon
film dönemine geçişte klasik Shakespeare oyunları da her yeni yönetmen ve
yapımcıyla birlikte farklı bir boyut kazanmıştır.
Tarihsel bir trajedi olan Shakespeare'in III. Richard adlı oyunu ilk
oynandığı 1590lardan günümüze kadar geçen sürede en çok sahnelenen ama en az
anlaşılan oyunlardan biri olmuştur. Buna bağlı olarak III. Richard'ın seçilen üç
film uyarlaması oyunu farkh yonlerden ele almışlardır. İlk film İngiliz aktöryönetmen Sir Laurence Oliver'in 1955 film uyarlaması III. Richard, ikincisi İngiliz
yönetmen Richard Loncraine'in İngiliz aktör-yönetmen Ian McKellen ile birlikte
çektiği 1995 yapımı III. Richard ve sonuncusu da Amerikalı aktör Al Pacino'nun
yönetip başrol oynadığı Looking For Richard (Richard'ı Aramak) adlı filmidir.
Bu çalışma, seçilen üç sahne ile oyunun kahramanı olan III. Richard'ın
yükseliş ve çöküşünü temel alarak üç film uyarlaması arasındaki farklılıkları
değerlendirmektedir. Ayrıca, a9ihs monoloğu, kur yapma, baştan çıkarma ile savaş
sahneleri incelenerek bunların Shakespeare'in metnini ne derece yansıttıkları ve bu
sahnelerin birbirinden nasıl farklı olarak ele alındığını belirtmektedir.

ABSTRACT
Within the rise of Hollywood productions at the beginning of the 1930s,
American Film Industry put the works of famous British playwright William
Shakespeare at its one of the most indispensable sources. In the shift from the silent
films to the contemporary 3-D animation productions, the classical Shakespearean
plays have always gained a different point of view with new directors and producers.
As a historical tragedy, Shakespeare's play Richard III has been regarded as
one of the most performed, but least understood play of Shakespeare from when it
was first performed in the 1590s until today. Consequently, the three selected film
adaptations of Richard III have presented the play from several dimensions: first
film is produced by British actor-director Sir Laurence Olivier in 1955 as Richard
III, the second is produced by British actor Richard Loncraine and British actordirector Sir Ian McKellen in 1995 as Richard III, and the last one is the production
of American actor-director Al Pacino in 1996 as Looking for Richard.
This study will evaluate the differences among these three films in three
selected scenes which will show the rise and the downfall of the protagonist, Richard
III. The opening soliloquy, the wooing scene and the battle scene will be examined
through the way how they reflected the original text and to what extent they
differentiate from each other.
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I. INTRODUCTION

The reflections of the ongoing process of nature has nourished on the walls of the
caves as paintings, in the lures of the bards as music, at the statues of the Mother Earth as
sculpture, in the first settling of Anatolia as architecture, in the legends of the Great Flow
as literature, and at the Theatre of Dionysus as drama. Throughout the development of
mankind these traditions have voiced themselves as the well respected art forms of
humanity. In time, the modern individual has added a new one into these arts at the seventh
place; that is, cinema or the moving pictures. Cinema becomes the one that all art forms
can find a place to present their identities at the same time in a synchronized way.

Historically, it cannot be ignored that the existence of theatre is longer than cinema.
As a matter of fact, the essential issue in cinematic self-definition lies in the cultural status
and the legitimacy of cinema as an art form. The origins of the theatre go back to the
religious rites of the earliest communities. There are traces of songs and dances in honour
of a god performed by priests and worshippers dressed in animal skins. On the other hand,
the origins of cinema are more prosaic situated in scientific experimentation and "carnival
side-show" (Hotchkis 5). Thus, film history has a vivid reality supported by visual and
experimental evidence when it is considered to the obscure fragmented origin that of
theatre.

When mankind has reached to the never-ending flow of technology, he creates
some other entertaining habits. Television, video cassettes, and digital video discs have
opened up some new understanding, such as home theatres. Now, it is time for the modern
man to find some free time to relax at home under the heavy conditions of making money.
Some prefer action-thrillers, some soap-opera kind movies, and some other want to see the
characters of the book s/he has read with flesh and blood in the movies. In this account,
when the problem comes to adaptation process of the best-sellers into film, it is proved that
one of the authors who holds the top record in film adaptations is the English William
Shakespeare (1564-1616). From the first moving picture of a Shakespeare play, King John,
released in 1899 until today, the Shakespeare films have changed their skins many times.
The current films make it easier to study them in detail than the previous ones (Pilkington
65).Now, the researchers and the critics have more time to examine the films because of
the new formats of the DVD generation. As Richard Burt comments people are not limited
1

to the theatrical releases of the films or the video cassettes, the DVD extras provide the
audience with menu trailers, deleted scenes, audio commentaries, interviews, "making of
documentaries, music videos, video games, and so on (Boose and Burt, 2003:1).

One of the most famous and performed history plays of Shakespeare is The
Tragedy of Richard III, thus, it has many film adaptations shot by popular directors and
actors of the time. King Richard III's story is not a pleasing one, yet his is a little bit scary.
Accordingly, The British critic A.P. Rossiter does not hesitate to name Richard III as
"angel with horns" in one of his books about Shakespeare (1). The characterization of the
protagonist is depicted in various performances not only on stage but also on screen. His
famous struggle has been analyzed in the film adaptations of the 21st century in different
styles and performances: in 1955 by Sir Laurence Olivier; in 1995 by Sir Ian McKellen;
and in 1996 by Al Pacino. These three film adaptations of Shakespeare's Richard III
reflect the different aspects of the play using their individual techniques of the time. British
actor/director Sir Laurence Olivier's theatrical movie clashes with Loncraine and
McKellen's "parody of Hollywood film" (Coursen 102). And Al Pacino's documentary
Looking For Richard searches the true way of playing Richard III by method acting style
on the other side of the ocean.

Therefore, the principle motive is to demonstrate the suitability of the play Richard
III to film adaptation and by certain references display the differences between the
adaptations and the original text of the Bard in selected scenes: the opening soliloquy, the
wooing scene and the battle scene. These scenes will be examined in three adaptations
including the scenes which are related to one another: the arrest of Clarence, the nightmare
of Richard and the victory of Richmond.

II. A BRIEF HISTORICAL BACKGROUND OF MOVING PICTURES

Hartnoll emphasizes the three priorities of theatre: "actors speaking or singing
independently of the original unison chorus; an element of conflict conveyed in dialogue;
and an audience emotionally involved in the action but not taking part in it" (7). The
religious or social ceremonies are not considered as theatre because these events are real
with its flesh and blood. Theatre is "a little further remove from reality". Therefore,
Aristotle notes that a play is "an imitation of an action, and not the action itself” (7). The
earliest texts of real plays are written by the Egyptians around 3000BC for funerals and
coronations and the progress of theatre reached at its peak as an art form in the fifth
century BC in Greece where tragedies and comedies, some of which still exist, were first
performed by actors and not by priests, in special buildings or precincts which, though
hallowed, were not temples.

Particularly younger than theatre, the history of film celebrated its first hundred
years in the last decade of the nineteens. Before the innovative Lumiere brothers in France,
Louis and Auguste, produced what is arguably the first real cinema show with the
presentation of their Lumiere Cinematographe to a paying audience at the Grand Cafe in
Paris on 28th December 1895, there were various developments on the field of film
making. Shadow plays, involving projection using a lantern and animated puppets, date
back to the 1420s in Europe, having spread from India or Java via the Middle East.
Seraphin opened a shadow play theatre in Versailles in 1776 which survived the French
Revolution and ran until the 1850s. The Magic Lantern is mentioned in Pepys diary in the
seventeenth century, and by the eighteens travelling showmen were using lanterns with a
lens and illuminated by oil. The machines like the Fantasmogorie, the Thaumatrope, the
Phenakistoscope or the Stroboscope were not unfamiliar words to the people of 1820s. All
these inventions were precursors to the birth of the motion picture industry.

Three pioneering names marked the late nineteenth century with their innovations
and experiments. British Eadweard Muybrigde (1830-1904), an early photographer and
inventor, was famous for his photographic loco-motion studies. In 1879 his Zoopraxiscoe
was the first successful device for sequence photography to create moving pictures such as
"The Horse in Motion". Around the same time, Parisian innovator and physiologist
Etienne-Jules Marey was also studying, experimenting, and recording bodies or animals in

motion using photographic means. He was able to record multiple images of a subject's
movement on the same camera plate, rather than the individual images Muybridge had
produced. The name of the machine was chronophotography that made its inventor one of
the "inventors of cinema". American inventor George Eastman provided a more stable type
of celluloid film with his concurrent developments in 1888 of sensitized paper roll film
instead of glass plates and a convenient "Kodak" small box camera, a still camera that used
the roll film. He improved further the paper roll film with another invention in 1889 perforated celluloid roll-film with photographic emulsion.

In the late 1880s famous American inventor Thomas Edison (1847-1931) and his
young British assistant William Dickinson (1860-1935) in his laboratories in West Orange,
New Jersey, borrowed from the earlier work of Muybridge, Marey, and Eastman. Their
goal was to construct a device for recording movement on film and another device for
viewing the film. Using the Greek words "kineto" meaning "movement" and "scopus"
meaning "to watch", they first developed the Kinetophonograph, later the Kinetoscope,
which was a motor-driven camera designed to capture movement with a synchronized
shutter and spocket system that could move the film through the camera by an electronic
motor. The formal introduction of the Kinetograph in October of 1892 set the standard for
theatrical motion picture cameras still used today.

On Saturday, April 14, 1894, Edison's Kinetoscope began commercial
performance. The Holland Brothers opened the first Kinetoscope Parlor at Broadway in
New York City and for the first time, they commercially exhibited movies, as we know
them today, in their amusement arcade. Patrons paid 25 cents as the admission charge to
view films in five kinetoscope machines placed in two rooms. Nearly 500 people became
the cinema's first major audience.

In 1895 the Lumiere Brothers named the Cinematographe, which was a combo
movie camera and projector -a more portable, hand-held and lightweight device that could
be cranked by hand and could Project movie images to several spectators, and patented this
multi-purpose device combing camera, printer and projecting capabilities at one machine.
The first commercial exhibition of a projected motion picture to a paying public in the
world's first movie theatre was presented by these brothers in the Salon Indian, at the
Grand Cafe on Paris' Boulevard des Capucines. It is impossible to specify an absolute

origin of cinema "in terms of commercial, national and even local interests of doing so"
(Hotchkis 13). The nature of cinema does not allow the history to specify a single point of
view of origin, an inventor or an instrument. Thus the roots of cinema are not only in
technology, but also in the financing sector that includes business people intent to
promoting motion pictures' potential for entertainment.

In order to elevate the new technology's potential to a new art form, or on contrary
protect the other arts by putting cinema in its place, the comparison of cinema to theatre
has been searched by some critics like Tom Gunning, Sergei Eisenstein in the early years
of cinema. Gunning stresses in "The Cinema of Attraction", early cinema -before 1906 was
"less a way of telling stories because of their illusory power… and exoticism" (64).
Accordingly, Eisenstein terms this new medium as "cinema of attraction". Also Vardac
comments that "pictorial reproduction of any thing that moved seemed the only
requirement" (166).

From the first showing of the vitascope in 1896 in Boston, film positioned itself as
a competitor to the stage. This first show is a scene taken from a popular play, The May
Irwin Kiss. The comments of the first audience mark the enthusiasm of cinema: "The real
scene itself never excited more amusement than did its Vitascope presentment and that is
saying much". Through 1906 gradually "film took theatre as a model", in the sense that it
is based on dramatic narrative, and began using spectacle in the service of fiction
(Hotchkis 15).

In some respects film simply brought its superior technological ease in shifting
from one scene to another to bear on conventions already at work on the stage (16). Early
film critics regarded film as an extension of theatre in several senses. Eisenstein points out
in "Through Theatre to Cinema" the effective power of cinema in melding reality and
fiction. He says that with film he would have a greater ability to subordinate the mise-enscene to the dramatic action, but the vision he hoped to achieve in the new medium was
still theatrical in origin (7-8). Emile Vuillermoz expresses the ability of cinema to
juxtapose different images and transcend the limitations of space and time. This ability
"permits a poet to realize his most ambitious dreams" as though literature itself were
unrealized (Abel 131). Eisenstein has a similar idea when he points that cinema offers
literature "an expansion of the strict diction achieved by poetry and prose into a new realm

where the desired image is directly materialized in audio-visual perceptions" (182). In a
very serious attitude Ricciotto Canudo notes that cinema is "the most recent product of
contemporary theatre. It is not the exaggeration of a principle, but it is most logical and
ultimate development" (Abel 63). Correspondingly, Georges Melies, who argues that the
filmmaker -as distinct from the theatre director has to "be the author, director, designer,
and often an actor if he wants to obtain a unified whole", basically sees film as an
extension of theatre. Thus, film scholar Richard Abel clears out that most writers before
the First World War agreed that cinema was simply the latest form of theatre and that the
script writers was the creative genius behind each film (19).

ILL Film Criticism: Relationship between Theatre and Cinema

The early film criticism had the effort of distinguishing theatre and cinema. Some
early film writers suggest various key oppositions between the two medium. For Vachal
Lindsay cinema is characterized by "splendour and speed" and theatre by "passion and
character". For Vuillermoz, theatre and cinema distinct in the sequence of time and space,
that is, cinema has the ability to leap space and time whereas theatre has been rooted in
both (Hotchkis 19). Another difference was set between word and image by the leading
film writers of 1930s: Brison identifies cinema with "concrete gestures", and theatre with
"abstractiıon of language"; Haugmard also emphasizes the difference between gestures and
word. For Aragon "the symbolic resonance of cinema's mise-en-scene" is privileged over
"theatre's more limited use of props and reliance on speech" (20). Yhcam, Antoine,
Arnheim and Bazin, more generally, all connect cinema with the image or moving Picture
and theatre with the word or dialogue. In the 1970s with the influence of psychoanalysis on
film studies, Christian Metz argues his ideas on difference as one lack versus presence. He
says that in theatre "the presence of actor" is essential; however, cinema is marked by "the
lack of presence of the actor at the moment of performance" and emphasizes character
(Imaginary Signifier, 66-68).

French film critic Andre Bazin defends the "filmed theatre" by emphasizing the
reciprocal influences of theatre, film, and the novel.
While the cinema cannot offer the spectator the community feeling
of theatre, a certain knowledge of direction will allow him finally,
and this is a decisive factor, to preserve the meaning and force of the

text. The grafting of the theatrical text onto the decor of cinema is an
operation which today we know can be successful. (Vol.1, 112)

When Bazin studies the filmed theatre, he examines the relationships between the two
media. He begins with considering and rejecting two of the traditional definitions of the
cinema. He does not agree with the photographing characterization of cinema as "a mode of
expression by means of realistic representation, by a simple registering of images, simply an
outer seeing as opposed to the use of the resources of introspection or of analysis in the style
of classical novel" on two counts (62). First, modern novelists had already applied this
technique of "the camera's eye", and second, cinema is perfectly capable of setting up
unequivocal correspondences between an "outward sign" and an "inner reality". The second
definition he considers and rejects is that of cinema as "a narrative born of montage and
camera position" because again, the modern novelists have employed a similar technique
(62-63). In another essay "Theatre and Cinema", Bazin argues that theatrical performance is
defined by the presence of the actor and cinematic by the absence. The concept of
"presence" is based on the existence of two things in the same place and time (96). Bazin
concludes the irrelevant idea "that the screen is incapable of putting us 'in presence' of the
actor. It does so in the same way as a mirror -one must agree that the mirror relays the
presence of the person reflected in it- but it is a mirror with a delayed reflection, the tin foil
of which retains the image" (97).

Developing the idea of the film critic Rosenkrantz, Bazin expresses that during the
theatrical performance the physical presence of the actor requires an act of will on the
spectator's part to include him or her into the imaginary world as an inhabitant. The
identification is frustrated by this awareness in contrast to cinema because in cinema
identification tends to depersonalize the spectator and create a mass audience of uniform
emotion (99).

The position of the audience differs in each medium. The concept a dramatic space
is an essentially theatrical one. However, in cinema the action on the screen is completely
distinct from the physical world around it. In fact, it is far away from being in opposition to
the space of the audience and the world. It tends to "replace" the universe. A dramatic
performance is bound by architecture, a "filmed theatre" has no bounds of time or space,
and the rolls of films travel all around the world freely. Bazin remarks that in cinema,

therefore, the action proceeds "from the decor to man" and in theatre it springs from the
actor (102).

II.II. The Film Adaptations

At the reconciliation of theatre and cinema, Bazin points out the place of filmic
adaptations of novels and plays. He responds to the ones which do not support adaptation if
pieces from one art form by another by expressing the never-ending productions of
adaptations throughout the history of arts (56). What is unusual is cinema's lack of resource
to adaptation in its early years (57). He defends adaptation with some certain examples, and
defines the best adaptation in the light of them. For him, the adaptation does not simply lift
the dramatic action in the Aristotelian sense from the play, because drama per se, found in
novels and poems as well, is hardly particular to theatre (81-82). Rather, the adaptation
should remain faithful to the text, not, one imagines, in the narrow sense of slavishly
rendering every word, but in the sense of preserving and even in tensifing its theatrical
essence which is "protected" by the text (84): the adaptation demands "the respect of the
camera for the stage setting, its concern being only to increase the effectiveness of the
settings and never to attempt to interfere with their relation to the characters of the play"
(90). Bazin praises the adaptation of Laurence Olivier's Henry V, whose opening shot
affirms theatrical conventions by plunging the spectator into the space of an Elizabethan
theatre.

Another criteria of an artistically successful adaptation lies in theatre's own
similarity for the screen. The justification for rendering the material cinematographically is
located within the theatrical text itself. For instance, Olivier's Henry Vrealizes scenes from
the battle of Agincourt which Shakespeare had to leave to the imagination of the spectator
(88). Indeed, the camera can inspire a particular object with greater symbolic resonance or
reveal details that the screen cannot. As a result, a good adaptation is in essence a metacommentary on the theatrical and its intersection with film: in a gesture which complicates
simple identification, "the film director discovers… the means of exciting the awareness of
the spectator and of provoking him to reflection….. In filmed theatre it is no longer the
microcosm of the play which is set over against nature but the spectator who is conscious of
himself” (113).

II.II.I. The Film Adaptations of William Shakespeare

Regarding adaptation as a respectful attempt, Bazin supported this method "far from
being a sign of decadence, the mastering of the theatrical repertoire by the cinema is on the
contrary a proof of maturity" (Jorgens 6). By this comment, the mature medium of film
adaptation exemplifies itself perfectly in the name of William Shakespeare. Just as
Shakespeare himself would take plots written by others and adapt them to fit the style and
sensibilities of the late Elizabethan era, so contemporary writers and directors have updated
his plays to their own times. Respectfully, given his statue as one of the greatest authors in
the English language, Shakespeare (1564-1616) has directly or indirectly inspired a huge
number of films produced all around the globe.

Kenneth S. Rothwell invites his reader imagining the unique experience of
Shakespeare's words in moving picture at the very beginning of his A History of
Shakespeare on Screen (1). In September 1899, when William Kennedy-Laurie Dickson, an
early collaborator with Thomas Edison, got together with actor/director Sir Herbert
Beerbohm Tree to film a small part of his stage production of King John playing at Her
Majesty's Theatre in London, the first Shakespeare film in the world was made. Over the
next three decades, film makers produced approximately 150,000 silent movies, perhaps
500 of which were the adaptations of Shakespeare.
At the beginning of the twentieth century the revolutionary potential of the movie
industry was hardly envisaged although some declared the unnecessity of "dead things of
the stage" over "the actual living nature" of art after the Edison movie exhibition in New
York City in 1896 (1-2). Movies were denigrated as working class entertainment at
England's penny graffs and music halls, American vaudeville, sideshows at European
country fairs, and entr'acte diversions. Unsurprisingly, the next Shakespeare "movie" was
produced by the French company, Phone-Cinema-Theatre with "sound", at the 1900 Paris
Exposition as by 1905 60 percent of the world's film business was run by France. Sarah
Bernhardt, having played Hamlet on stage thirty-two times in 1899 alone, was the star of
second Shakespeare movie while fighting Leartes in the duel scene from Hamlet (3). In the
progression of the Shakespeare movie from theatre into film, Bernhardt's Hamlet and Tree's
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King John placed themselves as the first step going no further than being a record of a
theatrical performance on a traditional stage set (Manvell 36).

The silent films were really never silent: silent film was an aberration, and movies
were intended to talk from their inception. The live musicians, men with the natural ability
to produce animal and mechanical sounds, singer and piano player combined were the
sound effects of the theatres.

During the first decade of the nineteens, French film makers developed the Film
d'Art movement to honour French theatrical tradition, which nourished high culture but
restrained the growth of film art. The imitation of these movies in America and
development of the Film d'Arte Italiana in Italy enlarged the question of film art by
confusing the minds of filmographers. The belief was that "movies were not themselves an
art but had to have art put into them with literary classics (Rothwell 4). Hamlet and Othello
were enacted by "the greatest French actor of the period", Jean Mounet- Sully, and Georges
Melies, the inventor of trick photography, performed the title role in a Hamlet segment
(1907). Julius Caesar (1907), Macbeth (1909), Cleopatra (1910), Romeo Turns Bandit
(1910) were the examples of early Shakespeare movies under the impression of the French
tradition of that time. In the United States, on the other hand, the film stages moved to
westward, Hollywood from the New York peninsula that enabled the movies to protect
themselves from the effect of Broadway theatre. The sudden growth of cinema was
supported by the "nickelodeons", a term derived from Greek for music hall covers "5-cent
theatres". On 4th May 1907 the trade journal Moving Picture World commented that "there
is a new thing under the sun….. It is the 5-cent theatre….. it came unobtrusively in the still of
the night", and had multiplied "faster then guinea pigs" (140).

The conservative part of the society regarded cinema as a threat to the "iron control
of church and school". In order to gain respect the early film makers produced a line of
"quality" movies which were about George Washington, Dante, biblical tales, and the plays
of Shakespeare like A Midsummer Night's Dream as an example of "high art" (MPW 18
Dec. 1909:870). The Vitagraph Company appeared as the core of Shakespeare films between
1908 and 1912 with Anthony and Cleopatra, As You Like It, Henry VIII, Julius Caesar,
King Lear, Merchant of Venice, Othello, Richard III, Romeo and Juliet, and Twelfth Night.
The efforts of these "high art" films strengthened and broaden the tricks of the trade, such as
10

shifting camera angles, editing in the cutting room, dramatic lighting, full shots, close-ups,
intercutting of sequences, slow motion, rhythm in editing, and so forth (Rothwell 7). The
camera was no longer just a recorder of actualities but it became a participant in the
cinematic story telling.

The expansion in the length of the movies emerged the need of "Palace" theatres
where the audience seated comfortably under the light of beautiful chandeliers. By 1914
gradually Paris, London and New York City were the home of enchanting "Palace" theatres
where people went for showing off. The movement from nickelodeon to palace resembled
to the shift from the "public" Globe to the "private" Blackfriars playhouse in Shakespeare's
London (13).

The shift form nickelodeons from movie palaces also affected the quality of the
audience. By 1929 the audience for the American movie industry advanced from working
class to middle class (28). For a few hours people from any rank allowed to feel the
magnificent aura of the palace while exciting with the movie stars costumed in various
characters in 'filmed theatres', and hearing both the stars and the music of the movie in
sound pictures, the first of which was The Jazz Singer (1927) by Al Jolson.

Gradually, the idea of making profit from the film business captured the art of
movie. This reality showed its effects on the side of Shakespeare movies as from 1914 to
1950 only four full-scale studio feature-length Shakespeare movies produced: a spring time
comedy starring Mary Pickford "America's Sweetheart" in the rollicking The Taming of the
Shrew (1929) by Sam Taylor; a summer idyll by the Warner Brothers directed by Max
Reinhardt and William Dieterle, a romantic A Midsummer Night's Dream (1935); an
autumnal tragedy Romeo and Juliet (1936) directed by Irving Thalberg and George Cukor
from MGM, starred by 35-year-old British Leslie Howard as Romeo; the last film, a wintry
tragic irony again from MGM directed by Joseph L. Mankiewicz and John Houseman a
remarkable $2-million Julius Caesar (1953) casting Caesar (Louis Calhern), Brutus (James
Mason), Anthony (Marlon Brando), Octavius Caesar (Douglas Watson), and Cassius (John
Gielgud).

As talented an auteur of Shakespeare film as ever existed, Laurence Olivier at midcentury reclaimed the British role as guardian of its national poet. As a "virtuoso actor with
11

a thousand faces" Olivier directed and performed many Shakespeare plays in theatre and
movie. His counter part in the progression of Shakespeare movies began in 1944 with King
Henry V in which he took the role of an enigmatic 28-year-old soldier-king. The invention
of the modern Shakespeare film and the power of Shakespeare movie that could survive in
the Palace theatre as well as in the art houses were proved to be true by this production of
King Henry V. After the success of this movie, Olivier directed Hamlet (1948) as the way
he wished on request of the producer of Two Cities Films. The critics praised the movie that
"Olivier…created a hybrid form, not a filmed play, not precisely a film but a film-infused
play" (57). In 1955 with the effective progress in the film technology Olivier made Richard
III with a spectacular widescreen process known as VistaVision. After portraying King
Henry V, "the mirror of Christian princes", as a kind of Eagle Scout, Olivier desired to play
the villain. Playing the title role in Othello in 1965 production of Stuart Burge's recording
of John Dexter's National Theatre, Olivier proved his same "love of disguise" that turned
him into a menacing anti-Christ in Richard III as becoming "an imposing black warrior"
(68). Finally, The Merchant of Venice in 1969 and King Lear in 1983 were the television
appearances of Olivier as Shylock and King Lear.

Along the same years of Olivier's Shakespeare productions, a gifted American
director/actor Orson Welles flourished the cinematic view of Shakespeare texts. After the
first and the greatest success, Citizen Kane in 1941, Welles produced the three Shakespeare
movies: Macbeth (1948), Othello (1952), and Chimes at Midnight (1966). In the comparison
of the two artists, Laurence Olivier's work is "Apollonian, reasonable, comfortably
mainstream, and commodified", whereas Welles's is "Dionysian and passionate, roughhewn and unpredictable, and uncommodified." That is to say, Olivier's work remains
theatrical and English; Welles's, cinematic and American (72). In Macbeth (1948), the
tortured soul of the protagonist is depicted through "the Wellesian world of skewed camera
angles and brilliant de'coupage" (74). He experiments the lighting effects in cinema by
"blacking out of one part of the set to shift audience attention to another part of the stage"
that proves his challenging theatrical background. Rothwell claims that Welles invented
"the MTV style" decades before it was invented with Othello in 1952. While shooting the
movie, in place of the long take, he favoured the "montage" method of Sergei Eisenstein,
which involves the juxtaposition of short scene. The film gained its respect after four
decades and regarded as classic as Citizen Kane (1941). With Chimes at Midnight (1966),
Welles portrayed the tragic story of Sir John Falstaff in the dark part of the youthful
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monarch whom Olivier glorified in Henry V (1944). For the story of the film, Welles has
searched the subtext of the Henriad (Richard III, 1 Henry IV, 2 Henry IV, Henry V). What he
had in his mind was to "re-inscribe a Shakespearean play in the spatial and temporal
grammar of cinema, rather than literally inscribing the play itself” (87).

On the Italian side of cinema, two Italian directors, Renato Castellani and Franco
Zeffirelli recreated the text of Shakespeare into film scripts. Using Italy itself as a setting in
his 1954 version of Romeo and Juliet Castellani launched "the vogue for 'authentic'
Renaissance settings in Shakespeare movies" (125). Bosley Crowther in his Review at New
York Times claimed that "the lyrical language of Shakespeare ... was plainly secondary to
his concept of a vivid visual build-up of his theme" (28). That is to say, the visual lyricism
of the director stands in for the verbal lyricism of the Bard. The dominance of Italians
continued with Zeffirelli's "exuberant" Taming of the Shrew in 1966, a sensational Romeo
and Juliet in 1968, a dazzling Verdi's Otello in 1986 and a thoughtful Hamlet in 1990.
Preferring British and American actors despite the Italian, Zeffirelli followed the strategy of
his former Italian director. Richard Burton as Petruchio and Elizabeth Taylor as Kate
portrayed the never-ending battle of sexes in the light of Shakespeare's text. In 1968
Zeffirelli's another film adaptation Romeo and Juliet proved the success of Shakespeare as a
screenwriter if his source material is re-shaped by a clever movie director. The film is
honoured as a masterpiece even by the most stony-hearted critics with its choreographed
music, poetry, and photography. Every deletion has been embellished with an addition to
show that Shakespeare may legitimately belong to the screen as well as to the stage.
Zeffirelli's 1990 production of Hamlet competed with the other big-budget Shakespeare
movies of the time with a multi-million dollar budget and a cast of famous actors such as
Mel Gibson as the melancholy prince, Alan Bates as Claudius, Glenn Close as the sensuous
Gertrude. The Australian superstar and action hero "Mad Max" Mel Gibson can project the
demons of a terrifying mad man with a maniacal look as well as play a thoughtful speaker in
the "To be or not to be" soliloquy, set in the memento mori atmosphere of the crypt where
his father is entombed (139-140). Robert Hapgood claims that "Zeffirelli's embrace of the
film medium adds zest to his work and is a key difference from Olivier" (Boose and Burt,
1998:85). In their attitude toward Shakespeare's dialogue, Hapgood continues, "both cut a
great deal of it, but Zeffirelli takes more liberties than does Olivier in the way of
transpositions and interpretations" (85). Deborah Cartmell concludes that the mission of
Zeffirelli is " a far more subtle one. He has persistently reduced the play texts correlatives to
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the words" (Jackson 220). As a result, the treatment of the Italian director shows how
"pictures can speak as loudly and as eloquently as Shakespeare's words" (220).

The angry effect of Vietnam War and other world events made the Shakespeare
movies more pessimistic. Two British Shakespeare movies picture this ironic situation:
Tony Richard's Hamlet (1969), and Peter Hall's A Midsummer Night's Dream (1969).
These speaking pictures voice over the issue of "Angry Young Men" of the time. Similarly
Peter Brook's and Michael Lord Birkett's King Lear (1971) took Shakespeare into "a dark
and relentlessly ironic vision of the human condition" (Rothwell 150). The movie is
designed to make audiences uncomfortable. This is the tale of an "aged and irascible king
who foolishly gives his property away to his ungrateful daughters turned out to be an
allegory for the times" (150). The early years of seventies witnessed the furious movements
of war protestors who were shot and drug addicts who murdered the innocent people. The
1971 production of Macbeth by Roman Polanski made the vision more pessimistic than
Peter Hall and Peter Brook's movies.

The universal charm of Shakespeare shows itself also in the non-Anglophone
countries from Sweden and France to India and Japan. The 1984 made of Swedish
television by Rangar Lyth, Den tragiska historien om Hamlet, prinz av Danmark entitled as
a "crossover" film as "it aspires to the more varied life of a moving image on the large
screen" (173). Since Hollywood overthrow its power the French film industry has never
produced a feature length Shakespeare movie. Between 1950s and 1960s two French
movies; Andre Cayatte's Les amants de Verone [Two Lovers of Verona] (1949), and Claude
Chabrol's Ophelia (1962) represented the French gaze within "fictional" stories of Romeo
and Juliet and Hamlet. The former USSR shot the most essential European Shakespeare
movies with the VGIK (All-Union State Institute of Film Making). This training core
supported the technicians, scenarists, and directors. The goal of "social realism" was to
entertain the masses without using the sex and violence of western film and television (178).
After the death of Stalin, the golden era for post-World-War Soviet film known as the
"Thaw", four important Shakespeare movies cured "the innate need in the Russian soul for
romanticism and depth of feeling": Yakov Fried's Twelfth Night (1955), Sergei
Yutkenvitch's Othello (1955), Grigori Kozintsev's Hamlet (1964), and Kozintsev's King
Lear (1970).
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Throne of Blood (or The Castle of the Spider's Web) (1957), and Ran (1985) are the
two major movies by Japan Akira Kurosawa who has been as much praised as Russia's
Grigori Kozintsev. Throne of Blood has been specified as a transformation rather than an
adaptation of Macbeth. Kurosawa injects traces of "the classic western movie inside the
cultural codes of Japan's Noh drama" (195). On the other hand, Ran has been influenced by
the text of Shakespeare more than Throne of Blood, it "clearly adapts motifs and situations
from King Lear" (191). Correspondingly, in Ran the director "synthesizes the cultural codes
of East and West to unify a marvellous grab-bag of bits and pieces from King Lear" (197).
Neil Forsyth appreciates Kurosawa's using nightmare in Kumonosou-djo (Throne of Blood)
while adapting Macbeth to Japanese traditions because "the historical context which allows
the basic issues of fealty and treachery" is blended with "the cinematic styles which could
render the peculiar mixture of power and helplessness essential to Shakespeare's play, in
particular to its use of the supernatural" (Jackson 286). These masterpieces put Kurosawa to
the creator of truly "other Shakespeare" category.
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III. THE APPROPRIATENESS OF THE TEXT RICHARD III TO FILM
ADAPTATION

III.I. The Social History of Shakespeare's Theatre
In 1576 James Burbage built "The Theatre" on the south bank of the Thames and
opened the doors to paying customers. This theatre affected the social life as it was the first
theatre building dedicated solely to the public. The attention turned to the events from the
reigns of England's former kings as a dramatic art during the 1590s. Howard and Rackin
acknowledged that this fact was the natural outcome of the era: the process of England's
slowly emerging as a modern nation state. Many of these plays used Thomas More's The
History of king Richard the thirde (vnfinished) (1513), Raphael Holinshed's Chronicles of
England, Scotland and Ireland (2nd ed. 1587), and Edward Hall's The Union of the Two
Noble and Illustre Families of Lancastre&Yorke (1548) as source manuscripts in order to
depict the historical facts. Being one of the pioneers of writing and staging history plays
William Shakespeare produced his Henry VI, Part I, Part II, and Part III between 1589
and 1592, and Richard III in c.1593, also from 1595 to 1599 he wrote Richard II(1595),
Henry IV, Part I (1597) and Part II (1598), and Henry V (c. 1599). The Bard primarily used
Holinshed's and Hall's historical accounts both of which illustrate nearly the same
information. From these and numerous secondary sources, such as the chronicles and other
histories by Polydore, Vergil, Hardyng, Grafton, Fabyan, and Stow (Shaheen, 1999:338),
he came into traditional themes: the divine right of royal succession, the need for unity and
order in the realm, the evil of dissension and treason, the cruelty and hardship of war, the
power of money to corrupt, the strength of family ties, the need for human understanding
and careful calculation, and power of God's providence, which protected his followers,
punished evil, and led England toward the stability of Tudor rule.

All the same, Shakespeare borrowed plenty material to form his early plays: Plautus
for the structure of Comedy of Errors; the poet Ovid and Seneca for the rhetoric and
incident in Titus Andronicus; morality drama for a scene in which a father mourns his dead
son, and a son his father, in Henry VI; Marlowe for sentiments and characterization in
Richard III and Merchant of Venice; the Italian popular tradition of commedia dell'arte for
characterization and dramatic style in The Taming of the Shrew; and so on. Shakespeare
never rejected his sources or influences; however, there are a good number of
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"divergences". He deals with the problems of an objection from the censor or a shortage of
actors by eliminating some scenes or characters when he stages the play. In the vast
majority of instances when Shakespeare departed from historic truth he did so for the best
of all reasons: to make a better play. He has always been a playwright after all. He put the
greatest emphasis on "the cause of drama" when compared to "the slavish observance of
historical truth". What is so impressing that he was able to be loyal as closely to the truth
as he did, "weaving together all the various strands to create a single epic masterpiece
which, for all its minor inaccuracies, is almost always right when it really matters"
(Norwich 5-6).

III.II. The Tragedy of Richard III: The Play

Regarded as one of the most popular plays of Shakespeare, Richard III was written
about 1592, first printed in 1597 and was reprinted five more times in quarto before
appearing in the First Folio of 1623. It is Shakespeare's longest history play, and longer
than any other Shakespeare play except Hamlet (Shaheen 337). The quarto title page of
Richard III assigns the heading at once that its self-consciously dramatic form as tragedy,
its origins as a script for theatrical performance, and its strongly centred focus on the male
protagonist:
The Tragedy of Richard the third, containing, His treacherous Plots
against his brothers Clarence: the pittiefull murther of his innocent
nephews: his tyrannicall usurpation: with the whole course of his
detested life, and most deserved death. As it hath been lately Acted
by the Right honourable the Lord Chamberlain his servants.
(Howard and Rackin 100)
Either a history play or a tragedy, this early work of Shakespeare presents the tragedy of
ruthless Machiavel who would not pause to destroy anyone in his way, and whose crimes
against beseech for divine vengeance.
Today it is hard to believe that this great play was ignored through most of the 17th
century. For this reason, the play could show itself off after 150 years by the actorplaywright Colley Cibber's "extraordinary version", which included parts from Richard II,
2 Henry IV, 3 Henry VI and Henry V, plus several lines of his own invention. Only when
was Samuel Phelps's production staged in 1861, would audiences have the opportunity to
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watch the original Shakespeare. Not until the end of the 19th century did Richard III really
come into its own, when Frank Benson offered productions regularly between 1886 and
1915. John J. Norwich argues that "first truly definitive Richard was that of Olivier in
1944" on stage, and also he protected this title by the play's film version eleven years later.
Norwich thinks that, though, now Olivier's version stands as "pedestrian" when compared
with the film of 1995, with Sir Ian McKellen in the title role (10).

King Richard III, the only English ruler since the Norman Conquest to have been
killed in the battle, is also the only one to have become a legend. Due to first Sir Thomas
More and then to Shakespeare that legend is of the lame and twisted hunchback whose
misshapen body reflects the evil heart within it" (355). To fulfill his own ambition, he
murders the royal saint King Henry VI and King's son Edward, Prince of Wales, seduces
Edward's wife Lady Anne while her husband's body is still warm, plans the death of his
own brother Clarence and finally disposes of his two child nephews -one of them the
rightful King of England- in the Tower of London. Most probably he poisoned his wife,
Lady Anne, and would almost certainly have married his niece, Elizabeth, if her mother
did not made her unite with Richmond, who is recognized as Henry VII, thus ending 30
years of conflict between the two Houses of York and Lancaster.

III.II.I. The Tradition of Chorus and Soliloquy in Shakespeare

The opening scenes of Shakespeare are described as "keynote scenes" by Arthur
Colby Sprague. The general intention of Shakespeare was to "frame the plays' worlds" by
linking beginnings and endings deliberately. In doing so he signals to his audience both
"the expositional matter" and the "prophetic elements" in the opening scenes, no matter
they are set as a prologue or a chorus in the play (Willson, Jr. 1-2). In Richard III,
Richard's identity as a master performer becomes the structural principle of the dramatic
action. He is both the central character of the historical representation and also the only
dominant one with his direct address to the audience. Thus, being the only Shakespearean
character to begin a play in soliloquy, he plays the roles of "chorus and presenter" as well
as dramatic protagonist (Willson, Jr. 7; Clemen 4).

In the basic structure of a Greek tragedy, the chorus enters, singing and dancing
after a prologue is spoken by one or more characters in order to present the mythological
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background necessary for understanding the events of the play. The Chorus usually
communicated in song form, and offered summary information to help the audience follow
the performance, commented on main themes, and showed how an ideal audience might
react to the drama as it was presented. The mystery plays and miracle plays of the
medieval period reflect this tradition in beginning a play with a "homily" (sermon). In the
Elizabethan drama the prologue was directly adapted from the practice of Euripides and
Terence as the drama gained its modern meaning in that era. From 1560s to 1620s the
practice of using the prologue was not universal; Sackville and Lord Buckhurst's "dumb
show" prologue for Gorboduc, Ben Jonson's ingenious prologues, and Shakespeare's
rarely introduced chorus in Romeo and Juliet and prologues in Henry V and Henry VIII
were among the rare examples of this tradition (Willson, Jr. 7).

Along with this tradition, there are some other "temporary" practices of drama,
such as the use of verse, the personification of abstract qualities, or the inclusion of
supernatural events and figures. One of the unquestionable conventions throughout the
centuries was that characters on stage should think aloud and talk to themselves.
Gradually, the genius of Shakespeare discovers the aptness of this convention, "soliloquy"
as a "mode of human expression, treating it as a necessary supplement to dialogue, not just
as a useful, or even indispensable, dramaturgical device." Wolfgang Clemen states the
magnetic quality of Shakespeare's soliloquies as they "became an organic part of his
dramatic composition instead of being static interruptions or 'insets'" like in the "set
speeches of Senecan tragedy" (6). Before Shakespeare the soliloquy functioned as the
prologue and the chorus by reflecting the inner conflict, voicing of the suprapersonal
utterance, of exhortation, and clarifying the plot. A character could make him and his plans
known in a soliloquy; at times he could also give an account of events off-stage, or
introduce a character who was not to appear on stage until later. Soliloquies could be a
"running commentary on the intricacies of the plot", and a means of "linking one scene
with another", simplifying the "audience's grasp of what has happening" by keeping in
contact with the audience regularly in a "direct address" to them (4). On stage if an actor
shares such a speech with the audience, the action would be felt to be true and have a
higher degree of objective validity than speeches exchanged between characters. The
purpose of Shakespeare's usage of the soliloquy is stated by Clemen in his Shakespeare's
Soliloquies that
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The soliloquy expresses something which has all the appearance of
inevitability and credibility. In many causes we become aware of the
fundamental truth that in seeing one character in conversation with
another, we only gain a partial and inadequate knowledge of each; we
long to know the real person hidden beneath this shell. Or again we may
recognize that something which has been building up over several
scenes, without the exact details and clarified in soliloquy. In the great
tragedies it becomes apparent in the soliloquies more tan any where else
that, concurrent to the sequence of outer events, there always runs a
sequence of inner events, the one mirroring the other. It is with this in
mind that Shakespeare lets his soliloquies confirm what the audience and
reader already knows, fulfilling at once the expectations of the audience
and the demands of dramatic art. (9)

The artistic nature of Shakespeare paves his way to sense the right place and time
while he is intermingling a soliloquy to the narrower or broader context, and positioning it
within the scene and in the plot as a whole. When the relation between the dialogue within
the monologue and the use of gestures and movements by the actors, Shakespeare provides
plenty hints and directions for the actor who is performing a soliloquy.

III.II.II. The Opening Soliloquy/Chorus of Richard III

The uniqueness of Richard III's opening scene lies in its calling for the protagonist
to appear on stage alone and carry out a lengthy monologue, represents a marked departure
from the crowded scenes that open the other previous three plays in the first tetralogy. The
most striking quality of this beginning is in its "narrow focus" on a singular individual
rather than on a scene crowded with participants (Candido 61).

Dead March, Enter the Funeral of King Henry the Fifth, attended on by the
Duke of Bedford, Regent of France; the Duke of Gloucester, Protector; the
Duke of Exeter, [the Earl of] Warwick, the Bishop of Winchester, and the Duke
of Somerset, [Heralds, etc.]
(1 Henry VI)
Flourish of trumpets, then hautboys. Enter [the] King, Duke Humphrey [of
Gloucester], Salisbury, Warwick, and [Cardinal] Beaufort, on the one side; the
Queen, Suffolk, York, Somerset, and Buckingham, on the other.
(2 Henry VI)
Alarum. Enter [Richard] Plantagenet [Duke of York], Edward, Richard,
Norfolk, Montague, Warwick, [with drum] and Soldiers, [wearing white roses
in their hats].
(3 Henry VI)
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Enter Richard, Duke of Gloucester, solus.
(Richard III)

Shakespeare begins Richard III with Richard alone, a dynamic, isolated, and selfinterested historical presenter. His story marks literally the beginning of history. The scene
does not present any "specific action" or a "shared locale" that associates it certainly with
its immediate predecessor, 3 Henry VI (60-61). The function of Richard's first monologue
is a "flexible instrument of self-expression" (Clemen 14). This remarkably "stark" opening
emphasizes the progress on the realm of representing the scope of English history from a
single figure to compact (11), or in Bernard Spivack's words to "focus to [Richard's]
looming portrait" by "monopolizing the canvas" (396). The first impressive figure of
Richard III is pointed out in Act 1 scene 1 of the play that presents Richard's deformed
body as a commanding stage presence, and introduces the play's characteristic mode of
representing in bodily images and references Richard's impressive power over people and
events. Tzachi Zamir states the quality of Richard's justification of his actions in the
opening soliloquy that "unlike Edmund, Iago, or Macbeth, for whom villainy at least
appears to start off as a form of revenge or as instrument for future gain, Richard finds
merits and pleasure in the villainous action itself and chooses it as such" (502).

The physical presence of Richard alone on stage supports the popular imagination as
an evil, misshapen monster owing mainly to Sir Thomas More's portrait of Richard: "little
of stature, ill featured of limmes, crokebacked, his left shoulder much higher than his right,
hard fauored of visage...malicious, wrathfull, envious...a deepe dissumuler...not letting to
kisse whom hee thought to kill" (7-8). Also Hall and Holinshed related this characterization
to Richard, so his physical deformity had gained considerable notoriety by the time
Shakespeare's version of him appeared. Therefore, the audience would have paid great
attention to his legendary body, and Shakespeare enabled their expectation by putting
Richard on stage alone and giving him a forty-line speech.
Within these lines the survey of the situation, self-introduction, and the indication of
intention is performed by the deformed body of Richard III. He provides information that
the audience seek as they begin to focus on the world of the play unfolding. In the soliloquy
there is a tripartite breakdown: the first thirteen lines informs the political situation of that
time; lines between 14 and 31 establish the cause and effect of Richard's ugliness and
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justification of his villainy; lines between 32 and 40 shows the plots Richard has already
laid.

Richard
Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this sun of York;
And all the clouds that lour'd upon our house
In the deep bosom of the ocean buried.
Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths; 5
Our bruised arms hung up for monuments;
Our stern alarums changed to merry meetings,
Our dreadful marches to delightful measures.
Grim-visaged war hath smooth'd his wrinkled front;
And now, instead of mounting barded steeds
10
To fright the souls of fearful adversaries,
He capers nimbly in a lady's chamber
To the lascivious pleasing of a lute.

The very beginning of the soliloquy expresses the quality that this scene has nothing
in common as tonally, normatively, or stylistically with the earlier episodes, 1-2-3 Henry
VI, rather it begins a related yet distinct action, that is not necessarily or inevitably
determined by the closing episode of the previous play. "Now" marks the political power of
the exact House of York that now holds the crown of England. There is no reference of the
wars that happened between the Lancasters and Yorks except the remark of "this son of
York", which is spelled 'son' in the Folio and 'sonne' in the Quarto, whose emblem
according to 3 Henry VI was "three...shining Sunnes." In the exposition of a historical
drama it is usual to visualize the political aura of the time. However, Richard Gloucester's
account is not as objective as would have been expected by "pre-Shakespearean standards",
but is coloured by subjective sentiment (Clemen 17). When "this son of York" has
proceeded this "glorious summer" referring to his brother Edward the word "this" indicates
the negative criticism of Richard for the first time in the play. The proclamation of a
coming time of peace in which all strife is going to be buried (lines 1-8) is misleading and
harshly ironical. This word also the first signal of Richard's spite, when he refers to the lack
of manhood in his as yet unnamed brother: "He capers nimbly in a lady's chamber/ To the
lascivious pleasing of a lute." (lines 12-13). The stately and ceremonious tone evokes an
undercurrent of irony and malice. The three times repeated "now", each of which states the
stages of Richard's mind at work, put forward a deductional analysis of him that at first he
informs the audience to a new throne after war times; then he gives the general atmosphere
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of peace in which all the battered arms hung up for memorials (line 6); at last he focuses on
his target, Edward, the King whom, Richard thinks, is hypnotized by the Lady Grey's
"lascivious pleasing of a lute" (line 13). Richard continues:
But I, that am not shaped for sportive tricks,
Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass;
15
I, that am rudely stamp'd, and want love's majesty
To strut before a wanton ambling nymph;
I, that am curtail'd of this fair proportion,
Cheated of feature by dissembling nature,
Deformed, unfinish'd, sent before my time
20
Into this breathing world, scarce half made up,
And that so lamely and unfashionable
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them;
Why, I, in this weak piping time of peace,
Have no delight to pass away the time,
25
Unless to spy my shadow in the sun
And descant on mine own deformity:
And therefore, since I cannot prove a lover,
To entertain these fair well-spoken days,
I am determined to prove a villain
30
And hate the idle pleasures of these days.

As the prologue gives way to soliloquy at line 14, Richard's explicit references to
his body strengthened the emphasis on his physical presence promoted through the staging
and concentrated more on his legendary deformity in the minds of the audience. Six times
in the first-person plural, "our", is repeated in the first eight lines of the soliloquy. In
contrast sharply with the nine times the first-person singular forms, "I", "my", and "mine",
are used in lines between 13 and 30. This provides a contrasting element to the use of "our"
which emphasizes a state of belonging to a group. However, in Richard's case it is not
necessary because he knows that our "glorious summer", "merry meetings" and "delightful
measures" are not "mine". There is a deep sense of alienation in his speech not only
distinguishing himself between "I" and "them", but rather by spreading an "I" / "our"
distinction. The thing is not a certain matter that a group of people share and have fun of
some kind of "sportive tricks" (line 14) that Richard cannot share, but that "he cannot be a
part of his group" (Zamir 504). He cannot be one of them who "fulfils desires planted in
him by his formative context" because of his ugliness.

Victoria M. Time analyzes the criminological phenomenon of Shakespeare's
characters and asserts modern psychological facts to this perfect example, Richard III. In
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her research she explains criminal behaviour through the interaction of biological, social,
and psychological variables. In fact, Cullen and Agnew believe that "biological and
psychological factors play at least some role in the generation of some crime -and that such
factors may be especially important in understanding the behaviour of chronic offenders"
(Time 2). The earlier plays are the best sources in understanding the rage in Richard which
his deformity created eventually. In 2 Henry VI the audience learns about Richard's
deformity from Clifford's insults: "[H]ence heap of wrath, foul indigested lump, / As
crooked in thy manners as thy shape!" (V.i. 185-87). He is much more offended when called
a "foul stigmatic." His furious response has undertones of "impending evil": "[I]f not in
heaven, you'll surely sup in hell" (V.i.215-216). He is left with a feeling of inadequacy and
bitterness that leads him to react violently toward people. In 3 Henry VI Queen Margaret,
the wife of King Henry VI of Lancaster draws the situation more merciless when she calls
Richard: "But thou art neither like thy sire nor dam; / But like a foul mis-shapen stigmatic, /
Markt by the Destinies to be avoided, / As venom toads, or lizards' dreadful stings"
(II.ii.135-38). Toward the end of this play King Henry reminds Richard of his birth: "Thy
mother felt more than a mother's pain, / And yet brought forth less than a mother's hope,--/
An indigested and deformed lump, / Not like the fruit of such a goodly tree. / Teeth hadst
thou in thy head when thou wast born, / To signify thou camest to bite the world:" (V.vi.4853). Richard gets so angry: "I'll hear no more: die, prophet, in thy speech:" (56), he tells the
King and then stabs and kills him. Within these references one of the reasons of Richard's
violence can be a result of the insults piled on him because of his deformity. The supportive
fact of his murders is not only because he wants to be king, but to a large extent because he
wants to prove he is one to be feared and respected (Time 68-69).

In this regard in the first lines of Richard III Richard uses at least nine different
expressions to describe his deformity. Only one of them, "rudely stamped" metaphorically
refers to his ugliness (I.i. 16). Three others denote activities he cannot perform because of
his clumsily fashioned body: "not shaped for sportive tricks" (I.i. 14), "nor made to court an
amorous looking glass" (I.i. 15), and "want love's majesty to strut before a wanton ambling
nymph" (I.i. 17). His impotency is strongly hinted at the phrases, "not shaped for sportive
tricks", "unfinished", "half made up", and "lamely". Also in 3 Henry VI Richard's
impotency is referred in "And this word 'love,' which greybeards call divine, / Be resident
in men like one another, / And not in me: I am myself alone.—" The other five expressions
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that are synonymous with ugliness through negatives or implied negatives: "curtailed of
this fair proportion", "cheated of feature", "deformed", "unfinished", and "unfashionable."

Through these expressions Richard seems another person for whom ugliness is not
only a state, but rather the consequence of some action, as he stands in the passive. He
remarks that he is "cheated" of the handsome form by "dissembling nature" (I.i. 19), so the
cause of the unfairness is nature. Whereas Edmund and Iago direct their revenge at a
particular person; however, Richard's vengeance seems to be general. This hatred is
unindividual, and he makes a distinction in his mind between "a crude self vs. world." As a
result, the outer world has been the cause of his suffering; therefore "it" has to pay. The
phrase "Dissembling nature" reveals Richard's conception of beauty. He thinks that it is a
false mask, a cover-up of the true nature of people that needs to be camouflaged. Indeed, he
chooses non-specific words -"features" (beauty)—to indicate these beauties are
dissembling not for a specific person but for all of them.

The strongest expression of ugliness is mentioned in the phrase "barking dogs."
This utterance completes Richard's self-description and sets the scene to lines between 24
and 27, which are dedicated to his self-hatred. Zamir indicates the use of dogs, "of extra
human entities, means that reacting to beauty and ugliness is more than conditioning to a
socially constructed opposition" (505). Being ugly, for Richard means both being
"unfashionable" and not belonging to the human world. His alienation is at its extreme,
together with his irony of the celebrative "our" of the first eight lines. He is out of time, out
of fashion, refused as a lover and avoided not only by every person but also by any
creature. The significant use of dogs that are barking clarifies why Richard chose such a
repetitious chain of nearly synonymous adjectives to relate his motivation for his decision
of villainy. His repetition, literally, is not used as a tool expression some certain
information about him, but it only hints at his inner motivation in order to seek blindly an
exact formula with which to capture his ugliness and what it means for him. Richard's selfdescriptions, "rudely stamped", "unfinished", "deformed" move from a metaphor to a bark,
from a sophisticated figurative expression to a vocal reaction that is not language anymore.
These stages ended in a full collapse of language. Literal figurative signifiers fail for
Richard, so he has to turn to "nonhuman aversion." Still, however, this is not enough for
him. He is deep inside in need of going further but he cannot. The aposiopesis in line 23
suggests the incompleteness of the line because "the curtailed sentence imitates the
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incomplete work of nature", and also it works for taking "the incapacities of description one
step further." In a context of self-hatred and alienation, the bounds of abundant speech are
determined by the move from the human to the nonhuman and from there to silence. It is
concluded that Richard's soliloquy moves to its ending using "words that are set on a
course of an ever growing amplification of self-aversion; a process which culminates in a
total disconnection, a gap that parallels the state and message of the speech's alienated
producer. For Richard language can no longer capture the degree of his deformity. He is
that ugly" (506-507). Even the men's best friend, dogs, "bark at [him] as [he] halt by
them—" (I.i.23).

For twenty-three lines onward Richard makes his only stop and lets the audience
think for a while to give more reason of his actions before he lays out the scenes. Why does
not he have any "delight to pass away the time in this weak piping of peace" (I.i.24-25)?
All in all, he is a man of war. He was raised as a soldier. He has to prove himself as an
honourable man to his father. However, in the end Richard turned out to be a criminal like
his ancestors. The contemporary theories of heredity as one of the reasons to be a criminal
have argued that "criminality was higher among sons whose biological and adoptive fathers
had been criminals", also "some genetic factor(s) is passed along from parent to offspring.
Criminal or delinquents behaviour is not directly inherited, nor does the genetic factor
directly cause to behaviour; rather, one inherits a greater susceptibility to succumb to
criminogenic environments or to adapt normal environments in a deviant way" (Akers,
1997:45).

History presents that Richard's grandfather, the Earl of Cambridge, was a criminal
who was accused of high treason against King Henry V and executed for this crime.
Richard's father, the Duke of York also involved in a series of conspiracies to overthrow
the King in order to declare the throne he believed was rightly his. 3 Henry VI puts the
Duke of York's party plot to overthrow the King, and throughout the play Richard has an
integral part of the conspiracy. He is made to both believe that he is an heir apparent, and
appreciate violence as a means to settle disputes. Violence is not an unfamiliar sense to him
as he not only witnesses but also is initiated into it. Richard regards violence as a normal
behaviour, even after he acquires the throne and has nothing more to fight for. As a result,
Richard's father has adopted his own father's way of behaving, and Richard inherited his
own father's manners (Time, 1999:70-71). The way of Richard's life with his deformity has
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nothing to do with this "weak" -feeble, cowardly, stupid, insecure, gentle, shaky—partying
time that peace brings. He will be not satisfied unless he sees his "shadow in the sun" and
comment on his "own deformity" (I.i.26-27). The dark shadow of Richard as a murderer
marks the diabolic presence of his character over his victims being not only vicious and
cruel but also attractive and charming that enable it easy of getting blind and quick to join
in. As a born play-actor, he makes the most brilliant series of roles/shadows: loving brother,
jovial uncle, passionate lover, offended friend and the saintly recluse, pretending to refuse
the crown offered to him by the Lord Mayor.
When after describing his misshapen body, Richard goes on with a definite but
sophisticated "therefore," to explain his villainous intentions he encourages the audience to
believe that there is a casual relationship between his deformities and his wickedness. Some
critics, including Francis Bacon, comment that "in his illogical appropriation of physical
deformity as cause for his treachery, a fallacy that was commonplace in contemporary
moralization of deformity, Richard designates his body as an outward sign of his moral
depravity" (Willson, Jr. 14).

"And therefore, since [he] cannot prove [to be] a lover / To entertain these fair wellspoken days, / [he] is determined to prove [to be] a villain / And hate the idle pleasures of
these days" (I.i 28-31). Love and affection and a person's bond to society in a large sense
determine his/her conformity to social norms and values. Hirschi theorizes four variables of
the social bond: attachment, commitment, involvement, and belief. His theory examines
people's bond to society in not committing crimes, and then thirty years later it has been
employed to explain criminal behaviour (168). The quotation above hints at some elements
present in the bond theory along with many more in the play. Investigating Richard's life
from 2 Henry VI makes to grasp that the social controls in Richard's life were weak, and
thus he was "free" to commit crime. If people care about how others see them and their
expectations, they will be less likely to do a misdeed. Hirschi points out that attachment to
parents and parental supervision are helpful in controlling deviance. So if those "significant
others", who are the ones a person feel sensitive, do not expose their children any affection,
the children, then, do not care what they do. Consequently, because there is not any
expectation from the children, they have no "stake in conformity." In the character of
Richard the Third, Shakespeare implies that because Richard lacks love and affection from
those close to him, and also he is incapable of giving love. In 3 Henry VI Richard clearly
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indicates that he has no concept of love: "This word love, which greybirds call divine, be
resident in men like one another, and not in me; I am myself alone" (V.vi.84).

The adequate presence of love and affection from the significant others such as
parents, friends, siblings, and teachers to a large extent help people correspond to the laws
of society. Therefore, if those significant others get more insensitive, people will deviate
more from obeying those values and laws they share. As soon as he is born, Richard is "less
than a mother's hope ... an indigest deformed lump" (3 Henry VI, V.vi.50-51). There was
no excitement about his birth that he is told, even the midwife who helps in his mother's
birth wondered together with the other women, "oh Jesus bless us, he is born with teeth!"
(V.vi.75). Richard received not much care; however, the only appreciation he gets is from
his father after Richard shows bravery at the battle of St.Albans: "Richard hath best
deserved of all my sons" (I.i. 17). Normally, a mother ought to surround her child with great
care and love, but not Richard's mother. She thinks his birth is a severe burden: "Thou
camst on earth to make the earth my hell. / A grievous burden was thy birth to me... / What
comfortable hour canst thou name that ever graced me in thy company?" (Richard III, IV.
i. 167-68, 174-75). He does not care about what he does because no one cares about him.
The control theorists state that the feeling that no one cares stays with a person throughout
that person's life. Richard's mother mentions that his problems with the society have been
noticed since his school days. She tells him, "Tetchy and wayward was thy infancy; thy
school days frightful, desperate, wild and furious; thy prime of manhood daring, bold, and
venturous" (IV.iv. 169-71). It is cleared out that Richard is not under disciplined at any
stage of his life.

Not only with his mother, but also with his brothers Richard has weak ties. In 3
Henry VI he mentions that: "I have no brother, I am like no brother" (V.vi.81). He could
prefer to consume his time in the company of ladies, however as he is badly deformed, he
cannot "prove a lover." Since he is cheated by nature and can find no one to love him, he is
"determined to prove a villain".

Another control of Hirschi's theory is commitment. The fact is that a person who
has nothing to lose might more easily engage in deviant behaviour. In the example of
Richard's character it can be visualized that although he was the Duke of Gloucester and
later king, all he knew in life was violence. He earned all of his titles through treachery and
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chicanery. In order to get involved into the society one should accept conventional values
and laws, and also respect the rights of others. The less a person believes he should obey
the rules, the more likely he is to violate them (26). In the light of this view it will be
clearer to get the idea behind Shakespeare's anti-hero's created inner conflicts. When he
murders King Henry, Richard declares, "I that have neither pity, love, nor fear" (3 Henry
VI, V.vi.68). This shout proves that he has no respect for the law or for the rights of others.
Destroying others is like a child's play for him because he "pleases with no remorse and
with no fear of reprisals" (Time 89).

The concluding remarks of Richard in his first soliloquy in the play announce his
stratagem against his brother Clarence:
Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous,
By drunken prophecies, libels and dreams,
To set my brother Clarence and the king
In deadly hate the one against the other: 35
And if King Edward be as true and just
As I am subtle, false and treacherous,
This day should Clarence closely be mew'd up,
About a prophecy, which says that 'G'
Of Edward's heirs the murderer shall be. 40
Dive, thoughts, down to my soul: here
Clarence comes.
From his tone of discontent in the opening lines to the revelation of his plot to murder the
king and place the blame on his innocent brother Clarence, Richard's soliloquy disturbs the
audience in two ways. First, he is honest about his joys of ambition to become king.
Second, he puts obviously his murderous plan to power. In other words Richard is honest
about his dishonesty. Moreover, he shares his plot with the audience and he has involved
them to him as his "knowing accomplices" (Tabers-Kwak 83). This fact, along with
Richard's physical appearance, was assured to set any Elizabethan audience in terror. From
the beginning of the play Richard, Duke of Gloucester holds power over his audience.

In the previous play, 3 Henry VI Richard identifies himself as one whose criminal
ambitions will lead him to "set the murderous Machiavel to school" (III.iii.193).
Shakespeare's audience has the secret knowledge of Richard's methods and his thoughts
long before they hear the opening soliloquy. In his Guide to Shakespeare Asimov
acknowledges that "As for Machiavelli, he was to Elizabethans (and to some moderns) the
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very epitome of Italian intrigue and deceit, so that for Richard to claim to be able to be so
much more advanced than he as to be able to teach him was going for indeed" (657).
Having well appreciated and following the steps of Machiavellian thought, Richard moves
quickly to declare a course of murders that will allow him to take the power of the kingship.
The task is not unfamiliar to Richard as he has been planning and arranging the elimination
of obstacles to the throne as early as Act III of the previous play;

...between my soul's desire and me—
The lustful Edward's title buried.
Is Clarence, Henry, and his son young Edward.
And all the unlooked-for issue of their bodies. (3 Henry VI, III.ii.128-31)

Consequently, by the first lines of Richard III it is a well-known fact that in order to
become a king, Richard must get those out of the way who have priority to the throne.

Richard's first target is to weaken the power and authority of his handsome brother,
King Edward IV, the present king. He achieves this by making Edward believe that
someone with a name beginning with "G" will murder Edward's heir. The king reads this to
mean his other brother, George, Duke of Clarence and immediately gives out orders for
Clarence's imprisonment.

In secret the audience knows Richard's plan of attack, and witnesses the masterful
craft of assumption and appearances at work while the innocent and naive Clarence without
being aware of asks for help from the one who organized the imprisonment, that is Richard.
In this event after Richard's soliloquy, Shakespeare uses two techniques to get the audience
involve in the play. Firstly, the audience knows Richard's name for the art of deceit.
However, secondly it is planned to make the audience uncomfortably stated by Richard so
that they feel distress under his Machiavellian power and authority. Shakespeare achieves
this by involving the audience as Richard's accomplice when they hear Richard's innermost thoughts in the opening lines of the play. Richard's only confidant in his crimes is the
audience. Thus, when Richard replies to the begging, prison-bound Clarence, "Well, your
prisonment shall not be long. / I will deliver you or else lie for you" (I.i. 117-18), the
audience quickly gets the implication of the dual meaning of "lie for." The Bard's usage of
dramatic irony in the phrase "lie for" could be interpreted as "lie in prison in your place" or,
in Richard's true sense of the term, "tell lies for you" (Mowat and Werstine 16).
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Through forty-one lines the audience watches and feels the hypnotic power of
Richard as a villain. He is the only voice they hear. This key soliloquy opens not only the
tragedy of Richard III but also the mind of a person who struggles with himself consciously
or unconsciously.
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IV. THE FILM ADAPTATIONS OF SHAKESPEARE'S RICHARD III

IV.I. The Laurence Olivier's 1955 RICHARD III

During the post-world war, Lopert Productions was founded by Alexander Korda to
produce "high-quality British films" (Brode 31). When the company's main director Carol
Reed could not find time to assist in the new film adaptation of Shakespeare's play Richard
III, the actor Laurence Olivier accepted the request on his becoming both the leading actor
and the director of the film. Along with his many successful films Olivier's name on stage
and screen is well-known beforehand with his Henry V and Hamlet. Thus he had been
honoured by the title of 'knight' in 1948 and became the youngest actor to achieve such a
respect.

At the American film premiere of Richard III on March 11, 1956, the film was
viewed by an estimated 40 million people as it was broadcasted simultaneously on NBC
television channel. This vast number of audience in one afternoon was more than that of
people had seen the play in its 352-year history (Spoto 254). Consequently, the film put its
name on the cult movies, Salvador Dali's famous painting -half Olivier, half-Richard—
decorated the cover of Newsweek.

The questioning of Olivier's significant and remarkable direction of Shakespearean
film lies in his paradoxical approach to the aesthetics of filming theatrical material. His
concept of nature of dramatic action is fundamentally theatrical. Yet his films are full of
those moments which bring "theatricality to the film and then advance its impact in a way
which only cinema can." The relationship between film and theatre is "suddenly and
unexpectedly" undermined so that the entire medium of expression is eventually cinematic.

For Anthony Davies behind this success there are two strategies of Olivier: one, "his
perception that cinema is essentially narrative;" and the other, "his visualization of a
cyclical journey structure in each of his three films" (65). There are certain differences
within these motives, however. The narrative function in Henry V is performed by the
Chorus that is granted to the camera. In Hamlet the narrative dimension is started with the
inserted and vocalized 'prologue' which Olivier speaks and which also appears printed on
screen. In Richard III, the narrative dimension has its own smart and obvious properties
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because it is much more within the control of Richard than it ever was in the control of the
central characters in Henry Vor Hamlet. So the cyclical journey structure manifests itself in
Richard III too, but its impact as a device is less than these other films (65).

The adaptive approaches of Richard III and Hamlet might have more in common as
their centre is in one character. Then Olivier's film Richard III, like Hamlet, becomes a
psychological study generated along the lines of conceptions of power, morality and love.
Olivier explores and visualizes "the nature of disharmony" which separates the protagonist
from the world in which he functions (66). The fascinating portrait of Richard as a wicked
masculine yet seductive feminine controls the entire film of Olivier. His personifying of an
evil is so outrageous that he can mock his own audacity. Olivier attracts the audience into
"a kind of voyeuristic complicity in his betrayals, seductions and murders" by his speaking
directly to the camera (Spoto 254). Courageously, he calls the attention to himself by
shortening the vowels, stressing the consonants, flattering his speech, rolling and raising his
eyes and clicking his tongue. This provides an energetic way of presenting the kinetic
power of the play as it originally contains. Olivier's role is to play "a gargoyle on the great
cathedral of English history" as Jack Jorgens put it into words (136). Richard is a gigantic
character, an epitome of history's every scheming courtier, unscrupulous lover, villainous
uncle and duplicitous brother with a limp and padded humpback, a deformed hand,
elongated nose and silken black pageboy wig.
The film is one of the most striking examples of "colour noir" highlighting "rich
hues" set against the protagonist's moral bleakness for ironic contrast. The dark nature of
Richard, marked in black grab, was effectively set against Technicolor depicting of "bright
pomp" and "gay ceremony." Douglas Brode is not mistaken when he resembles, Richard's
slithering down a rope, to a "black widow spider"; further "his lackeys captured in
unpleasant lighting to make their faces appear green and yellow and disagreeably reptilian"
(32).

Olivier cleverly includes some of Colley Cibber's lines, such as "So much for
Buckingham" and "Richard is himself again"; some of David Garrick's structural
improvements and segments of Richard's speeches from 3 Henry VI, such as "Clarence
beware. Thou keep'st me from the light; / But I will sort a pitchy day for thee" (V.vii.86);
and the parts of the long speech beginning at Act III scene ii line 124. Pearlman praises
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Olivier at his choice of lines in the middle of the last episode of Henriad because that
speech indicates the "invention of Richard of Gloucester" and his "differentiation from the
comparatively colourless orators and warriors who populate the Henry VI plays" (Jackson
99).

Olivier's intent to find a workable balance between Shakespeare's word-heavy text
and the visual terrain of cinema is clear from the opening. He is very generous in time when
shooting the coronation of Edward IV. As the moment Shakespeare began the play, Richard
alone in darkness, is on screen only after ten minutes. He is focused on converting drama to
cinema, not his show-off. For that matter, in order to speed up the action, he cut the
significant role of Queen Margaret, widow of King Henry VI. Jack Jorgens believes that by
doing so, Olivier "has shifted the emphasis away from history and working of Divine
Justice." He explains further this by quoting from Alice Griffin:

In insisting on clarify for the benefit of the millions who will see the film, Sir
Laurence unfortunately has sacrificed the larger significance of the work. He
cuts out the character of the virago Queen Margaret, who runs like a thread
through Shakespeare's text, reminding Richard, his fellow sinners, and the
audience, that retribution will come. And in so doing, Olivier narrows his
scope from the execution of divine justice on doers of evil to a chronicle of
Richard and his pawns, and his theme from the falls of princes to the
punishment of one man. But within this smaller framework the film is a tour
de force, in one opinion the best of the Olivier films to date and the best of
motion picture Shakespeare. (138)

Olivier also omits the scene of lamentation of three Queens; Queen Margaret,
Duchess of York—mother of Edward, Richard, and Clarence, and Queen Elizabeth Edward IV’ wife. And as a director Olivier reduces the roles of women in general. Through
the end of the play the long scene where Richard woos Queen Elizabeth for the hand of her
daughter is eliminated as well as Richard's soliloquy upon awakening after his nightmare.
Another removed scene is Henry Tudor, Richmond's rousing nationalistic final speech. On
the other hand, some additions are made: Richard's courtship of Lady Anne (Claire Bloom)
is divided into two scenes, though Olivier makes Richard the murderer of Anne's husband,
Edward, rather than, as in Shakespeare, of her father-in-law, Henry VI. Although he cuts
out half-a-dozen characters, Olivier adds a silent Jane Shore (Pamela Brown), King
Edward's mistress, according to Hirsch, "to serve throughout as a token of the corrupt
court" (101). In addition, the last scene from the previous play, the coronation of Edward,
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which introduces all the major characters, is added to prove historical context and
continuity.

All the cuttings and adding will explain the many liberties taken with the original.
After years Olivier explained: "It's a difficult play to film -involved, obscure. I felt it
necessary to do more simplification than before. Though every commentator and critic
through the centuries has attacked the structure, I now expect to be accused of vandalism"
(Brode 33). However, Hirsch thinks that Olivier "has simplified the structure of
Shakespeare's bulky, unevenly balanced play" by this way of editing in order to
"concentrate on the main political intrigue of Richard's rise and fall and on his own
incomparably witty, incisive, vaudevillian performance" (101).

Olivier's adaptation differs from the earlier ones in his usage of film as a frame for
his virtuoso impersonification of Shakespeare's demonic and captivating anti-hero. Olivier
as Richard is a bravura display of a "hypnotic actor playing a hypnotic actor." His king is a
sly, droll, resourceful master of the revels who woos and 'plays' to the audience, while he
manipulates all of the characters in the drama (103). As an actor-director Olivier supports
his characterization of Richard with some certain setting, symbols and costumes throughout
the movie. He strengthens the visual motives with his filming techniques, such as close-ups,
tracking camera and editing.

The settings for Richard III (1955) with all their pictorially has never been
dreamscapes. The characteristic settings of the film are open areas, bathed in light. The
most efficient space is the throne room, for it conveys much of delight in regularity
particular to this film. This great hall is the throne on its dais, placed in the centre of the
chamber. Almost always, sunny daylight fills the room, underlining the pinkish pastel that
is the main interior colour. The open space grows airy, warmly refreshing, dispersing the
potential discomforts of its size. The palace with its throne room is next to the cathedral,
and the Tower next to the palace. One aspect of the art direction in the film is the
horizontality of Richard III's world. Dale Silviria resembles Richard's physical world to a
fable or parable, thus a childlike simplicity spreads throughout the storybook settings,
placing them distinctly apart from more conventional costume dramas shot in studios (220).
Everybody accepts that Richard's biography is " a folk tale" with a moral, and it seems
relevant to Olivier's plan that Richard nonetheless acts his story out in a realistic enough
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counterpart to the natural world. Jorgens comments about this choice of Olivier that "the
artificial set emphasizes the unnaturalness of Richard's actions, and the bright, highly
saturated colours contribute to the hysteria generated by Richard's sudden, deadly moves
against friends and enemies" (145). On the other hand, Silviria suggests that "the symbolic
cast of the sets for Richard III is constructed from only the most general kinds of
associative meanings." For instance, the loveliness and light of London and the royal
complex signify the world Richard sets out to destroy. In contrast to this peaceful
atmosphere, the black and dark dungeon emphasizes the world Richard is "secretly
bringing" (220). In fact he succeeds in conveying darkness into the throne room in two
scenes: first, during his opening monologue the darkened hall prefigures his rise; and then
the blacker dark of the last scene before Bosworth Field authenticates the success of
Richard's royal ambitions. The bareness of Bosworth Field also implies the world under
Richard's rule. Consequently, such plain identical meanings have a marked intention with
the architectural designs for the settings. Not only the settings but also their symbolic cast
presents an academic regularity, a by-the-book sense of organization and execution. The
directions of setting unite the throne room with the dungeon which suggests that Richard's
world is one.

The function of the symbols in the film enables the audience put more sense to the
complicated world of Richard. If the symbols are clear and simple, the recognition of them
will be quicker, and their presence and quality tell the audience about their world. Olivier
immediately introduces his film's dominating symbol at the first shot: a giant crown
suspended above the coronation throne of King Edward IV. Olivier's use of crown forms
the film's superstructure. The crown and the coronation imagery clearly interpret the action
of the film. Sandra S. Singer comments about this "two-dimensional drawing of a crown"
as the recurrent visual motif or logo of the film that "this dialogue between word and
picture develops so that the picture crown becomes a real one suspended over the
coronation ritual at Westminster for the crowning of Edward IV" (185).

The action of the film effectively starts with the lowering of the crown on to the
head of the new King Edward. After Edward's death it is held aloft over Richard's head,
and finally it is placed above the head of Richmond. The film ends with the archbishop's
hands blurring from the frame, the 'real' crown returning to its earlier graphic depiction,
and then moving up and out of the frame, thus balancing the opening descent of the
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pictured crown in the frame. Davies states that "the metamorphosis and movement of the
crown at the start and ending of the film constitute Olivier's framing device for the
historical legend" (67). He underlies the function of the three coronations throughout the
film in use of "the parabolic curve and the spatial manipulation of the crown" which "gives
the film a breadth of meaning which the play does not project" (67). Accordingly,
Constance Brown summarizes Olivier's intention that,

Had Olivier tried to adapt Richard III simply by snipping out some of its
less inspired passages, he would have accomplished little. Instead, by
giving predominance to a theme obscured in the play, he was given his film
a significance that the play does not have. Olivier's film, like the play, is a
portrait of an individual tyrant. Unlike the play, Olivier's film surpasses
melodrama to become a portrait of tyranny. (133-34)

The religious imagery in the film is presented as didactic as Olivier's crowns.
Impromptu crosses, created from inverted swords, hang on the sunlit walls. An actual
crucifix hangs in the dungeon, another above the sleeping Princes, and Clarence holds a
third during the prayer of his children. Chanting monks are placed at the background in
Edward's throne room, and Richard's appearance between two clergymen parodies this
institution from Edward's court. When Hastings falls into Richard's trap, behind him some
frescoed angels hang up ineffectually. Olivier keeps Richmond's prayer in the screenplay.
The force of the religious symbols imagines Richard as something like the Devil.

In the film it is obvious that the focus will always be kept on Richard from the
image of crown to alterations in lighting the sets. Another target is the design of Richard's
costume. After he wins Lady Anne's heart in Act I scene ii, Richard quickly decides to
have new clothes to delight his mischief: "a score or two of tailors/ To study fashions to
adorn my body." The new, ermine-bordered jacket with the absurd little green hat could
have modestly graced the court. The jacket is in the colour of blood that underlies the
coming death of Clarence. Fashion remains important to Richard in his next costume: red
tights and a red hat and scarf contrast strikingly with a black doublet. In all the sartorial
flash, a sinister quality has entered Richard's wardrobe at the same time he intends the
removal of the Queen's kindred, the imprisonment of the young Princes, and Hastings's
execution. His interest in fashion then passes. Richard changes to all black when he ascends
to the throne. His coronation spots him still garbed in the black doublet with buff-coloured
hose. He adds red velvet gloves after the murders of the boys. His battle armour is in black,
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and the robe he wears the night before in Bosworth Field is in red. Richmond and Stanley,
in contrast, wear silver armour. As Richard declines in his career, the costumes no longer
have the same noteworthy effect. Thus, "since each successive set of clothes is closer-fitted,
Richard's hunched back and limp seem to grow more pronounced with each change"
(Silviria 228).

In the superstructure of the film costumes is only one way of detailing Richard's
career. The main celebrated aspect is Olivier's use of Richard's shadow like a spider's
shadow on its victims. After his first meeting with Lady Anne, Richard informs the
audience he will nonetheless "have her"; but he admits, "I run before my horse to market. /
Clarence still breast, Edward still lives and reigns; / When they are gone, then must I count
my gains." He slowly walks out of the camera's range, saying a line from 3 Henry VI:
"Clarence beware! Thou keep'st me from the light" (V.vi.85). The camera passes left to
photograph Richard's great dark shadow which fills the frame. The shadow motif is
regarded as both symbolic and metaphoric. C. Brown points out that "the shadow is one of
the most overworked cinematic devices, Olivier's employment if it is fresh and
sophisticated -sophisticated and metaphorical rather than horrific…it swallows up the
screen…. just as Richard's tyranny will swallow up England: just as every tyrant swallows
up the country he rules" (Davies 78). Whispering lies about Clarence into King Edward's
ear, the creeping black shadow passes across the throne room. Having planted its ill
thoughts about Clarence, the next target of Richard's shadow is Lady Anne's bedchamber.
It falls across her light-coloured gown. Then, the shadow's head spies on Clarence at his
prayers. Richard's hired assassins cast their shadows upon the dungeon wall and its
crucifix. The 'newly struck' alliance between Richard and Buckingham is presented as their
shadows are locking arms in King Edward's death chamber. However, the unity of the
shadows has come to an end because with Clarence and the King out of the way Richard no
longer needs any secret alliance. Richard's costumes, shadows, crowns and crosses do not
present wrong or ironic explanations. But the themes or goals of the director's vision are in
order, and comprehensibly rendered in a world of art. Hence, Richard's costumes and
shadows say more about audience than about Richard.
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IV.I.II. The Soliloquy Scene

Olivier's cinematic approach is supported with the narrative authority of the camera.
One of the ways of expressing another avenue for the truth in order to visualize the world of
Richard is the technique of close-up in the film. The craft of Shakespeare allows the film
director catch the narrative dimension of the play. In Richard III Richard, himself has some
eighteen opportunities of direct address to the theatre audience. So it is natural that Olivier
weaves other narrative possibilities into the "voyeuristic predilections of Richard's
personality" (68). In most of the first half of the film the camera is centred on Richard's
own cynically amusing point of view. Thus, only after a specific event has been presented,
the audience aware that they have witnessed it as Richard's close confidants. The 'eyes
portraits' of Richard that show the evil within him with sudden, terrifying glimpses are the
essential parts of his close-ups. His deformed hand is first noticed in a double close-up with
Buckingham, just before Richard traps Hastings. And the camera is close by as well to
record Richard's fear of Ghosts and his death pains at the end of the film. However,
Richard, with lank, straight black hair, a pointed nose, a hunched back, a pronounced limp,
thickened eyebrows, and a pinched, knife-edged nasal voice does not always portrait a
villain. His "Byronic attractiveness…is extremely mobile compared to the static characters
around him both at court and in battle" (Jorgens 143). So in his wooing scene to Lady Anne
displays a very romantic Richard in the film. As sympathetic as this scene, he also comes
close to the camera to woo the audience. This admiring portrait owes its dominance over
the audience to Richard's wit, showmanship, forceful personality.

Richard III’s camerawork is complete with Olivier's use of "tracking camera"
which behaves like a "veritable retainer attached to Richard's own person" (Silviria 225). It
first appears as a recognizable device when it takes its leave if King Edward's coronation
celebrations and enters the now-darkened throne chamber, where Richard gives his opening
monologue. The camera toils about in Richard's wake or joins him in spying through some
open window. Richard is always turning around in mid-progress to address the camera, or
tossing a few words back over his shoulder at it, or pointing out for its edification
something just ahead or just over there. While the audience follows this, the tracking
camera virtually images their delighted fascination with Richard.
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As a director Olivier applies the technique of close-up and tracking camera while
shooting the film in order to emphasize the different nature of the soliloquies in Richard III
than those in Hamlet. Olivier comments about this distinction and its reflection on the film
in those words:
Hamlet contains a great deal of spoken thought, but it is contemplative. On
the other hand, Richard talks to the audience all the time like Iago does,
and says, 'What a good boy am I. Aren't I clever?' This is absolute
audience approach, not meditation. When I do it in the film, I talk to the
camera, and take the camera into my confidence. I take it by the arm and
walk it about with me as if I'd just come to town with it… I treated the
camera as a person… It's nothing new really; people are seeing it on
television all the time. (Manvell 5)

The conspiratorial nature of Richard's relationship with the audience is supported in
the direct-address shots which enable the audience feel an audio-visual seduction of
Richard through the screen frame. C. Brown informs that "it was the first time a cinematic
character addressed himself to the audience so directly and personally, much less invited
them to participate in a conspiracy. It is a delightfully brazen sort of behaviour,
characteristic of the audacity people admire in powerful men" (142). By doing so, Olivier
brings a distinctly theatrical action to the film and then gives it an impact which only
cinema can.

The most essential formal structure in Shakespeare's Richard III is language. Critics
claim that certainly other Shakespeare plays equal or excel Richard's fascination; however,
in no other play does one find so intense an ordering of words into rigid, architectural
patterns. Syntactical parallelisms, stichomythia, grammatical series and structures like them
provide the play's language with scaffolding as part of the overall design. The quality of
language, in that matter, can be a dynamic part of a film. Hence, the film maker's objective
is to translate a writer's style into cinematic, largely visual equivalents. In this respect,
Olivier succeeds brilliantly because his production design and use of the camera meet the
characteristics of Shakespeare's language for Richard III with its regularization,
comprehensibly, order, and structure. Even among people who have never read any of
Shakespeare plays would expect the Bard's handling of poetic language, and for sure
everyone in Richard's world speaks in verse. In the film, Olivier's actors as a group manage
the rhythmic and poetic properties of their lines with skill and ease (Silviria 241).
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Olivier begins his Richard III film with an interlude: pages from a manuscript
passes one by one on the screen informing the audience about the intention of the director,
the historical background of the movie, and the actor's names together with their identities
in the film.
The History of England like that of many another land is an interwoven
pattern of history and legend. The history of the world, like letters without
poetry, flowers without perfume, or thoughts without imagination, would
be a dry matter indeed without its legends, and many these though scorned
by proof a hundred times seem worth preserving for their own familiar
sakes.
The following begins in the latter half of the 15th Century in England, at the
end of a long period of strife set about by rival factions for the English
crown known as the Wars of the Roses.
The Red Rose being the emblem for the House of Lancaster
The White for the House of York.
This White Rose for York was in its final flowering at the beginning of the
Story as it inspired William Shakespeare.
Principal Characters to the Plot
Adherent to the House of York
Lately adherent to the House of Lancaster
Here now begins one of the most famous and at the same time, the most
infamous of the legends that are attached to THE CROWN of
ENGLAND...
(Dir. L. Olivier, London Film, 1955)
After this long introduction, the very first image on screen is a huge crown floating
through air that brings the audience to the coronation of King Edward amid cries of "May
the King live forever." Suddenly the figure over whose shoulder the audience has watched
the coronation turns his head, powerfully revealing himself to be Richard. For just a second
he directs his gaze at the audience; but the camera cuts to the full figure of Buckingham,
then pans to Clarence, and then on to the figures of the Queen, the Princes, the old Duchess
of York, and the Queen's relatives. Richard is the gamesman, and all these are only the
chess pieces he must capture to gain, the crown. This shot effectively summarizes the
course of the following action. Each figure represents one episode of Richard's rise.

Along with the chanting monks, King Edward passes through a short aisle to get his
place in the throne. While walking slowly Queen Elizabeth on his right, he stops to touch
the hands of his mistress, the mute figure of Jane Shore in the middle of his coronation
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recessional. Then, when he is seated his throne, Olivier puts the lines from previous play,
Act V scene vi, the new King Edward says: "Once more we sit in England's royal throne, /
Re-purchased with the blood of enemies" (1-2). He kisses his wife and his elder son,
Edward, Prince of Wales joining the crowd's screaming "Hail!" He goes on:

Come hither, and let me kiss my boy.
Young Ned, for thee, thine uncles and myself
Have in our armours watcht the winter' snight;
Went all afoot in summer's scalding heat,
That thou mightst repossess the crown in peace:
And of our labours thou shalt reap the gain (V.vii. 15-20)

Saying so, King requests his brothers "...love [his] lovely queen; / And kiss [their] princely
nephew, brothers both" (26-27). First, Clarence replies eagerly, "The duty that I owe unto
your majesty / I seal upon the lips of this sweet babe" (28-29). Sneaking with a whisper to
the throne, Richard's reply is just simple, "And, that I love thee from whence thou
sprang'st, / Witness the loving kiss I give the fruit.—"(31-32). Being unaware the perilous
intent of Richard, King Edward and his family leave the throne room to greet the people
waiting outside.

The monologue sequence begins its intricate effects even before the first words of
Richard's extended speech. When the camera at last leaves off its interest in the coronation
activities and follows Richard back into the emptied and darkened throne chamber, it finds
him alone and in deep thought, contemplating the royal chair on its dais. Turning from the
throne, Richard proceeds to walk down to the camera, presenting the audience with a closer
portrait. Immediately his limp is perceived, and his hunched back is seen as it gives his
body a shrivelled aspect. It can be observed that Richard has removed the glove from his
deformed hand. Richard's demeanour proves so genuinely ominous that an emblematic
meaning to his disfigurement can be attributed; that is, his body reports his soul. However,
the impression of Olivier's Richard is not as monolithic as its stage performances. Yet, for
a very few scenes Richard's determined progress clearly reflects his invincible and
stubborn quality. Although the director obviously sets up a visual and moral contrast
between the high-spirited community outside and this solitary man in the shadows, Richard
seems to become he who attends to the serious business of life.
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Richard's great opening monologue is shot only in one six-minute take, so there is
not any intercutting to distract the audience from what the character says. Thus by the end
of the speech, Richard has the audience utterly in his power. The screenplay's text for the
monologue combines the opening speech from Richard III with Richard's long declamation
from 3 Henry VI Act III scene ii. When Olivier first played the role onstage, he blended
these speeches. It has a practical reason already that in the speech of 3 Henry VI Richard
declares "I'll make my heaven to dream upon the crown" (line 152).

Finally, when Richard begins to speak his famous lines, "Now is the winter of our
discontent /Made glorious summer by this sun of York;" the distinctive contrast between
Richard and his world grows rapidly as he describes England in peacetime. The voice of
Olivier's Richard is nasal and of relatively high pitch. However, its impressive inferences
attribute sophistication and intelligence to the character without a suggestion of effeminacy,
a personal as well as hereditary aristocracy. Toward the celebrations Richard is not envious,
but arrogant and scornful. His comparison of his brother the King to the sun implies that he
finds this resemblance absurd. His following pronouncement that "Grimvisaged war had
smoothed his wrinkled brow" is a "curious mockery, as though the formulations were not
Richard's, but rather the kind of rhetorical bombast the peacemakers would think up"
(Silviria 255). A cunning gaiety and subtle imitating of a cavalier's manner render his
declaration that 'war' now "capers nimbly in a lady's chamber / To the lascivious pleasing
of a lute" not just a sneer at romance, but a pointed implication of his brother and Lady
Shore.

Watching him seriously with the very presentation of his limp and other defects,
Richard conquers the crown with his own gravity while standing against it. The prolonged
account of his deformities now clearly defines the self-respect that his physical misfortunes
empower him with. Lines from both Shakespeare plays are selected: Richard not only
shouts out how he is "Deformed, unfinished, sent before my time / Into this breathing
world, scarce half made up" (Richard III), but also passionately details how "love forswore
me in my mother's womb" and did corrupt Nature to "shape my legs of an equal size" (3
Henry VI). The voice of the actor is no longer heard as mockery, but vehemence. In his
earnestness, Richard cuts his intimate closeness to the camera and begins wandering around
the hall. His imply is clear: his deformities should not and do not cut him off from
something more important than affection. Nor does he use his deformities as a way of
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pleading for approbation; he has little need for emotional blackmail of this sort. He wears
badges of honour.

Next Richard introduces his quest:
I'll make my heaven to dream upon the crown,
And, whiles I live, to account this world but hell,
Until my misshaped trunk that bears this head Be
round impaled with a glorious crown.

A noticeable lighter quality comes into Richard's manner. His ambition refreshes him. He
reaches the last of the lines just quoted quickly Richard and the camera have moved to
where both have clear sight of the giant suspended crown in the cathedral sanctuary, and
Richard employs this happy coincidence to re-establish his intimacy with the viewer. For
just as he seems to reach for a rhetorical climax with the last line, he pauses right before the
final "crown" and out on a quick little grin for the audience, indicating the hanging coronet
with a turn of the head; when he finally says "crown", his completing the line has the easy
familiarity of the commonplace. Richard's rebuilt lightness of tone turns into his trademark
humour. In describing his doubt over how to realize his ambition, he uses the simile "like
one lost in a thorny woo" and acts out the part of being confused in his way, the camera
keeping close behind his heels. Richard gratifies the showy side of his personality,
entertaining himself and the audience. Indeed, this brief passage presents the earliest
instance of Richard's seductive comedy. He never lies about what he intends; but in
passages such as this, his effusive, witty gift obscures sense with style. He is such
personality brilliant a creature that he is kind enough to make the audience familiar with not
simply his plans, but his person as well.

All of a sudden a new mood appears. Richard brings his long simile to an abrupt
close: from the torment of being lost in his ambition's forest "I will free myself, / Or hew
my way out with a bloody axe." Hard tones cover Olivier's reading. At last the evil side of
Richard has lain out in those lines. The deadly end of this passage starts another movement
to the monologue, its certain subject Richard's wickedness. Olivier's voice varies from
"strident pitch" to "dulcet" tone, but the effect always remains threatening. This impact is
so suitable that Richard begins with a warning passage which expresses what evil he
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himself can commit and how his entertaining hypocrisy can disguise his wicked deeds:
"Why, I can smile, and murder whiles I smile.../ And frame my face to all occasions."

In his boasting the camera comes closer under a directed light at the actor's face
which starts to flicker. The shot gives Richard a serpent's hypnotic danger:

I'll drown more sailors than the mermaid shall,
I'll slay more gazers than the basilisk, I'll play
the orator as well as Nestor, Deceive more slily
than Ulysses could, And, like a Sinon, take
another Troy I can add colours to the chameleon,
Change shapes with Proteus for advantages, And
set the murderous Machiavel to school.

Although Richard's listing of comparisons emphasizes the art of deception, the mermaid's
allure, the chameleon's colours, or Proteus's shapes are not simply disguises but essences
as well. Thus, the danger put forth by any one of these creatures lies not just in its ability to
feign some other identity but in its ability actually to be more than one thing. Olivier's
Richard is evil. Yet he has also a majestic personality, an attractive outlook despite his limp
and back, a brilliant charisma, a witty sense of humour, and a courageous disposition. Each
of Richard's Protean shapes is authentic. Richard's appearances become, then, anthologies
of the many facets of his character.

Richard's vicious will to deceive presented at the climax of the monologue does not
show any insight of his evil indeed. But still there is another juxtaposition that with
rhetorical flourish the man over the stage is another Richard. "Can I do this, and cannot get
a crown?" Olivier intones with the mock boasting typical of Richard's allusions to the
Crown. Then the final couplet is told. In the best fashion of sophisticated comedy, Richard
tosses his cap and scarf over his shoulder and walks out of frame, dismissing his own
question in tones of superior understatement: "Tut, were it farther off, I'll pluck it down."
Richard invades the minds and feelings of the audience with the multitudinous conflict, at
the same time without any synthesis of his characterization. So it is enough to regard
Richard himself as a whole.

The kind of humour that Olivier brings out in the role of Richard III is presented
more obviously in the wooing scene to Lady Anne. Olivier sets this role on stage first, the
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critics commented on his evoking a kind of laughter in the audience. The New Statesman
and Nation reviewed the performance in 1949 that,

Exactly what kind of laughter is he to evoke in us? Very early on Sir
Laurence seemed to me to be getting the wrong kind. The first time it
happened I felt a pang of sympathy for him as an actor -he was being
misunderstood by the more obvious-minded of his audience, who
seemed to think Richard Crookback 'funny'. Not, that is to say, funny
in some mordant, macabre way, but just ordinarily funny. I expected to
hear him being more careful next time to point the edge more sharply.
But no, it comes again, and again, until one realises that he is
deliberately playing for that kind of ordinary laugh. (Jackson 175)

After more than a decade the Daily Telegraph wrote about the "chief surprise" of
the film from the amount of comedy Olivier "extracts from [the title role] ... He gives us a
fellow of infinite grim jest, brisk and jaunty in his villainy, able to evoke almost uproarious
laughter with lines most actors would play straight" (176). The sequences which create that
weird laughter in the audience begin when Richard informs about Prince Edward, "whom
I, some small time since, / Stabbed in my angry mood at Tewksbury." (Richard III, I.ii.
261-63, 266). Reminding this awful occasion, Olivier's Richard selects such an appearance
of wide-eyed regret and mock shame that the audience cannot help laughing. Similarly, he
praises the dead husband of Anne, "A sweeter and a lovelier gentleman, / The spacious
world cannot again afford;" in such a delightful manner that when he even raises his hand
in a mock pious benediction, a smile falls the faces of the audience.
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IV.I.II. The Seduction Scene

The most controversial change in Olivier's adaptation is in the wooing scene of
Lady Anne, the widow of Prince Edward V. In the play it is the coffin of King Henry VI,
her father-in-law that Anne is mourning; but Olivier has changed it to the coffin of her
recently dispatched husband. Further, Olivier has broken the single sequence into two
separate scenes, for Jorgens, "perhaps for the sake of credibility" (139), and for Silviria "so
that Anne does not fall so quickly" (236). The long opening soliloquy of Richard begins
with his throwing open the throne room doors. Later he opens doors again, to view the
gloomy funeral procession with Lady Anne mourning after the death of her husband. A
few minutes later Richard guides the audience and Olivier's tracking camera out into the
street before the royal complex. Looking through the window outside Richard informs the
audience his future plans about Anne,

Meantime I'll marry with the Lady Anne,
And here she comes,
Lamenting her lost love, Edward, Prince of Wales,

While Richard is talking to the camera, from the frames of the camera Lady Anne is on
scene. In slow progress she becomes the centre of the composition on the empty street.
Richard continues,

Whom I, some small time since, Stabbed in
my angry mood at Tewksbury. A sweeter
and a lovelier gentleman, The spacious
world cannot again afford; And made her
widow to a woeful bed?

Wearing a lavender blue dress that trails behind her and a high white scarved headdress,
Lady Anne is walking slowly but deliberately floating gently over her beloved husband's
corpse followed by an orderly line of chanting monks. Richard further reports the audience
about Lady Anne that she has not give any birth from Prince Edward, "That from his loins
no hopeful branch may spring, / To cross me from the golden time I look for!"

Then, Lady Anne, the monks and two guardians, Tressel and Berkeley enter into
the nave on their way to the cemetery. Anne orders them to put the coffin in the middle of
the room.
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Set down, set down your honourable load Whilst I awhile obsequiously lament Pale
ashes of the house of Lancaster,
Anne opens the shroud of her husband, kneels beneath the coffin and cries out loud with
agony.

Thou bloodless remnant of that royal blood,
Be it lawful that I invocate thy ghost
To hear the lamentations of poor Anne,
Lo, in these windows that let forth thy life
I pour the helpless balm of my poor eyes.
O, cursed be the hand that made these holes!
Cursed the heart that had the heart to do it!
Cursed the blood that let this blood from hence!
If ever he have wife, let her be made
More miserable by the life of him
Than I am made by my young lord and thee!

She closes the coffin, stands up, and the monks begin to pray. Suddenly, the funeral line is
interrupted by Richard's kicking to the huge door of the church. He draws his sword, barks
a command to set down the corpse, disarms a soldier who tries to resist, and scatters the
monks. Richard yells at the holders of the coffin, "Stay, you that bear the corse, and set it
down." To the first words of Richard, Lady Anne answers immediately back to his rude
behaviour like furies in ancient tragedies resembling him to an evil magician, "What black
magician conjures up this fiend / To stop devoted charitable deeds?"

Neglecting what Anne says to him, Richard moves on attacking against the
guardians. He takes up his sword and yells,
Rich. Villains, set down the corse, or, by Saint Paul,
I'll make a corse of him that disobeys! First Gentleman
My lord, stand back, and let the coffin pass. Rich.
Unmannered dog! Stand thou, when I command!
Advance thy halberd higher than my breast,
Or, by Saint Paul, I'll strike thee to my foot
And spurn upon thee, beggar, for thy boldness.
Halberdiers flee before Richard, servants throw down the coffin. Nothing surprises Lady
Anne anymore. She has experienced everything.
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What, do you tremble? Are you all afraid?
Alas, I blame you not, for you are mortal, And
mortal eyes cannot endure the devil.
She will be left alone with Richard. She has lost all her dear ones. She is now free from
fear. She cries, implores, curses, mocks, and sneers:
Avaunt, thou dreadful minister of hell! Thou hadst
but power over his mortal body; His soul thou canst
not have. Therefore, be gone.
Richard changes his mood, comes closer to Anne and with a very soft tone he favours
Anne not be so angry at him. He says, "Sweet saint, for charity, be not so curst."

Lady Anne goes on cursing Richard. For her he is the devil, and she uses the word
"Avaunt", a term used to send away witches and devils, to get rid of Richard. She leans on
the coffin, shows him the murder he committed. She is suffering with hate.
Foul devil, for God's sake hence, and trouble us not, If
thou delight to view thy heinous deeds, Behold this
pattern of thy butcheries. Blush, blush, thou lump of
foul deformity;
Lady Anne is yet superior in this duel. Richard tries to deny his crime, tells lies.
Vouchsafe, divine perfection of a woman, Of
these supposed crimes to give me leave By
circumstance but to acquit myself. I did not
kill your husband.
Anne makes him admit his crimes.
Anne Why, then he is alive.
O, he was gentle, mild, and virtuous! Rich. The
better for the King of Heaven that hath him.
For he was fitter for that place than earth.
Richard admits he has killed the Prince. Jan Kott comments about that moment: "And only
now, in a world stripped of appearances, and in which violence has been openly revealed,
in a world where the murderer stands face to face with his victim, does Richard become
stronger than Anne" (1986: 36).
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Anne And thou unfit for any place, but hell.
Rich. Yes, one place else, if you will hear me name it.
Anne Some dungeon.
Rich. Your bed-chamber.
Anne does not expect such a daring answer from the murderer of her husband. She is out of
any reply and her reaction is just spitting on his face. At this point Lady Anne is already
lost. Then, she orders the servants to: "Unload people with your holy load!"

This is the moment of Richard's first victory. As long as he lied, denied his crime he recognized the existence of moral order. Now he has annihilated it. They are alone on
stage; but not only there. They are alone in a world full of murder, violence, brute force
and cruelty. Thus, Olivier deleted the final victory of Richard into another spitting scene
after he plots against Clarence.

Behind the huge doors Richard is alone again informing the next step he will take
on the way to the Crown. He will use Anne as another brick to his bridge on reaching the
top. He explains that,
I'll have her, but I will not keep her long.
What though I killed her husband and her father?
The readiest way to make the wench amends
Is to become her husband and her father:
The which will I - not all so much for love
As for another secret close intent
By marrying her which I must reach unto.
Of course the other targets are Clarence and the King Edward. While his brothers are alive,
Richard has no right to reign the Crown of England.
But yet I run before my horse to market:
Clarence still breathes; Edward still lives and reigns;
When they are gone, then must I count my gains.
The gigantic shadow of Richard is reflected on the wooden door of the church. From the
beginning of the film this shadow is associated with the upcoming of another tick on
Richard's to-do-list. While his dark shadow is hanging over the door, his voice echoes
threatening Clarence and King Edward as he leaves the scene with a whole darkness.
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Clarence, beware; thou keep'st me from the light
But I will plan a pitchy day for thee; For I will buz
abroad such prophecies That Edward shall be
fearful of his life, And then, to purge his fear, I'll
be thy death.

Richard starts his treacherous plan against Clarence just after the first meeting with
Anne and does not return to complete his wooing until after Clarence's arrest. Anne's
seduction scene with its mixture of comedy and sensuality creates some relief from the
severe nature of Richard's plot against his brother. The film's finest moment of the "old
stage Machiavel" is the first image of Richard's shadow and his whispering lies in the
King's ear. This scene originates a severe atmosphere in which it is not comfortable to
breathe.

At the very beginning the praying of two monks are heard. Then Richard enters into
the throne room of King Edward, their shadows fall on to the floor as Richard whispers to
the ear of King Edward, and kisses the ring of the King to show his obedience. Kind
Edward calls for Duke of Clarence. Richard gets out; he spies on the room as soon as he
gets out.

The setting changes from the throne room to the raised terrace up and outside.
Through the large windows which Richard opens and closes as he walks in the terrace and
keeps on speaking, the room's occupants can easily be watched. Suddenly, Richard climbs
up the stairs and stands out onto the terrace. He is smiling, pleased with life and himself,
and has enthusiasm. He leans forward to the camera, eyebrows raised in coyness, and with
a mixture of self-satisfaction and delight, announces:
Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous, With lies,
well stealed with wealthy arguments By drunken
prophecies, libels, and dreams, To set my brother
Clarence and the king In deadly hate the one
against the other;

Richard is so generous that he not only submits the details of his plot, but also informs the
audience the reason of his liveliness and humour, that is, the downfall of Clarence. He
continues presenting a repertory of comic devices. His eyes, his intonation, his
impetuousness show his real intention that he could not wait to reach his next step to have
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the Crown. He predicts Clarence's arrest because King Edward is as true and just -here he
adopts that wide-eyed mock shame—"As I am subtle, false, and treacherous,"
And if King Edward be as true and just
As I am subtle, false, and treacherous,
This day should Clarence closely be mewed up
About a prophecy which says that G
Of Edward's heirs the murderer shall be.
Meanwhile through the open window Richard and the audience watch the arrest of
Clarence, but this event has caused the King to get sick as he immediately sits down on his
throne keeping his heart with his hand. Richard says, "Did I fail in my deep intent Clarence
have not a day to live."

Richard informs about the situation of the King that "He cannot live," and after a
beat of silence, he adds two more words to the sentence: "..., I hope." Then, again he
proceeds to notify that,
...and must not die, Till George be pack'd posthorse up to heaven.
Clarence is coming closer to Richard, who is still on the terrace spying at the arresting.
Richard says, "Dive, thoughts, down to my soul - George Clarence comes!"

Guarded by Brackenbury, Clarence gets by the door to the Tower, where Richard is
waiting for him. Deceiving others with his smile on his face, pretending someone who does
not know anything amuses the audience. Richard welcomes his brother like it is a happy
coincidence, but when he notices the guard behind Clarence, Richard begins to play his
scenario.
Rich. Brother, good day. What means this armed guard?
Clar. His Majesty,
Tend'ring my person's safety, hath appointed
This conduct to convey me to the Tower.
Rich. Upon what cause?
Clar. Because my name is George.
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Richard is all in laughter, wants to cheer up Clarence through a strong dose of jocularity.
So he overplays his role. When informed that Clarence goes to the Tower, because his
name is George, Richard suggests with over-vigorous fellowship that,
Alack, my lord, that fault is none of yours: He
should, for that, commit your godfathers. O, belike
his Majesty hath some intent That you should be
new-christened in the Tower.

Clarence smiles politely. His fears get more bittered. Richard's hypocritical anxiety adds
some amusement. He asks Clarence, "But what's the matter, Clarence? May I know?"

His inquiry reintroduces that wide-eyed, emotionally over-ethical persona put on
Richard to imitate sincerity. Clarence explains why he is accused of and how he is arrested,

Yea, Richard, when I know; for I protest
As yet I do not. But, as I can learn,
He hearkens after prophecies and dreams,
And from the cross-row plucks the letter G,
And says a wizard told him that by G
His issue disinherited should be.
And, for my name of George begins with G,
It follows in his thought that I am he.
These, as I learn and suchlike toys as these
Hath moved his Highness to commit me now.

Clarence's account of the King's belief in superstitious causes dismay. Richard shakes his
head at the Queen's new found influence, he warns Clarence against the wife of the King,
Queen Elizabeth.

Why this it is, when men are ruled by women:
'Tis not the king that sends you to the Tower;
Our up-starred Queen, his wife, Clarence, 'Tis
she that tempers him to this extremity.
From the open window the audience, Richard and Clarence see the entrance of Queen
Elizabeth to the throne room to care his ill husband. Richard continues,

Was it not she, and that good man of worship,
Antony Woodeville, her brother there, That made
him send Lord Hastings to the Tower, From whence
this present day he is delivered?
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We are not safe, Clarence - we are not safe.
Repeating that they are not safe by looking into the eyes of Clarence, Richard tries to
increase the influence upon his brother. Thus, it will be easier for him to manipulate
Clarence against the King and the Queen. Brackenbury interrupts the dialogue between
two brothers,
Brack. I beseech your Graces both to pardon me:
His Majesty hath straitly given in charge
That no man shall have private conference
Of what degree soever, with your brother. Clar.
We know thy charge, Brackenbury, and will obey. Rich.
We are the queen's abjects, and must obey.
Richard says goodbye to his brother with all his earnestness and goodwish,
Brother, farewell. I will unto the king; And
whatsoe'er you will employ me in, I will
perform it to enfranchise you. Meantime, this
deep disgrace in brotherhood Touches me
deeper than you can imagine.
They shake hands. Clarence has no clue not to believe in Richard. He is in a kind of shock
after this order of arrest. He can reply in a sentence, "I know it pleaseth neither of us well."

Clarence is the victim, and remains steadfast in his own character. His reaction is to
the circumstance of the conversation rather than to Richard's hyperbolic parody of that
circumstance. Richard vows to work on his brother's behalf.
Rich. Well, your imprisonment shall not be long;
I will deliver you, or else lie for you.
Meantime, have patience.
Clar. I must perforce. Farewell.
The picture of Clarence upon the river on his way to the Tower follows the parting of the
brothers. As Richard waves his hand behind Clarence, the camera shot a close-up on the
Richard's brooch, which has a boar image. The tone of Richard immediately shifts to a
serious one. The passage reminds Richard's wickedness and the misery he causes.
Go, tread the path that thou shalt ne'er return:
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Simple plain Clarence, I do love thee so That I
will shortly send thy soul to heaven, If heaven
will take the present at our hands.

Walking through the long aisle of the terrace, Richard sees Lady Anne mourning over the
tomb of her husband.

At the first episode of wooing Anne, Richard enters into the church in a
swashbuckling manner that holds the coffin bearers at bay and makes a guardian attack at
him. The only true weapon against Anne's lamentations is his physical appearance. He
follows a strategy to win her. At first, he could not get his body so close as he wants, but
he can trap her like a spider. Then, he comes closer to make her feel his body's intensity
into words. Whispering his lust to her ear, that his fittest place lies in her bed chamber. The
sudden spitting of Anne breaks the process, but the close-up scene catches her trembling
exit which indicates her vulnerability over Richard's passionate sensual presence. This first
wooing part presents a deeper point of sensuality and physical personality than just
Richard's attractive appearance. The mind of the audience is cleared out about the way
Richard woos Anne even he is so ugly, and the reason Anne falls easily even she is so
determined.

The second episode of seducing is filled with sensuality, but it is more dashing and
more orthodox. Richard's seductive techniques centre more on words and theatre. Even
with its burlesque, this scene exhibits a more romantic Richard, a more conventional
seducer. The difference between the two wooing scenes is apparently symbolized by
Prince Edward's corpse, that is, in the first scene the corpse lies unburied in its coffin right
before the audience, but in the second scene it is inside a gorgeous white marble
sarcophagus out of sight.

As soon as Richard sees Anne before the tomb praying, he goes so close to her to
reconstruct the exact moment from the first scene when he confesses his lust. He says,

Gentle Lady Anne,
Is not the causer of the untimely death of your brave Prince
As blameful as the executioner?
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The young Claire Bloom is "mesmerises like a rabbit" when she stares into Richard's eyes.
She answers in a trembling voice, "Thou wast the cause and most accursed effect."

Richard accuses her in his crimes by repeating twice that her beauty is the ultimate
reason.
Your beauty was the cause of that effect -Your
beauty, that did haunt me in my sleep To
undertake the death of all the world, So I
might live one hour in your sweet bosom.
Like the devil, Richard talks to her passing from right to left into his ear. The reply of Lady
Anne is so impressive that when she tries to scratch away her beauty, Richard touches her
for the first time.
Anne If I thought that, I tell thee, homicide,
These nails should rend that beauty from my cheeks.
Rich. He that bereft thee, lady, of thy husband,
Did it to help thee to a better husband.
Anne His better doth not breathe upon the earth.
Rich. He lives, that loves thee better than he could.
Anne Where is he? Rich. Here.
As at the close of their first meeting, Anne spits at Richard's face. Richard pauses for a
moment and then begins to speak wit a tone of patience: "Why dost thou spit at me?"

This repetition of the insult creates amusement. That does not exist originally in the
play. However, Olivier's reading of the line does not seem amusing at all. The voice of
Richard darkens in the last two words of the line that softens the effect of the speech.
Anne Would it were mortal poison, for thy sake!
Rich. Never came poison from so sweet a place.
Anne Never hung poison on a fouler toad.
Although Richard has his deformities, he owns a compelling kind of attractiveness. This
powerful physical presence is proved in the wooing of Anne. The audience witnesses an
unbelievable sequence that in the end by keeping eye contact with her, by getting closer of
his body to hers, and by creating resonant words Richard wins Anne. She yells at Richard,
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"Out of my sight! Thou dost infect mine eyes." In this second sentence full of hate, Anne is
so hypnotized that they even tend to kiss. But she stands up by the tomb and departed from
him.

Richard begins another monologue to manipulate on Anne. His monologues on
Anne expose a "satiric edge." However, when he really woos her, Richard's comic mode
turns into "burlesque" (Silviria, 1985: 258). Richard goes on mentioning Anne's beauty
and his love.
Thine eyes, sweet lady, have infected mine. Those eyes
of thine from mine have drawn salt tears, Shamed their
aspects with store of childish drops: These eyes, that
never shed remorseful tear Leaving the tomb behind, Anne stands by a column and tries to resist the sweet words of
Richard. As a strategy Richard has to stay next to her, so he approaches closer to her. And
he talks about his youth,
Nor when thy warlike father, like a child,
Told the sad story of my father's death
And twenty times made pause to sob and weep,
That all the standers-by had wet their cheek
Like trees bedashed with rain - in that sad time
My manly eyes did scorn an humble tear;
And what these sorrows could not bring forth
Thy beauty hath, and made them blind with weeping.
Being a successful soldier Richard mentions his deeds in the wartime that he never
appealed to any of his friends nor his enemies. In studying Shakespeare's troubled families
Max H. James cites the view of Gentillet about Machiavel that he "taught that a prince
should not worry about perjuring himself but rather must learn how to deceive and
dissemble, for those who can be deceived deserve to be deceived" (158). Richard
approaches every people with just such contempt. Thus, Lady Anne is the first one in the
play Richard III, who is exposed to his traverses.
I never sued to friend nor enemy;
My tongue could never learn sweet smoothing word;
But, now thy beauty is proposed my fee,
My proud heart sues, and prompts my tongue to speak.
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Anne looks scornfully at him. He holds her arm and talks to her ear.

Teach not thy lip such scorn; for it was made
For kissing, lady, not for such contempt. If thy
revengeful heart cannot forgive, Lo, here I lend
thee this sharp-pointed sword, Which if thou
please to hide in this true breast And let the soul
forth that adoreth thee, I lay it naked to the
deadly stroke And humbly beg the death upon
my knee.

He reaches the climax in his exaggerated willingness to sacrifice himself for her love.
Eagerly he tells Anne that, if she doubts his amorous protestations, she may go ahead and
kill him.

He hands her his own rapier. On bended knee, he bares his breast, urging her on
with: "Nay, do not pause: for I did kill Prince Edward." Anne almost does stab him, and it
seems Richard must hurriedly invent a quick response to save his life: "But 'twas thy
beauty that provoked me."

However, Richard then again encourages her to strike him, and again he holds her
off with his declaration of love: "Nay, now dispatch: 'twas I that stabbed your husband /
But 'twas thy heavenly face that set me on." Crying Lady Anne drops the sword of
Richard. She could not cope up with his treacherous deeds. Richard insists on her pointing
with his hand to take up the sword, and then offering his hand with black leather gloves as
Anne turning her face to him. She says, "Take up the sword again, or take up me." This is
"a choice between death and pleasure", and Shakespeare makes Lady Anne get this choice,
"the final and only choice left to her" (Kott 37-38). Richard gives her his sword. Anne
answers back, "Arise, dissembler: though I wish thy death, /I will not be thy executioner."
Richard forces her until she gives up. He offers killing himself:

Rich.
Anne
Rich.

Then bid me kill myself, and I will do it.
I have already.
That was in thy rage:
Speak it again, and even with the word
This hand, which for thy love did kill thy love,
Shall for thy love kill a far truer love;
To both their deaths shalt thou be accessory.
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He is so ambitious. The sword on his neck he expects Anne to say something him. It is
obvious that the whole burlesque stems from Richard's amusing style of showing his
control. For instance, he manipulates Anne like a foolish puppet she resembles in these
overstated postures. Richard's following willingness to stab himself because of Anne's
love is another example of "travesty romance." He pushes his head back and places the
rapier's point against his neck down on his knees, supporting the sword's handle against a
nearby column. His portrayal creates a dramatic and at the same time an implausible scene
in front of Anne, who seems in distress among his showing-off.
Anne I would I knew thy heart.
Rich.'Tis figured in my tongue.
Anne I fear me both are false.
Rich. Then never was man true.
Finally, Anne requests him to put down the sword with a soft voice.
Anne Well, well, put up your sword.
Rich. Say then my peace is made.
Anne That shalt thou know hereafter.
Rich. But shall I live in hope? Anne
All men, I hope, live so. Rich.
Vouchsafe to wear this ring. Anne To
take is not to give.
Later, when he offers her his ring, he embraces her from the back, speaking to her in low
tones of the ring and of his heart, as he slides the ring on her finger:
Look how my ring encompasseth thy finger,
Even so thy breast encloseth my poor heart:
Wear both of them, for both of them are thine.
After placing the ring on her finger, Richard turns Anne around and kisses her full on the
mouth. For him this ends the passionate occasions. Just after a second when the couple
breaks apart, Anne obviously wishes to kiss him again, but Richard holds her off. He
notices the desire in Anne's expression; in contrast the audience observes the mystery on
Richard's own face. He seems surprised at his success as he says so moments later in his
monologue. However, the audience watches that Richard is not on the position of looking
closely at Anne, so it is hard to believe on his surprise. On the contrary, Richard's
expression does not reflect any glimpse of disgust. Also the following monologue confirms
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his contempt for Anne's capitulation. The sequence, Anne standing before him, her lips
half-parted, still hints at deeper connotations. Although he has counted on her fall, Richard
has not considered Anne's sexuality. Towards the conclusion the audience might feel
Richard's resistance against Anne's desire, once confronted with the idea of sexual
intimacy. All these happen in a moment and quickly Richard seizes Anne by one arm and
kisses her again on the mouth. He gives what she wants, and now what he wants is to cover
himself up with his appearances.

Richard's last words to Anne is "Bid me farewell." before he begins his
monologue. Then Anne gets into a room, and Richard remains alone in the hall outside. As
soon as she closes the door, Richard invites the audience to "suspend their moral
judgement and evaluate his actions simply as theatrical performance." For Rackin the most
striking instance of this maneuver occurs in the soliloquy at the end of this scene (Garner
and Sprengnether 41). "Was ever woman in this humor wooed?" Richard asks the
audience, "Was ever woman in this humor won?"

Thus, Anne's seduction ends with another comic monologue. His tone of voice
reveals that he is not a little surprised at his success, and not a little scandalized at Anne's
fall. He continues calling for a mirror, but also he calls for tailors to cut him a new suit.
Upon my life, she finds (although I cannot)
Myself to be a marv'llous proper man. I'll
be at charges for a looking-glass And
entertain a score or two of tailors To study
fashions to adorn my body: Since I am
crept in favor with myself, I will maintain it
with some little cost.
Cheering up with a smile on his face, he holds up to the sun announcing his victory over
Lady Anne: "Shine out, fair sun, till I have bought a glass, / That I may see my shadow as I
pass." This scene ends with a "wedding" suggested in the sequence when Richard's
grotesque shadow falls on Anne's white dress. She waits him trembling again by the bed,
her face is obscured in the shadows. Jorgens clears out that "Delicate, but clear enough in
meaning" (1977: 140).
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IV.I.III. The Battle Scene

The series of scenes prepare Richard's downfall are displayed through the battle
scene. He, as the King of England, proves that he is not shaped for peace, but war. Olivier
transforms the Battle of Bosworth to a "boar hunt" (Jorgens, 1977: 141). From the
preparations for the battle until the final sequence the image of Richard is like nothing but
a doomed boar. As the screenplay omits both Richard's soliloquy on conscience and his
battle oration, he does not speak more than three lines at once. As a result, the camera
focuses on Richard no more than a minute. Thus Olivier chooses an "unemphatic
naturalism" rather than the theatrical character of Richard (Silviria 274). The other
characters, such as Richmond, Stanley, Catesby, Ratcliffe and even Norfolk get the chance
to act their roles for the first time on Bosworth Field.

The indoor setting has shifted to outdoor that marks Olivier's aim of presenting
Richard as a hero killed on the battle field with glory. The battle is filmed on the sandy
area of Spain under the bright sun. This sharp change in setting has a shocking effect.
Thus, it is a clear spatial juxtaposition of open, natural landscape with the closed,
fashioned interiors of the earlier parts of the film. Studying the Shakespeare films directed
by Olivier, Singer accounts on Richard III that "the creation of army on Bosworth Filed is
the moment in which the theatre-making elements, the pictorial and the narrative, meld.
Richard is the artist, both story-teller and painter…creates his setting. He will then step
into the setting he has created to play his role in it" (Davies 75). Above the hill examining
the situation Richard and his five supporters, Sir William Catesby, Sir Richard Ratcliffe,
Lord Lovell, Duke of Norfolk and Earl of Surrey picture a serious scene deciding their
location for the battle. Richard announces his generals: "Here pitch our tents, even here in
Bosworth field." Then directly to the camera he says: "But where tomorrow? Well, all's
one for that."

In general, the battle scene is looking for some balance between disgrace and praise
of Richard. The film is summed up in this scene. The performance of Olivier moves from
theatrical to naturalism. His character changes to a more witty appeal. When Richard says
Norfolk: "We must have knocks. Ha, must we not?" his tone is modest, but he has the
attitude of nervousness and doubt. Perhaps he feels the negative atmosphere of the battle,
and tries to put on a mask. The dull reply of Norfolk to Richard, "We must both give and
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take, my gracious lord." signifies the reflection of anxiety in each member of the army.
This short conversation foreshadows a "dark passage for Richard's body and soul" (Silviria
275).

Richard decided the exact placement of the tents: "Up with my tent! -Here will I lie
tonight." The next utterance is said directly to the audience in a lower tone which
emphasize the continuous intimacy of Richard to his reliable audience. He says, "But
where to-morrow?" For a short time he has lost in thought while thinking on where he will
be the next night. This attitude shows a direct reference to his possible death. Also there is
a kind of fear in his voice, but it is not solely terror. As a successful soldier Richard tries to
cope up with his fear, he goes on: "Well, all's one for that." He expresses that it doesn't
matter where he will lie the day after. Then he asks the number of the enemy's army:
"Who hath descried the number of the foe?" Norfolk answers to his King: "Six or seven
thousand is their utmost power." Richard's army is in greater number than Richmond's.
However, Richard could not help feeling melancholic while waiting for the battle. Still, he
forces himself to stay calm and courageous before his commanders. Cheerfully he replies:
Why, our battalion trebles that account. Besides,
the King's name is a tower of strength Which
they upon the adverse faction want.—
Then he orders: "Up with my tent! -" Heard the command the gentlemen turn to get on
their horses, but Richard calls for Lovell to ask him about Lord Stanley. Lovell informs
that Stanley's "regiment lies half a mile at least to" their camp.

After Richard quickly introduces the battle field and gives his orders for tomorrow
to his men, he sends his henchmen to Stanley in order to remind him of the danger of his
own son, little George whom Richard holds hostage.
Send to a good level
Bid him bring his power
Before sunrising, lest his son George fall
Into the blind cave of eternal night.
Learning Richard's message, Stanley visits Richmond's camp before the night comes.
Richmond is very pleased to see Stanley. Stanley kneels down to honour him and says,
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"Fortune and victory sit on thy helm!" Richmond humbly replies him, "All comfort that
the dark night can afford / Be to thy person, noble father-in-law! / Tell me, how fares our
loving mother?" Historically, the wife of Lord Stanley, Margaret Beaufort is Richmond's
mother. Thus, Stanley is Richmond's father-in-law. From this connection Stanley comes to
inform Richmond that his young brother is in Richard's hand because of this he has to fight
against Richmond. Stanley explains that,

I, by attorney, bless thee from thy mother
Who prays continually for Richmond's good:
So much for that. The silent hours steal on,
In brief, —for so the season bids us be,-Prepare thy battle early in the morning,
I, as I may-—that which I would I cannot,-And aid thee in this doubtful shock of arms:
But on thy side I may not be too forward
Lest, being seen, thy brother, tender George,
Be executed in his father's sight.
Farewell: the leisure and the fearful time
Cuts off the ceremonious vows of love
Which so long sunder'd friends should dwell upon:
God give us leisure for these rites of love!
Once more, adieu: be valiant, and speed well!

Richmond calmly listens to Stanley and figures out the tyranny of Richard. He just orders
his men, "Good lords, conduct him to his regiment." Stanley goes back to his camp and the
scene changes to the camp of Richard as the flag on boar image is hanged over the tent.

The long tent sequence at night shows by each movement and expression how fear
and doubt surround Richard. He seems unusually sympathetic to Catesby and Ratcliffe.
Opposed to the expectations that a villain like Richard will spend the night before the war
with inconstant annoyance, Olivier's performance sets the scene to a cosy tent making
Richard ask his causal questions like a favour.
Rich. What is't o'clock? Catesby
It's supper-time, my lord; It's nine
o'clock.
While talking Richard quietly takes off his crown and gloves, puts them on his bed, and
answers back,
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Rich.

I will not sup to-night.
Give me some ink and paper.
What, is my beaver easier than it was?
And all my helmet laid into my tent? Catesby If
is, my liege; and all things are in readiness.

The power of such sequences derives from the fact that the last thing for Richard is to want
some unnecessary ink and paper or his helmet in such a polite manner. Probably he tries to
consider the other's feelings, or he may try to get into a connection with human beings
somehow. However, it is certain that the purpose of the tent scene is to describe Richard's
loneliness. Before he sleeps he asks for a couple more things to his men,

Rich. Good Norfolk, hie thee to thy charge;
Use careful watch, choose trusty sentinels.
Norf. I go, my lord. Goodnight. Rich. Stir with the
lark to-morrow, gentle Norfolk. Norf. I warrant you,
my lord.

The quiet night contrasts with the bright day. The sound of barking dogs is heard as
Norfolk leaves. Richard called Catesby while he is getting into his tent.

Rich. Fill me a bowl of wine. Give me a watch. Saddle
white Surrey for the field to-morrow. Look that my
staves be sound, and not too heavy.

The pace is slowed down. The director demands the audience experience silence of
the countryside. Then, the camera focuses inside of Richard's tent: wine bowls, dressing
gowns, and other bits of domestic objects. This time Richard calls for Ratcliffe,
Rich. Saw'st thou the melancholy Lord Northumberland?
Ratc. Thomas the Earl of Surrey, and himself,
Much about cock-shut time, from troop to troop
Went through the army, cheering up the soldiers.
Rich. So, I am satisfied. Give me a bowl of wine:
I have not that alacrity of spirit,
Nor cheer of mind, that I was wont to have.
Set it down. Is ink and paper ready?
Ratc. It is, my lord.

The graceful feature of the King's tent is mentioned through the quick readiness of wine,
ink and paper. Then, Richard requests the two men leave him alone in his tent, and want
Ratcliffe "about the mid of night come to my tent / And help to arm me." When he thinks
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that finally he is alone and takes off his mask in despair, he notices Ratcliffe does not
totally leave the tent. He is waiting on the entrance of the tent. Being disturbed this watch
Richard turns and says again "Leave me, I say." He is firmer in his command and a little
abrupt. But still his tone is lighter compared to his previous orders before they enter to
battle field.

The scene shifts to the camp of Richmond. The voice of a trumpet is heard in
Richard's camp, and moves to Richmond's side. He is with his commanders in front of his
tent saying goodnight to them,
I'll strive, with troubled thoughts, to take a nap,
Lest leaden slumber peise me down to-morrow,
When I should mount with wings of victory: Once
more, good night, kind lords and gentlemen.
Being alone feeling the rough atmosphere of war Richmond softly prays kneeled down
looking above the sky.
O Thou, whose captain I account myself, Look
on my forces with a gracious eye; Put in their
hands thy bruising irons of wrath, That they may
crush down with a heavy fall The usurping
helmets of our adversaries! Make us thy
ministers of chastisement, That we may praise
thee in the victory! To thee I do commend my
watchful soul, Ere I let fall the windows of mine
eyes: Sleeping and waking, O, defend me still!

Suddenly, the screen darkens, a kind of tense music begins to play in the
background. The static sound of church bells increases the tension. A dense mist covers the
black sky. In his tent Richard is lying in bed. The close up to his face signifies his
uncomfortable mood. Through the mist a shade fulls the screen. The ghosts following each
other begin to visit Richard.

Laurence Olivier deletes the scene of ghosts' blessing on Richmond. Also from
people who visit Richard and Richmond, Henry VI and his son Prince Edward are
excluded. Clarence enters first, and then the Princes come forward.
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Ghost of Clarence Let me sit heavy on thy soul to-morrow!
I, that was wash'd to death with fulsome wine,
Poor Clarence, by thy guile betrayed to death!
To-morrow in the battle think on me, And fall
thy edgeless sword: despair, and die!Ghosts of Princes Dream on thy cousins smother'd in the Tower:
Thy nephews' souls bid thee despair and die!

After the family members, the ghosts of Hastings and Lady Anne exist on the scene. When
Hastings arrives the close-up lets the audience see Richard's sweating constantly.
Ghost of Hastings Think on Lord Hastings: despair, and die! Ghost of
Lady Anne Richard, thy wife, that wretched Anne thy wife,
That never slept a quiet hour with thee,
Now fills thy sleep with perturbations
To-morrow in the battle think on me,
And fall thy edgeless sword: despair, and die!
The last to arrive is the ghost of Buckingham. He does not say anything unlike the others
are cursing Richard. His appearance is resembled to a "roaring figure" and also lacks any
"elegiac element" (Silviria 229).

Olivier presents the ghosts as white-faced and wind-blown, only the neck of
Hastings is in blood. The purpose of the ghosts is to let the audience remember the victims
of Richard before his final battle at Bosworth. Consequently, the sadness aroused by the
ghosts reaches at its peak with the shade of Lady Anne. Her chastity with her loose hair
and waving head scarves portrays a soft image. Thus this image is further supported with a
tear repeatedly falling from her left eye. Her shade stays longer than the others. This will
symbolize that "along with its loveliness the world of Richard III operates upon the
principles of order and comprehensible rhythm" (230).

Buckingham's sudden outcry makes Richard starts out of his dream. Unconsciously
Richard screams to have "another horse" in order to save himself. Then he prays for
mercy: "Give me another horse: bind up my wounds. / Have mercy, Jesu!" Richard's shout
brings Ratcliffe and Catesby out of their tents against a dawning sky. Ratcliffe worries
about his King, and goes to his tent.
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Ratc. My lord!
Rich. Zounds! who is there?
Richard gets out of his tent and falls into the arms of Ratcliffe.
Ratc. Ratcliff, my lord; 'tis I. The early village-cock Hath
twice done salutation to the morn; Your friends are
up, and buckle on their armour.
Rich. O Ratcliffe, I have dream'd a fearful dream!
What thinkest thou, will our friends prove all true?
Ratc. No doubt, my lord.
Rich. O Ratcliff, I fear, I fear,-

The sudden appearance of Richard decreases, then it divulges into his speech. Like his
body, his words are in confusion. The terror of Richard is observed in his confession to
Ratcliffe. Richard expressively uses the pronoun "I" to indicate his fear. Although he
confesses his fear, he has enough control on his actions to wonder at his own sudden
fearful behaviour. Then Ratcliffe holds Richard in his arms and advises, "Nay, good my
lord, be not afraid of shadows." Even this advice does not make Richard feel calm, but
causes another rush of words out of his mouth:

By the apostle Paul, shadows to-night Have
struck more terror to the soul of Richard Than
can the substance often thousand soldiers Armed
in proof, and led by shallow Richmond.

If Richard was less a "titan" than he is, this declaration would have been plausible enough
that he really defences himself. Conversely, he is angry to the situation as well as he fears.
Olivier cuts the long monologue of Richard after he wakes up where he questions himself
as a murderer. Instead, Olivier chooses to deal with Richard's imagination that wanders in
fear.

After that moment Norfolk enters with the soldiers shouting "Arm, arm, my lord;
the foe vaunts in the field." The sound of trumpets signals the launch of the war. One of
the most significant strengths of Richard is his mind. By using his pure intellect as a
weapon he saves his spirit from collapse. Thus the arrival of Norfolk forces him to become
the one who he is used to be, and he starts up shouting "Come, bustle, bustle!" The
pressure motivates Richard to take action. He gives his orders smartly, details his strategy.
He uses his sword to draw his plan on the ground.
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... caparison my horse.
Call up Lord Stanley, bid him bring his power:
I will lead forth my soldiers to the field,
And thus my battle shall be ordered:
My foreward shall be drawn out all in length,
Consisting equally of horse and foot;
Our archers shall be placed in the midst
John Duke of Norfolk, Thomas Earl of Surrey,
Shall have the leading of this foot and horse.
As Richard gives the directions for the army the scene shifts to the battlefield. The army of
Richard is ready to fight.
They thus directed, we will follow In the main battle,
whose puissance on either side Shall be well winged
with our chiefest horse. This, and Saint George to
boot!

Each passing of the sword illustrates another part of the army, until the supposed
battle starts. Standing before his army Richard is on foot. The soldiers on their horses are
waiting for their King's orders. Richard in his witty mask asks Norfolk "What think'st
thou, Norfolk?" The answer is again simple by Norfolk "A good direction, warlike
sovereign." The following scene is not the oration of Richard or a battle march. But rather
Norfolk reads a note, which was found on his tent this morning, to Richard apart from the
soldiers. The anonymous note warns Norfolk against Richard in a funny way, for Richard's
name is underestimated by changing into the colloquial usage "Dick."

Jockey of Norfolk, be not too bold,
For Dickon thy master is bought and sold.

The face of Richard signals once more despair until dawn when he first experinced panic
and fear. He quickly responses "A thing devised by the enemy." The bright light of the
Spanish sun could not be enough to prevent the night's pain. Thus the melancholy and the
horror of Richard remain. All of a sudden, Ratcliffe brings the news that "the enemy
passed to march." On this report Richard arises himself again, and gets ready to fight. His
ability to recover from his mental dread is incredible that he steps onto his white horse and
encouraged his army with his short speech:
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Go, gentleman, every man unto his charge Let not
our babbling dreams affright our souls: For
conscience is but a word that cowards use, Devised at
first to keep the strong in awe: conscience. Swords!

The trumpets are heard far away. The horses neigh restlessly feeling the danger of the war.
Just before the soldiers march, on his horse Richard comes near to the camera and utters:
"Richard himself again!" This short line is another addition to Shakespeare's text by
Colley Cibber. Then Richard turns to his army ordering "March on!" All together the
soldiers shout at "Hail!" celebrating their courage before the war. Richard goes on to
produce memorable scenes while he heartens his troops.
... join bravely, let us to't pell-mell. If not to heaven,
then hand in hand to hell. Fight, gentlemen of
England! fight, bold yoemen! Draw, archers, draw
your arrows to the head! May your proud horses
hard, and ride in blood; Amaze the welkin with
your broken staves!

Now the continuous scene is set for the horses of Richard and his commanders at a
gallop. The archers and infantryman are following them. The long shot emphasizes the last
glimpses of Richard's glory and fame. At last the two armies have met on the field.
Richard is commanding over the hill watching carefully his soldiers. Then the forces of
Stanley change side joining to Richmond. This betrayal indicates to everybody that the
battle is lost. Richard is worried, a messenger enters.

Rich. What says Lord Stanley? will he bring his power?
Mess. My lord, he doth deny to come. Rich. Off with his
son George's head! Norf. My lord, the enemy is past the
marsh After the battle let George Stanley die.

After the moment of vengeful and panicked humiliation, it is certain that paradoxically
Richard feel free from the fear of defeat and death. Calmly he changes his crown for his
coronet-encircled battle helmet and in quietly strong and resonant tones announces:
A thousand hearts are great within my bosom:
Advance our standards, set upon our foes Our
ancient word of courage, fair Saint George,
Inspire us with the spleen of fiery dragons! Upon
them! victory sits on our helms.
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The audience is paralyzed by Olivier's personal athleticism on horse, on foot, at
swordplay, in all energetic business of Richard's combat. Olivier defines the glory of
Richard's struggle in dark quality. The bravery of Richard has never before been expressed
as clearly as the battle scene. Richard fights savagely at all his enemies. With his sword he
kills whoever near. He clashes with Richmond two or three times on their horses before a
soldier kills Richard's horse. Making him on foot does not change anything from Richard's
power. Now he attacks more furiously. He rescues from the attack of the soldier, but his
crown fells down and rolls over to the bushes. He captures another horse and instead of
retreating he rides on deep inside the enemy lines. Then an archer's arrow leaves him on
foot again. He goes on moving forward killing the archer immediately. He runs on until
Catesby catches his King, and he calls for help from Norfolk who is on the bridge newly
arriving. Richard has no support, all alone he runs on the field farther. Catesby shouts at
Norfolk:

Rescue, my Lord of Norfolk, rescue, rescue! The
king enacts more wonders than a man, Daring
an opposite to every danger: His horse is slain,
and all on foot he fights, Seeking for Richmond
in the throat of death. Rescue, fair lord, or else
the day is lost!

While listening to Catesby, Norfolk is killed from his back by an archer's arrow.
Norfolk fells down to the river. Immediately, Catesby is looking for Richard to help to his
King. They are surrounded. Then, suddenly the cry of Richard has heard: "A horse! A
horse! My kingdom for a horse!" The famous valedictory cry is like a beast's howl. The
camera does show Richard from far away that he seems as a dark figure atop a small rise in
the field. Olivier howls to the sun, each cry along woe. The only thing he begs is to live.
Terror and fear conquers the scene. Richard does not even recognize his devoted Catesby
when Catesby tries to save him saying: "Withdraw, my lord; I'll help you to a horse."
Richard pushes away him:
Slave, I have set my life upon a cast, And I
will stand the hazard of the die: I think there
be six Richmonds in the field; Five have I slain
to-day instead of him.
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Wasting his time to lead the King away, Catesby pays with its life. He is attacked from
behind while Richard cries again: "A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!"

In Shakespeare, Richmond kills Richard in a single fight: "Alarum. Enter King
Richard III and Richmond; they fight. King Richard III is slain." Olivier turns this single
combat to a "communal one" (Jorgens 141). Richard's face is covered with blood. He
should escape in a moment to save his life. But the close-up shot presents that he is just
surrounded by the huge circle of soldiers. Stanley comes forward through the crowd. There
is a pause. Then, suddenly Stanley and Richard attack themselves at the same time. Stanley
and the crowd run forward from all sides to stab Richard to death "like mad dogs" (141).
The crowd symbolizes the society that protested against the villain. When the soldiers back
away from the body of Richard, his body is twitching and even in the last moment before
dying he tries to kill the others pathetically. Then with his deformed hand he raises his
reversed sword turning it to a cross. This final scene marks the defeat of the tyrant. Dale
Silviria comments on this scene that
And as for Richard's cross -even if the image denotes Richard's just
defeat, it occurs to me that it is odd Richard himself knowingly cooperates
in such image. That sword-turned-cross is not only a symbol of Richard's
defeat. Richard holds it up as his own memorial, as a last act of defiance.
He holds it up to proclaim that he deserves it as a testament to his
greatness, perverse and destructive though it has been. (282)
For the last time the audience gets shocked when they see the manner in which
Richard's body is treated; the body is thrown, back down, across the mule and tied. With
two attendants the body on the mule is carried far away until it is not seen any more.
Stanley finds the crown through the bushes, and the close-up shows Richmond's smiling
face on the hillside. It is known that Richard deserves death many times in his life. So his
destruction contributes to joy and renewal in the country. However, Olivier does not let
this joy go further that the scene is cut by the Walton's music theme for Richmond and the
Crown as the real Crown goes up to the air solely.

A New York Times review of the play on its debut praised Olivier that:
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The measure of Sir Lawrence Olivier's genius for putting Shakespeare's
plays on the screen is beautifully and brilliantly exhibited in his production
and performance of Richard III. The latest of Sir Lawrence's films from
Shakespeare is done in colours which a Rembrandt might be proud of and
projected in the large-screen Vista Vision that gives the picture strong
clarity and depth. Sir Lawrence's Richard is tremendous -a weird
poisonous portarit of a super-rogue whose lick-up relish and sardonic with.
(12 Mar.1956, Meyer: 107)

While discussing the young Shakespeare's first historical tetralogy on their well-known
feature-length film versions Michael Manheim points out that Olivier's Henry V and
Richard III films "provide a sense of the English history play made for a film audience of
the mid-1940s and early fifties" (Davies and Stanley 121). Indeed, Olivier managed never
to leave the theatricality implicit in the films he directed. He was also so conscious of the
different and wider cinema audience to which he would be bringing Shakespeare, and
which in the 1940s still retained "its slight preponderance of women, its heavy working
class bias and its very strong 'youth' bias" (Abrams 251). The films of Olivier have the
quality of "their constant oscillation between the cinematic and the theatrical"; but some
argue that this oscillation is "less distinguishing features than flow" (Jackson 163). Robert
Hapgood stresses this fact that "try as he would to be cinematic in his directing and acting,
Olivier often fell between the two stools of theatre and film. ...One must acknowledge that
as a film director his blocking now seems static and stage-bound" (Boose and Burt 85).

As a matter of fact the film was seen as celebrating something uniquely British. The
headlines are dominated by the word "triumph" unlike the thoughts of reviewers and
reporters. Olivier had returned to colour after the dark, brooding journeys through the great
Elsinore set. The Tottenham Herald greeted the film as "a memorable picture which could
have come from no country in the world but Britain" (13 Apr. 1956). Anthony Davies
criticises that "of Olivier's three Shakespeare films, Richard III invites less penetrating
analysis as a film than either Henry V with its ingenious transitions through time and space
or Hamlet with its brooding and elegiac camera movement through Elsinore" (Jackson
180). The reason of this is partly because of Richard's being the axis of Shakespeare's play,
but mainly because of the hypnotic performance of Olivier. As Jack Jorgens comments by
"watching Olivier the consummate actor play Richard the consummate actor" (149). In
1971 Roger Manvell asserted that Olivier's Shakespeare films "belonged to an era of filmmaking which seems long superseded by very different techniques of presentation", and
that they represent "that great period of Shakespearean star-acting initiated largely but
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Laurence Olivier himself” (52). Through the twenty-first century this progress is not an
enough amount for Shakespeare's language and "his dramatic energy" from the limits of
the theatre, the lecture hall and the classroom and "cultivated them in the public mind with
an immediacy and to an extent that no other film-maker has equalied" (Jackson 181). These
products of Olivier paradoxically become the subjects of examination, analysis and
discussion, as visual texts, in the seminar rooms of the universities and on the shelves of
research libraries. The desire of Olivier to bring Shakespeare to the service of the English
culture explores its development that it has become something of a commonplace to draw
attention to the evidence of dated cinematography in the Olivier films.

The efforts on formulating the phenomenology of cinema make distinction between
dialogue in the theatre and on film, and the French film critic Andre Bazin suggests, "the
screen is not a frame like that of a picture but a mask which allows only a part of the action
to be seen"(105). Considering the brilliant revival of technique, direct address, from the
Elizabethan stage conventions Barbara Freedman emphasizes Oliver's use of this
technique, "Although Shakespeareans still debate Richard III in terms of the relation of
theatre to cinema, Olivier himself supplies the missing third term: 'Richard talks to the
audience all the time...This is absolute audience approach, not meditation. When I do it in
the film I talk to the camera, and take the camera into my confidence... I treated the camera
as a person... It's nothing new really: people are seeing it on television all the time'"
(Jackson 59). Thus Olivier managed to blend his experience on stage with his keen taste of
selection of images and sounds in movie-making, and will be able to create various scenes
now regarded as classics. Olivier does not emerge as one who "sought essentially to
popularize" Shakespeare, as Davies concluded; however, "the global reach of his
Shakespeare films during the thirty years that followed the Second World War has been
immensely significant" (180).
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IV.III. The Loncraine&McKellen's 1996 RICHARD III
Looking for new ways of reading Shakespeare led a different shift to a cultural
studies approach that "opens new possibilities for a kind of Shakespeare criticism with
wider appeal to a non-academic public" (Boose and Burt 10). In 1990s America the
productions of Shakespeare are welcomed with all the enthusiasm by the media. The
question of putting Shakespeare on film using the latest technologies makes Shakespeare
more accessible. The imagination of the producers will go beyond to stage Shakespeare
even on the Internet. However, in the larger sense, after the rediscovered silent 1912
Richard III starred by Fredericke Warde, it gets clear that Shakespeare's disappearance in
the productions goes before the 1990s. Shakespeare's status as "ghost-writer" identifies
that "the way Shakespeare has always already disappeared when transferred onto film"
(11). For instance, films like Greenaway's Prospero's Books, Derek Jarman's Tempest,
and Godard's Lear are not only the deconstruction of Shakespeare as author but his
displacement by the film director. Even films which adapt the Shakespeare script as
faithfully as does Branagh's Much Ado About Nothing has "a metacinematic discourse of
self-reference in which, through film quotation, they situate themselves in reference as
much to other films as to a Shakespeare tradition" (11).

The most recent Shakespeare adaptations and the commentaries about these
productions point out the marketing liability of Shakespeare as the author. Los Angeles
Times movie critic David Gritten makes a conclusion after his interview with the director
and producer of 1995 Richard III, Ian McKellen:
Here on the set of Richard III, a film adaptation of one of the world's best
known plays starring a bunch of distinguished classical actors, it comes as
a surprise that everyone is trying to play down the S-word. The S-word?
That stands for "Shakespeare." He is the guy who wrote Richard III some
four hundred years ago, in case you weren't quite sure. In truth, the people
behind this Richard III … are hoping to attract those very people who
aren't quite sure of the film's provenance. "I'm encouraging everyone
working on this film not to think of it as Shakespeare," says director
Richard Loncraine. "It's a terrific story, and who wrote it is irrelevant."
"We're trying to make the most accessible Shakespeare film ever made,"
says producer Lisa Katselas Pare. (Gritten 39-41)
The cultural position of Shakespeare occurs in two levels of understanding: at first,
his plays are asked for almost every level of education and create the basis of a massive
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scholarly undertaking; they are clearly high (canonized, traditional, approved) culture; on
the other level, some of Shakespeare plays are so familiar to and placed in the daily life that
they are clearly part of popular (mass, transient, nor approved) culture as well. Evaluating
the function of Shakespeare in popular culture Annalisa Castaldo remarks the tendency of
popular culture on the mass culture of consumer-based capitalism, and adds that this mass
culture "sometimes takes its cue from high culture" (15). She continues that "Shakespeare
functions most often as a high cultural artefact -the texts are encountered during formal
education and interpretations are produced which emphasize Shakespeare's universal
meaning and value. However, Shakespeare's circulation is such that he and his texts are
available for popular re-meaning" (15). Through this questioning when film takes its part in
the new trend of using Shakespeare, the anxiety of high culture is increased as film is not
part of high culture. It is the same for the Elizabethan period, thus Elizabethan theatre was
regarded as part of popular culture, sanctioned, censored and shaped by governing forces,
but never completely approved by high culture. In addition, as film spreads so freely, it is so
easily excorporated and reinscripted into popular culture. The film producers and studio
heads have almost perfected the art of selling a film as an event. For example, in 1990s
Franco Zeffirelli casts a mixture of British actors and American stars in the film. In the 1995
production of Richard III the same way is used in order to express the Queen and his
brother as outsiders. The American actors Annette Bening as Edward IV's queen, Elizabeth,
and Robert Downey, Jr. as her brother, Lord Rivers marks the distinctive outsiders to the
royal family in the Second World War era.

In time, the films are judged as purely aesthetic objects, and the question become
how successful a high cultural adaptation of Shakespeare a film is and how appropriately a
certain director has modified the linguistic. So, criticism of Shakespearean film is reduced
to viewing adaptation in a very narrow sense, as a preservation of the unique meaning of the
original text. Studying the cultural ambiguity on Shakespeare film Castaldo suggests that

A survey of the works of Shakespearean film indicates that the authors, in
fact, avoid discussing the films within a cultural and material context in
order to suppress the complex and conflicted issue of Shakespeare's place
within the popular culture. As long as the films are treated as purely
aesthetic objects, the question of their audience can be ignored and the
films, like Shakespeare himself, can be kept safely within the academy,
with the academy responsible for correctly interpreting and evaluating
them. Thus the question of Shakespeare's cultural ambiguity is kept at bay.
(24)
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Accordingly, Margo Jefferson comments in New York Times that Shakespeare's
"metaphors and cadence…passions, convictions, and conflicts must meet up with ours in a
world of rock, rap, gospel, and schlock pop, all just a radio station away from Prokofiev and
Mozart Shakespeare must adjust to city street and suburban mall English" (11).
Consequently, it is evident that the influence of Shakespeare in the mid-nineties has covered
all around the world. Kenneth Branagh has shown Hollywood that there was a market,
production money seemed suddenly to be flowing; he produced his complete, uncut Hamlet
(1996). Trevor Nunn, gained his reputation on stage by directing big budget productions of
Les Miserable and Cats, directed a new Twelfth Night (1996) that first appeared at Telluride
Film Festival. Another Romeo and Juliet, in addition to Baz Luhrmann's 1996 production,
was on its way out. The 1995 Loncraine/ McKellen Richard IIIhad opened "new ground in
terms of reframing Shakespeare inside of pop-culture strategies," and using an inventive
new format of producing a Shakespeare film, Al Pacino had "allegorized his own
experience of playing Richard III in a documentary" called Looking for Richard (1996)
(Boose andBurt 15).

These popularized films consider Shakespeare as plot, as character, but perhaps most
essentially, as attractive surface. They put the emphasis more on the visual ways available in
movies than onto the texts through the play-scripts. Creating a visual spectacle, with
scenery, costumes, lighting and music, might be regarded as an obstacle to the audience's
attention to the most important element, the verse. While determining some characteristics
of the popularized films, Castaldo indicates the significance of the essential cutting to
pruning the descriptive and rhetorical passages and simplifying dialogues. Also the concepts
of sex, violence and nudity are leading parts of those films. In all adaptations, the purpose is
to present Shakespeare as entertainment rather than Shakespeare in literature, and to create a
production which follows contemporary requirements of popular film.

In this regard, following the steps of Sir Laurence Olivier the British actor Sir Ian
McKellen decided to film the legendary story of Shakespeare's anti-hero Richard III. After
half a century McKellen took this challenge while he was performing Richard III on stage
for four years on tour from London, Europe, and Cairo to Tokyo and New York. In his
printed screen play McKellen tells the dilemmas of producing a brand new Shakespeare
film that when Richard Eyre, director of the Royal National Theatre of Great Britain (RNT)
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warns McKellen that "if you really want to play Richard III on film, you'd better write the
screenplay," with a twinkle in his eye, knowing that McKellen would be foolhardy enough
to pick up the task (1). For McKellen after the end of a theatre production the only people
who will remember the play are the audience, people onstage and backstage: "Previous
Richard IIIs, like David Garrick and Henry Irving, even my contemporaries like Al Pacino
and Tony Sher, still trail glory but, despite prints and photographs, memoirs and
memorabilia, their success is no longer tangible. Yet Laurence Olivier triumphantly
transferred his Richard III from stage to screen." McKellen expected the same eagerness
from the production companies on putting into film his Richard III after the world-wide
success of Branagh's Henry Vand Much Ado about Nothing and Franco Zeffirelli's Hamlet
starring Mel Gibson. However, it became a burden for McKellen to find a company to
support his film. He comments about this period in these words: "Of course, if Ken
[Kenneth Branagh] or Mel [Mel Gibson] or, best of all Arnie [Arnold Schwarzenegger] of
Sly [Sylvester Stallone] were cast as Richard, it would have been easier" (7). Finally,
MGM/United Artists from USA and Mayfair and British Screen Ltd. have accepted to
produce the film with the director Richard Loncraine. They were the ones who realized that
"there has always been a large audience for Shakespeare, and that Loncraine can naturally
express that 'If you're making a Shakespeare film for a contemporary audience, you have to
make sure that they don't get bored'" (Boose and Burt 48).

Loncraine hold back his view that he made a wide-screen colour film by using,
reframing and referring to many other media, including black-and-white and silent cinema,
35mm still photography-based silk-screen graphic art, wireless telegraphy and wide range of
reframed communications technologies. His media-reliant dictator, underscoring the film's
other obvious and insistent parallels between Richard and Hitler, English fascism in the
1930s and Nazi terror" (Donaldson 244). One of the reasons in the choice of depicting
England in the fascist mode is explained by Meyer:
In the American and British view, World War II was initiated by tyrants
like Shakespeare's Richard of Gloucester who wanted all power. In
Richard's case, it was the throne. For the leaders of Germany, Italy, and
Japan, world control was necessary as well. This picture arises clearly in
the first of a series of American Department of Defense films shown to
servicemen for the purpose of explaining the reasons why the US had
stayed out of conflict before and why it was now necessary to go war. The
dictatorship was threatening the home country and poised the globe of
freedom, democracy and lasting peace. The most evident of the images of
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this danger was Hitler. His person, costuming presentations and backdrops
while giving speeches combined to arouse fear in the hearts of the
servicemen -fear and a determination to stop this monster. (89-90)

As in the Richard Eyre National Theatre production of 1990 that introduces it, in the
film of Loncraine Ian McKellen's Richard has acquaintances with Hitler. Thus the satire
behind that identification is partly directed against the section of the English aristocracy that
supported or tolerated fascism in the before the Second World War. It was the most
appropriate idea to set the film in the 1930s, expressing the parallelism of Richard to Hitler
according to McKellen.

The Thirties was perhaps the most recent time when the English royal
family might have played a major part in politics. Richard III centres on
power and the structure of politics. It was a period when a tyrant
reminiscent of Richard III might just have arisen in the United Kingdom.
On his abdication, Edward VIII visited Hitler with approval and Oswald
Moseley opened German fascism in the streets in the East End of London
where I live. These reverberations were helpful for the play's credibility,
presenting not real history but events that might have happened -an aid to
the audience's suspension of disbelief. (Interview)

That 1930s was the most current point when England could have possibly fallen to
a dictator if the English monarchy had had the power to conquer the land that sun never
sets. By creating that history-which-never-happened, McKellen sets the realm of "what
might have happened" question in the minds of the audience.

This transformation, on the other hand, troubled some negative views, who call the
film "a time-travel experiment gone wrong," with "Fascist regalia" that "seems oddly
beside the point." Even those critics who are impressed with the film's fascist spectacle
remain sceptical that it is still Shakespeare. The American Spectator's film critic Richard
Bowman praises the film's "consistent cleverness of its setting," finding that "in some
ways it is the best film adaptation of Shakespeare there has ever been" (Howlett, 2000:
128). Yet, paradoxically, he concludes that the film "is not Shakespeare" (128). In
addition, the film has a wide range of references to popular culture, and "the eclecticism
and bricolage marks the film as a post-modern work rather than a period recreation,"
which is supported by "the witty anachronism of its location filming, which present-day
London shows through its several layers of period repurposing" (Donaldson 244-45). The
director of the film, Loncraine explains how he approaches this Shakespeare's play that by
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using "the grammar of film" he tries to analyze the play "from the point of view of a
storyteller." He also asserts that, "we tired, and I think we've succeeded, to do something
different with Shakespeare. Something that's never been done before." By the
transformation of Shakespeare's Richard III to a form familiar within twentieth-century
political and cinematic experience the audience are led to discover Richard's history as "an
act of retroactive reconstruction and mythologizing similar to our cinematic reconstruction
of twentieth-century criminals and tyrants." This film informs how twentieth-century
culture reshapes the fancies of history and reconstructs its own villains, by presenting the
audience that Richard's history is deformed from the outset, whether as a reconstruction
that justifies Tudor orthodoxy or one that justifies our late twentieth-century political
orthodoxies. As a result, the audience should listen to "forget you're watching
Shakespeare" (Howlett 129).
In the process of screenwriting Richard III Ian McKellen admits the distressing,
laborious and puzzling arrangement of the task.

Mixing words and pictures, the screen has its own language. So, in
adapting Richard III I was translating. Translation is an inexact art,
carrying responsibilities to respect the author's ends, even as you wilfully
tamper with the means. I hadn't asked for Shakespeare's permission to
fashion a film from his play. The least I could do was, change by change,
cut by cut, ask myself whether he would have approved. I am used to this
discipline. In rehearsing Shakespeare, I puzzle over the complexities of his
verse and prose, its ambiguities and subtleties. Not having him present to
consult, I think of his having just left the rehearsal-room, soon to return
with the gentle query I've sometimes heard from living playwrights: 'What
the hell do you think you're doing to my play?' There is always the
justification that despite one's amendments, the 'full text' will remain intact
in any Collected Plays for the next fool to try and measure up to. (3)

The difference between a cinema or a television version of Shakespeare lies in the number
of words kept from the original play. On video the script can be as long as the original one
and the film can promoted still. However, in general the cinema-owners prefer shorter
films to get more showings per day. In the Elizabethan theatre, the actors would have
spoken more quickly than the actors of today, and they were accustomed to listen before
seeing the actors or decors. On the contrary, the modern cinema audience prefers seeing
before listening. Shakespeare does the cutting himself before each play is performed on
stage according to the quality of the audience. Today's survived "full texts" seem not
always to have been the "acting texts." There is not any original play script in
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Shakespeare's handwriting survived, and when the theatre was on tour, the play texts were
already cut for performance in the Elizabethan providences. The point is that as in the
original London production, then, why not today, in the theatre -and on the screen?
Loncarine/McKellen screenplay of Richard III aims to put the emphasis and clarity onto
the main action. On that matter, the persuasion of Richard to King Edward to imprison
their brother Clarence is deleted from Act I scene i; also the family of Clarence is cut to
present him as a bachelor in order to avoid too many children on screen instead of the two
young princes; the main impact of Clarence on the story is his imprisonment and his
nightmare which prefigures other dreams. Similarly, Queen Elizabeth's grown-up children
by her first marriage are removed. This cutting phase is explained further by McKellen as:
I combed through the entire text to shorten it but without losing any of the
detailed development of plot or character. Some reduction of the play's
verbal impact was inevitable but much less damaging than in, say,
Macbeth, where every poetical line is interdependent on the rest. The verse
and language of Richard III, a much earlier play, are less dense than in the
great tragedies. Although the young Shakespeare was writing almost
entirely in verse, he frequently captured a conversational tone, which some
recent stage Richards (or at least their directors) have missed. It is a tone
that is ideal for the cinema. (4)

One of the most engaging women characters is the widowed Queen Margaret, wife
of Henry VI who is the symbol of the Lancastrian dynasty which Richard overthrew by
killing her husband and her son. Throughout the play she follows Richard like a livingghost and curses him about the recent and distant past. McKellen thinks that it is relevant
to remove Margaret and gives some of her lines to the Duchess of York, mother of
Richard, so the confusing characterization of Margaret will no longer bother the audience
in grasping who she is. As the film is centred on the living moment and then looks
forward, the figure of Princess Elizabeth is placed as an onstage character rather an
offstage one. She even ends up as Queen of England with her husband Richmond as the
King. The strategy of Olivier, on the other hand, is chopping off both Queen Margaret and
Duchess of York from the 1955 production of the play. Learning the deaths of her young
sons, sad Elizabeth does not accuse Richard with this cirme as she has taken the advantage
in the debate over wooing her daughter to his bed. The cursing scene is cut, and no one
throughout the film is given chance to speak out against Richard. Olivier's film glorifies its
protagonist as the Hollywood idol by means of these specific cuttings. However, McKellen
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notes that "our film represents that reassessment of Richard III as much more than a oneman show" (7). Also the audience can hardly notice Olivier's deformities unlike
McKellen's "half made-up" Richard III. Indeed, McKellen's make-up would be designed
by Oscar nominated Daniel Parker for his work on the monster in Mary Shelley's
Frankenstein. Considering the clue from the line "half made-up" from the opening
soliloquy of Richard III, his left which represents "the bad side" is presented as deformed
in the film. McKellen limped on his left leg and kept his useless left arm out of sight, and
the left side of his face would hang somewhat, congenitally struck. Finally, adding the
pencil-line moustache has made the portrait of Richard perfectly fit to the 30s style which
outlays the main concept of the film.

The Thirties was the transition period between the two World Wars and the people
of the time has not very different dress styles from the ones worn in the later twentieth
century. Greater mobility, independence, economic changes, mass productions of clothing,
moving film, new fabrics and a new spirit are the basic reasons for the revolutionary
changes in dress and manners. The clothing of the era was chic, elegant, looking attractive
on screen and calling up the power and fascination of the times. In the film, McKellen and
Loncraine solve the problem of identifying the characters by adding matching costumes to
their identities.
The Thirties are close enough for us to relate them in the Nineties.
Characters dressed in Thirties fashions are easier to distinguish from each
other than if they are all done up in floppy hats and wrinkled tights. In such
medieval costume, of the period when original Richard was alive, every
body look the same. For instance, you cannot tell in the Olivier movie what
people do for a living, how much money they've got, what social standing
to each other is, simply by looking at them. (Interview)
The social status, political identities and the relations can easily be distinguished in
the McKellen film. The audience will be able to recognize who is royalty, aristocrat,
commoner and who is politician, civil servant, military. For instance, Tyrell appears in
work clothes, a drab gray shirt and darker pants. He is wearing dirty boots and feeding
apples to a pig. He throws the apples so roughly that it is obvious he is enjoying the force
and his position of power. However, at this point, he is only a servant, one of the lowest.
After he perfectly fulfilled the missions that Richard ordered, he apparently advanced
socially dressed in the black uniform with clean boots worn by Richard's entourage. On
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the other hand, Richard, wearing clean uniforms with many medals, is clearly a successful
soldier. Ladies wearing silk evening dresses with pearls and maids with their serving
costumes specifies the division in the society. On the contrary, the cast of Olivier remained
in the background as they had splendour of rich clothing in similar colours and spoke in
similar accent and tone. McKellen's cast and the relations of the characters to each other
are evidently crucial to the structure of the film.

Within this multi-divided society Richard is totally alone. His manners and purpose
to live is quite different from the others. The director's special selection of American
actors using their American accents as the Woodville family indicates further that Richard
is involved in a web of society certainly not the only figure of importance in the cast. Like
Hitler, Richard is surrounded by people who willingly or not, temporarily assist his
ascendancy. Barbara Hodghon comments on McKellen's that kind of "one-man show":

Initially his annotations mimic the sorts of the glosses and substantive
critical commentary familiar from scholarly editions (McKellen as New
Cambridge editor), but such re-textualizing reconfigurations of his own
body (a moustache like that of Clark Gable, David Niven, or Douglas
Fairbanks), cite the theatrical histories of his co-performers and the
material histories of the sites chosen for locales, as well as those of certain
properties (Abdulla cigarettes, Richard's antique Rolex watch, the German
engine designed to pull Hitler's train across the Third Reich). Turning his
own performance back into print, McKellen becomes its (thrice-named, on
the screenplay's cover) author. A replication of a replication back into
print,…replacing "William Shakespeare's Richard III" within a twentiethcentury cultural imaginary. (225)

When the intentions of Loncraine and Olivier to Richard III are compared, it becomes
obvious that Olivier tries to "portray a legend" whereas Loncraine presents "the rise of
fascism and a Nazi past" (Howlett 132-33). Olivier attempts to prevent breaks between the
audience and the past by picturing Richard III as legend; that is, he invented a story about
Richard. The process of history is obstructed in the film by creating rhetoric of binary
oppositions that separate the past from the present. So the monster Richard is left behind in
a previous era. The opening scene of the film supported this point that a huge twodimensional drawing of a crown appears on the screen as the very first image. The film
tends to make the audience regard Richard's crimes as performance by adding
"exaggerated qualities of a cartoon character" such as the Big Bad Wolf in the portrayal of
Richard to "reduce the serious implications of the play" (132). From this respect the
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general impact of the film's imaginative framework comes out as dislocating the film from
the historical burden of responsibility in its depiction of tyranny, and as distancing the
audience from the past that is Richard's story.

Compared to the theatrical "medievalism" that Olivier raises, Loncraine's film
creates a more stylized, self-invented and replicated history by putting Richard's story into
a fascist past. No matter how Loncraine's film sometimes seems to be little more than an
unsteady play of costumes and setting, it still fails to link the audience to any specific past
or to establish any real historical basis. Although the film is covered with the costumes of
the twentieth-century, Loncraine shows the audience a "fantastic and over-dramatized
spectacle that erases its own representation as historical present" (133). As Loncraine's set
designer claims, "We are creating our own world and our own sort of history; we had the
flexibility to take the reality and heighten it. …. Obviously, we didn't slavishly stick to the
30s" (134).

In the printed screenplay of the film McKellen supports the crucial advantage of a
modern setting in clarifying the sequence of story telling. In this regard, he further explains
their plan in displaying the setting that they would "minimalize" the style, and also avoid
the easily recognisable locations: the Tower of London was re-labelled as 'The Tower' and
Buckingham Palace became simply 'The Royal Palace'. For instance, the question of how
the Prince of Wales should be brought back to London before being sent to the Tower is
concluded by this idea that, "Don't the royals always arrive in London by rail?", and
thereafter Act III scene i was known as 'Victoria Station' (McKellen 2,8). Peter Holland
states in his review that the film "is far more successful than Kenneth Branagh's Henry V
and Much Ado About Nothing," because it follows "an alternative history extrapolating
from the perception that the English aristocracy's close alignment with fascism could make
Richard into a potential Hitler." Holland considers the film subsequent enough in "offering
a precise cinematic analogy to the Shakespearean play by avoiding the fake medievalism
of conventional representation." H.R. Coursen opposes this view by resembling the film to
"a parody of Hollywood films" (Jackson 102). The film does not have the adequate contact
with all but the words of the Shakespeare's text by being adapted in a direction of "1930ish motif." He suggests that "the archetype might be the still 'religious' world that Richard
thinks he can simultaneously manipulate for his own purposes and ignore as it might apply
to his soul" (102). Examining the film, Kathy M. Howlett also finds the time period as
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"nebulous" and the location as "uncertain" (134). The material of Richard's story is created
through the film's visualization of place, that is, the place reveals the problem of continuity
and discontinuity in history, of repeating cycles and the return of the repressed in
opposition to humanity's desire for new beginnings and breaks from the past. The play
deals with these issues as the story of Richard is presented within the history of Tudor
ascension Loncraines's film portrays "Richard's journey to power as a literal movement of
the liminal outsider through a threshold" (135).
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IV.II.I. The Opening Scene

Richard's story has been told by using a method of witty visual story telling which
is cleared out in the three linked sequences that begin the film. The film allows the
audience for ten minutes to grasp the early history of the life of Richard. Without hearing
any word of Shakespeare by the time Richard begins his opening speech, the audience has
been introduced not only to the setting and background of the story but all the major
characters and their relationships. Olivier attempted much the same thing in his film
version by putting an interlude, some manuscript pages passing over the screen providing
the background information before the film begins. Loncraine's opening, however, is
dense, economical and multi-layered. The complicated story of the previous trilogy of
Henriads is not clarified as much as than the opening minutes of the film, which contains
hardly any dialogue. The intention of adaptation is to put the emphasis on Richard and the
film is developed against the background of a civil war. Before the credits the first
sequence presents the headquarters of Henry VI and Prince Edward during the civil war.
The scene has startling sound effects, no music and only a few scarcely distinguishable
words. The very first shot shows an extreme close-up of a teletype machine receiving a
message. Each letter is imprinted with the disturbing noise of the machine and then the
printed page writes that: RICHARD GLOUCESTER IS AT HAND. HE HOLDS HIS
COURSE TOWARD TEWKESBURY. A hand enters into the frame to tear off the paper,
and a longer shot displays lots of machines in the middle of a huge paper pile in a busy
command headquarters. Originally, the message line is an adaptation of King Edward's
"We are advertised by our loving friends/ That they do hold their course toward
Tewkesbury" (3 Henry VI, V.iii. 18-19).

After the explosive sound of the machines, the camera moves to the tranquil
atmosphere of the private place of the King and the Prince at the headquarters. The
drawing room is decorated comfortable and in a traditional way with velvet fabrics of silk
and cotton, a chandelier hanging from the ceiling, red coals burning in the marbled
fireplace. There are cables on the wall bringing electricity for telephones and lighting to
the military occupants. They are harsh, bare light bulbs. A large, operations map of
England is pinned onto a tapestry. Henry is simply depicted as old, pious, and weary, doing
his prayer in his room before sleeping, but Edward is given a concise modern
characterization as "one of the young Eton bred officers who perished at the Somme"
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(Loehlin 69). He is portrayed as a satirical depiction of naive Englishness: clean-cut and
open-faced, his uniform neatly pressed, he eats his dinner with a silver-framed photo of his
beloved wife, Lady Anne on a large desk and a loyal dog at his feet. The condense
structure of the opening shots not only explain the events of the Henry VI plays but also let
the director exemplify several ideas and motifs which will reappear and resonate as the
film goes on. One of these is given through this scene, that is, "the notion of Englishness"
(Smith, 2003: 150). For instance, the only dialogue between Henry and Prince Edward on
hearing the news of Gloucester's approaching arrival is so formal and short:
Edward Goodnight, your majesty.
Henry Goodnight son. Edward
Father.
Edward enters his chamber throwing a bone to his dog front the fire, which will eventually
emphasize the English adoration of domestic animals, especially the dog being the
Englishman's best friend. On a fine porcelain plate a meal of meat and two boiled
vegetables is served with a red wine to Edward with a silver tray. A pastoral scene of
English countryside is hung above him. There are soft sounds of normal, peaceful activity scratch of Prince Edward's pen, scrape of fork on china, ticking of a grandfather clock.
The only sense of war is the Morse code receiver clicking outside in the Hall. Less than a
minute later of the message the aged loyal dog starts barking and the crystal wine glass of
Edward shudders. The photo on the table of Edward's wife, Lady Anne, vibrates and falls
over in overshadowing the way she will submit to Richard's seduction. Suddenly a tank
breaks through the wall. Prince Edward turns to see the entire wall cave in, as an army tank
enters the drawing-room. Before he can react, a rifle shot splatters the back of his head
across a painting of an pastoral rural scene. The river scene and green fields in the picture
behind him are spattered with blood, symbolizing the bleeding of England in the hands of
Richard. The Guard and Adjutant are also shot. Then the electricity fails and the lights go
out. An explosion and a ball of fire backlight the tank entered in the shattered wall. The
pistol shot becomes soundtrack to the opening credits while McKellen's Richard, Duke of
Gloucester, emerges from behind the tank, leading half a dozen commandos, in full battlegear pulls off his mask with the same hand as that with which he holds the gun through the
flames and the acrid smoke. Richard checks that Prince Edward is safely dead, and then
moves over to the double-doors. He kicks them open. Kneeling, mumbling a prayer is the
old King. He looks up, at the dark figure in the doorway. A burst from Richard's Sten gun
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and the old King's weak body is thrown back across the bed by a hail of bullets. Now the
long civil war is over. Richard turns into camera. At his feet, the dog never stops howling,
referencing the beginning soliloquy of Richard: "That dogs bark at me as I halt (pass) by
them—"(I.i.23). As the title appears, RICHARD III, typed letter by letter on screen, each
glowing red letter in a rhythm as the gun fires.

After the credits sequence the scene shifts to a celebration atmosphere of the postwar. A limousine slides over the sunny Westminister Bridge; a screaming blond little
prince runs away from his governess; the royal family poses for a formal photograph. This
more pastoral scene at court after Richard's introduction as tank commander marks a
modern version of the celebrations pointing out the "glorious summer" (I.i.2) of the
Yorkist victory. The limousine brings Richard and his loyal Sergeant Ratcliffe to the
Palace as Richard's right hand selects an Abdulla cigar from his monogrammed silver
cigarette-case and lights up with the ultimate in tasteful 30s lighters. While a maid is trying
to get her ready for the evening, the new Queen, Elizabeth in her chic underdress, is more
interested in her 7-year-old son, who is having his hair washed by his nanny. The naughty
Prince, in nothing but his drawers, flicks water at his mother, who shrieks with laughter. At
the King's dressing-room the audience sees the new King, His Majesty King Edward VI
for the first time. He is half-dressed for the ball, looking excited but at the same time
taking his medicine with the aid of a tumbler of Scotch-and-soda. Then the camera moves
over a dark-room which identified later as the photograph studio of Clarence, Richard's
older brother. He is wearing an apron over his dress-shirt, with bow-tie undone, removes a
photograph from the developer and adds it to the row of family photographs pinned above
him. He suddenly notices the time, takes off his steel-rimmed bifocals and hurries from the
studio. He removes his apron, puts on a jacket, leaving his bow-tie undone, and walks
across the room to get his Leica camera equipment and hurries out. Outside and inside of
the Palace is being prepared for the Victory Ball. At the courtyard through the windows of
the Palace facade, the chandeliers are being lit, as Richard's car and escort get into view. In
the Queen's quarters King Edward, Queen Elizabeth and their younger son are now
dressed in their evening clothes while King Edward coughs asthmatically. 15-year-old
Princess Elizabeth seems a little nervous in her first ball-gown. Clarence, now in evening
dress, arrives, with his mother, the Duchess of York, in his arm. She is wearing a tiara on
her head which symbolizes her being an Edwardian matriarch, and also she proudly
curtsies to her eldest son, King Edward. Princess Elizabeth kisses her uncle and adjusts his
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ill- knotted white tie. They are joined by Richard, magnificent in full dress uniform of the
army's Commander-in-Chief. The Royal Family is complete, as Richard bows to his
brother, the King. When Richard approaches the Duchess of York with a friendly greeting,
she almost snubs him. This cold attitude of Richard's mother will become evident in her
curses to Richard through the film.

The guests of the ball are coming from all over the world, one of whom is the
brother of Queen Elizabeth, Earl Rivers. Apparently he is portrayed as an American
seeking a title, and also probably included to the film to provide "a dash of sexuality and to
be dispatched suddenly" (Coursen 130). He appears at the exit from the aeroplane, just
landed from the USA. He grins at the Pan-Am air hostess, who flashes her sexiest smile. In
time to the jolly dance music on the soundtrack, the waggish playboy shakes off his jet-lag
with a skip-and-a-dance down the stairs of the gangway. He is holding a bundle of presents
and escorted by an air hostess, to whom he stuffs a tip into the hostess's top pocket. This is
a vulgar attitude because the convention is that the English royal family never carry cash.
His clothes are not formal enough, and he is going to the wrong direction before being
grabbed and directed back to the waiting limousine where he light heartedly shakes hands
with Catesby. By the way on the grand staircase of the palace the Royal family are posing
to Clarence overlooking the balustrade as he is on the landing below setting the self-timer,
and runs up the stairs to join the family group photograph. Just after the family photograph
is shot, the credits of the film end.

The 1930s is portrayed with the swing music played by the white-tuxedoed 20piece-band with WS letters imprinted as the name of the band symbolizing the first letters
of William Shakespeare. The very identity of the playwright on the opening scene is
artfully stamped visible on the back of each music stand: the monogram "W.S." (McKellen
58). The band begins to play a foxtrot dance and the smiling King Edward leads his
shining wife onto the floor and shows off a little fancy footwork. Lord Hastings, the Prime
Minister, is talking to the Duchess of York, who sits upright on a gilded armchair. Little
Prince is restless in his seat. Princess Elizabeth is captivated by the occasion, particularly
when she is introduced to a charming, young, naval officer, Henry Richmond. Lord
Stanley is present with his wife, who is taking care of their 6-year-old son, George.
Everyone is smiling and well-pleased. They'd never guess that the ever-observant Richard,
Abdulla in hand, is less than happy. He has a smile and a handshake for all who pass by.
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The imposing Duke of Buckingham, with cigar and brandy, greets Richard with a broad
smile. These two allies already started to plan their intrigues while they are smiling to the
guests. This scene visualizes these lines of Richard from 3 Henry VI "Why, I can smile,
and murder whiles I smile,/ And cry 'Content' to that which grieves my heart,/ And wet my
cheeks with artificial tears,/ And frame my face to all occasions." (III.ii. 166-69).

In the palace ballroom the scene hosts a stylish chanteuse singing softly a jazz
version of Marlowe's "Come Live With Me and Be My Love" from "Passionate
Shepherd" poem. The scene is luxurious and elegant, but the people are insincere and
decadent. Virtually the ballroom scene introduces the characterization of the people. The
information of the aged King Edward's sickness and disapprove of his young wife is
supported while they are dancing together at the beginning of the scene. Richard's social
and his physical unease, his conspiracy with Buckingham, and his stressful, oppressive
relation with his mother is revealed from a series of shootings through the room. While
Richmond dances with Princess Elizabeth, who will eventually make him the King after
Richard's reign, the Queen's brother Earl Rivers makes a colourful entrance to embrace his
sister. He shakes hands with Hastings as his cigarette is still burning on his lips, and
mockingly makes the sign of the cross to the Bishop of Ely, who looks shocked. In
contrary Richmond formally seeks permission to dance with Princess Elizabeth. Everyone
watches delightedly as the little Prince dances on his mother's toes. Clarence is taking
photos without being aware of his order of arresting. Richard walks slowly through the
crowd, bowing his head while passing the gliding couples. Sir William Catesby, the
monarch's permanent private secretary, leans over King Edward's chair and they look
toward Clarence, whose photography is interrupted by an urgent, private request from
Lieutenant Sir Robert Brackenbury, in Chief Constable's uniform. Two military men,
looking uncomfortable in civilian evening dress, are in attendance. Clarence nervously, but
without objection, puts down his champagne and gathers his things. Through the arrest the
chanteuse changes her song consistently, but with keen significance, from the lyrics of
Marlowe's utopian pastoral to those of Sir Walter Ralegh's stimulating realism, "If all the
world and love were young,/ And truth in every shepherd's tongue..." It is obvious that
Richard's plotting has succeeded as Clarence is quietly taken out from the ballroom by
Brackenbury and his guards. As Clarence is politely led away, he looks toward his brother
Edward, who asthmatically coughs and turns his attention back to the jovial Rivers, who is
now seated with the royal party. Apart from Catesby and the royal brothers, Edward and
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Richard, everyone seems to have missed the whole episode. The reason behind Clarence's
arrest is nothing but the plotting of Richard, who relies most upon the "power of gossip."
In the play Richard spreads a rumour that the King's children will be murdered by one
whose name begins with the letter G: "This day should Clarence closely be mewed up/
About a prophecy which says that "G”/ Of Edward's heirs the murderer shall be. (I.i.3840). So the king is provoked to suspect his own brother, George, Duke of Clarence.
However, the general intention of the film is against the presentation of the supernatural
elements into the film. For this reason the mysterious fiction of the letter G, which stands
not only for George, Duke of Clarence, but for Richard, Duke of Gloucester, who really
will murder the King's sons, is cut. Accordingly, Peter J. Smith suggests that the attitude
behind this secret arresting of Clarence lies in the main plot of the play: lying and he
praises the achievement of Richard Loncraine's film version that "it never loses sight of
the centrality of political mendacity" (147).

Before letting the audience know his real objections, Richard watches his brother
Clarence being led out. Then he passes round the dancers, to have a word with the band
leader. The music ends with a flourish and the royals settle in their seats. The whole
company turns toward Richard, as he clears his throat and scratches the singer's
microphone. The famous opening soliloquy has begun as a toast to King Edward,
Now is the winter of our discontent
Made glorious summer by this son of York,
King Edward regally greets the laughter and applause of his family, friends and national
leaders from politics and commerce. McKellen comments on Richard's first speech that it
is regarded as a public announcement. He stresses that "by using a measured and slightly
declamatory tone, I wanted to draw attention to the formality of language appropriate to
public address, even in a modern setting, in the hope that the ear might quickly be attuned
to Shakespeare's verse. Richard III is certainly a talkie, in which the words are paramount."
Then Richard continues his speech specifying the past civil war,
And all the clouds that loured upon our house In the
deep bosom of the ocean buried. Now are our brows
bound with victorious wreaths; Our bruised arms
hung up for monuments; Our stern alarums changed
to merry meetings,
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Our dreadful marches to delightful measures.
The crowd applauses while Richard smiles. The popular war-leader is working well in
these civilian surroundings. Hastings smiles, satisfied, and the Archbishop looks kindly
satisfied. Eventually, the applauding audience misses Richard's irony with the exception of
Buckingham, who listens intently and in a farcical way, puffing on his Havana and sipping
his Napoleon 5-star. From this ironic sentences Richard raises his voice a little bit more to
emphasize the upcoming peace time,
Grim-visaged war has smoothed his wrinkled front:
And now, instead of mounting barbed steeds, To fight
the souls of fearful adversaries He...
After passing the third "now" in his speech, Richard gets closer to his target subject: the
discontent to the court. Then the camera moves in for a big close-up revealing Richard's
rotten lower-teeth and his discoloured left eye as the mood of the speech changes. This
close-up may point to the references to Richard's bite in Shakespeare's text, "Look when
he fawns, he bites; and when he bites, / His venom tooth will rankle to the death." (Richard
III, I.iii. 309-310), and "A hellhound that doth hunt us all to death--/ That dog, that had his
teeth before his eyes,/ To worry lambs and lap their gentle blood," (Richard III, IV.iv.4951). These lines are selected from the omitted character of the play, Queen Margaret who
surrounds the play with her curses over Richard and the York family. Before these curses
in Richard III at the very end of 3 Henry VI, before dying, King Henry tells to Richard,
"Teeth hadst thou in thy head when thou wast born, / To signify thou camest to bite the
world:" (V.vi.51-52).

As Richard speaks, Clarence is led off to the Tower. And then Richard completes
his speech in the men's room while urinating. He flings open the door of the stately
lavatory and makes for the WC cubicle, past the ornate, carved mirrors above the deep
washstands, with their gold taps and luxurious selection of towels, brushes, soaps and
lotions. In the distance, the dance band plays "A Delightful Measure." This is a private
place where Richard could look at himself in a mirror. He is continuing,
... capers nimbly in a lady's chamber,
To the lascivious pleasing of a lute.
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But I, that am not shaped for sportive tricks, Nor
made to court an amorous looking-glass, I, that
am rudely stamped -Deformed, unfinished, sent
before my time Into this breathing world, scarce
half made up, And that so lamely and
unfashionable That dogs bark at me, as I halt by
them:

Richard takes hold of his penis while he remarks that he is "not shaped for sportive tricks,/
Nor made to court an amorous looking-glass," (I.i. 14-15). The implication is that Richard
feels "alienated from his family because of his incapacity to continue the York line in any
form. He is separated from the physical process of patriarchy and cannot fully share in its
triumphs" (Buhler 45). Pulling the chain of the urinal, Richard turns and washes his hands
beneath a mirror,

Why, I, in this weak piping time of peace, Have
no delight to pass away the time, Unless to spy
my shadow in the sun, And descant on my own
deformity.

He looks in the mirror at his blasted, sagging, left profile, the Brylcreemed hair smooth
over his alopeciaed dome. He dries his right hand. His lips scarcely move as he addresses
both himself and the camera through the mirror. Here, McKellen includes a shorter
borrowing from 3 Henry VI than had Olivier. He speaks of his capacity to "smile; and
murder while I smile."

Why, I can smile; and murder while I smile;
And wet my cheeks with artificial tears
And frame my face to all occasions! (3 Henry VI, III.ii. 166,168-69)

It is on the last word that he suddenly catches sight of us over his shoulder, reflected in the
mirror, as though we have been spying on him although there is no other reflection in the
mirror than his own. Severely, he informs us that he is "determined to prove a villain"
before turning his head to another "Plots have I laid ..." The feeling reflected through the
eyes in the mirror is his admire of himself. With his direct address to the audience, for the
first time Richard breaks the boundaries of the camera and let the audience enter into his
inner space, telling his own proportions and projections about the future:

And, therefore, since I cannot prove a lover, I
am determined to prove a villain
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And hate the idle pleasures of these days.
Plots have I laid ...
The effect of this sequence is to bind the audience to Richard. By positioning us as
spectators, overlooking him in the privacy of this most intimate of places, during the most
intimate of bodily functions, the film "strips us of any moral authority as we become petty
voyeurs, caught in the act of peeping over the toilet door" (Smith 156). McKellen rightly
notes the manner in which audience discomfort would give rise to a kind of moral
bankruptcy as the viewer becomes companion in Richard's thoughts and conspirator in his
deeds.
All of Shakespeare's troubled heroes reveal their inner selves in their
confidential soliloquies. These are not thoughts-out-loud, rather true
confessions to the audience. Richard may lie to all the other characters but
within his solo speeches he always tells the truth. I never doubted that in
the film he would have to break through the fourth wall of the screen and
talk directly to the camera, as to a confidant. If this unsettled the audience,
so much the better. They should not be comfortable hearing his vile secrets
and being treated as accomplices. (McKellen 23)
While returning to the ballroom on the walkway Richard utters his final objective to the
camera:
To set my brothers, Clarence and the King,
In deadly hate, the one against the other.
The staging of the opening soliloquy works as a way of increasing the reliance of
Richard's veracity over the audience. He gives the first half of his "Now is the winter of
our discontent" soliloquy as a congratulatory speech to the celebrating royal court. The
second half, beginning with the line, "capers nimbly in a lady's chamber," he continues in
the royal men's room. The line, "dogs bark at me," is said directly into the mirror. He then
turns his gaze from his own face to the camera and says, "and therefore since I cannot
prove a lover, I will prove a villain." The speech makes a complete revolution. The
beginning is entirely public, complete with a bored Rivers sitting by and playing idly with
his small nephew. In the middle, he talks to himself, first at the urinal wall, then into the
mirror. Finally, he confides in the audience. The transition is quite frightening when he
turns his gaze into the camera. McKellen's purpose for this is to give the audience a
personal relationship with the camera.
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...take faith that actually audiences like to see the backstage story, that we
long to know what happens when the Prime Minister goes into Number 10
Downingh Street and shuts the door. What does the President do upstairs in
the White House once the cameras are turned off? Those tiny glimpses we
occasionally see of them in their private moments are thrilling, because we
think we're getting near to the truth that lies behind the public image...What's
more, the man turns to the camera and tells you what he's going to do. He
includes you in his privacy. He has a personal relationship with the audience.
It's brilliant device...It's one that most filmmakers of Shakespeare dodge. In
Branagh's "Much Ado About Nothing," the principal character which he
played never talked to the audience. In Olivier's "Hamlet," he doesn't speak
directly to us, either. The fact is that Hamlet and Benedict and Richard III
nedd to talk to us. They need to share their secrets and Richard, my God, has
he got some secrets! So it's a film, as it were, about Adolf Hitler actually
telling you what it feels like to be AdolF Hitler. I think that should keep the
audience going right through the end of the movie and at the end he makes the
most extraordinary confession. He thinks he shouldn't have done all the
terrible things which have so entertained us. (Interview)

The portrayal of Richard is put into a fascinating character. His charisma charms
the characters around him, at least for a time. The basis for this paralyzing appeal is set in
the first soliloquy. The purpose of his charismatic challenge is to magnetize the audience,
create a ground for that force of personality which will in a short time persuade Clarence
that he is deeply loved by Richard, and immediately after will win the love of Lady Anne,
whose husband and father-in-law was actually killed by him in the first scene.

McKellen's Richard does not warm up the audience, does not "play" to the
audience as Olivier's Richard always does. The shadow of Olivier's Richard which follows
his victims is placed by the "spying" camera of McKellen's character. The reason of
Richard's alienation in the end is his sneering at the audience and the weak characters he
manipulates in the film. This alienation is totally opposed to "the fascinated emotional
participation in his schemes and our sharing in his response to their success that Olivier's
evil schemer invites" (Coursen 103).

One of the feeble characters stuck into the web of Richard is his younger brother,
Clarence. In the background of the celebratory speech only Richard and King Edward
notice Clarence's ledding away. Then, in the men's room Richard told the audience that
this is the first step of his own plotting against his brothers in order to get the crown. Now
the scene prepares the audience to the arresting of Clarence. He is taken to the Tower
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escorted by the military men. The exterior scene shows the pier-head which is just across
the road from the palace of the Archbishop of Canterbury in Lambeth, south London. In
the distance are the Houses of Parliament, one of the few London landmarks glimpsed in
the film. The structure of the pier is decorated with Gothic shapes. At night, far below on
the stone steps of the Thames Embankment Richard spies his brother Clarence, with
Brackenbury and Escort, as he is led down to a waiting launch. On the Military Launch
Richard emerges from the dark tunnel that leads to the Palace landing stage. He is calling
over to Clarence,
Rich. Brother! What means this armed guard? Richard hurries to Clarence
down the slippery stone steps. Clarence answers,
Clar. His Majesty,
Tendering my person's safety, has appointed
This conduct, to convey me to the Tower.
Clarence does not know the one who really organized his imprisonment. He thought that
his brother, King Edward ordered his arrest for the safety of himself. Clarence is totally
unaware the plotting of Richard. Cunningly, Richard tries to find out the real feelings of
Clarence about the arrest, and politely asks him,
Rich. But what is the matter, Clarence, may I know?
The attitude of Clarence clearly shifts from defensive to complainment as Richard
provocated him against the reason of his arrest. The reply of Clarence shows his "protest"
to the King,
Clar. Yes, Richard, when I know; but I protest As yet, I do not.
Then, Richard increases his degree of instigation that he puts the blame on the American
wife of Edward, Queen Elizabeth. By doing so, Richard makes not only Clarence but also
the others believe in that the actual order is imposed by the Queen.
Rich. Why this it is, when men are ruled by women!
It's not the King that sends you to the Tower.
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Elizabeth the Queen, Clarence, it's she. We
are not safe, brother. We are not safe.
Lieutenant Brackenbury loyally interrupts the dialogue between Clarence and Richard. The
military boat is waiting Clarence for taking him to the Tower.
Brack. I beseech your Lordships both to pardon me. His
Majesty has strictly given me charge That no
man shall have private conference -Of what
degree so-ever - with your brother.
Brackenbury invites Clarence on board the military police launch moored in the river.
Richard feels disturbed by this interruption because he will never get order from the others.
And he mentions that they are not talking about "treason", which Richard genuinely
involves. Trying to support his claim, Richard makes fun of the Queen,
Rich. We speak no treason, Brackenbury. We say the King Is
wise and virtuous and his Queen -Well-struck in
years.
Refusing to be amused, Brackenbury wants to fulfill his duty: ledding Clarence away to the
Tower of London, where English political prisoners were traditionally imprisoned and
often executed.
Brack. I do beseech you both to pardon me.
Clar. We know your charge, Brackenbury, and will obey.
Hugging Clarence, Richard for the third time repeats the blame of the Queen, not the King
on this arrest. He promises that he will talk about this mean action with the King, and
somehow tries to find a solution. Here, Richard becomes so emotional on his brother's
arresting that even the audience will forget the "real executioner" of this act. Richard has
one persona when he speaks alone, but as soon as somebody else comes on stage, his
attitude changes. The audience certainly would believe the sympathy and love he expresses
toward his unhappy brother Clarence if we did not hear his earlier vow to destroy
Clarence—a vow which he repeats as soon as Clarence leaves the stage.
Rich. We are the Queen's subjects, and must obey.
Brother, farewell. I will unto the King.
Meanwhile, this deep disgrace in brotherhood
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Touches me deeper than you can imagine.
Clar. I know it pleases neither of us well.
Advising patience to Clarence, Richard later hints at his lies over Clarence whenever he
meets King Edward. From the perspective of innocent and naive Clarence the pun in the
verb "lie for" signifies that his brother, Richard will go into prison instead of him.
However, the audience is quite aware of Richard's true sense of the term, "tell lies about."
Rich. Well, your imprisonment shall not be long. I will
deliver you, or else lie for you. Meantime have
patience.
Clarence ironically holds up his handcuffs. In the play, Clarence has a young son and
daughter. In the film, he is a childless bachelor, as simple and plain as his brother Richard
is devious. Clarence should be an amateur photographer, recording his surroundings
without noticing what's going on until it is too late. Right up to his death, Clarence is
fooled by Richard's bonhomie.

Clar. I must perforce. Farewell.

Richard looks down from the quay and takes out a large, white handkerchief, to dry his
sniffles. He waves to Clarence, as the launch speeds cross-stream, out toward the sinister
silhouette of the menacing Tower on the opposite embankment. The moonlight glitters on
the grey water.
Rich. Simple, plain Clarence! I do love you so,
That I shall shortly send your soul to Heaven -If Heaven
will take the present from my hands! (blowing his nose)
And then, I'll marry ...
What though I killed her husband? And his father?
This scene is full of ironies, as Richard lays his way through. His adrenalin gleefully
pumping, he can hardly wait to share his deviousness with the audience. Then off he
springs to give the performance of his life, as he woos Lady Anne: from a parody of
brotherly love to a parody of courtship.
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In a threatening manner, Richard convinces both Elizabethan and contemporary
audiences that he holds the key to power and authority. In 3 Henry VI Richard identifies
himself as one whose criminal ambitions will direct him to "set the murderous Machiavel
to school" (III.iii. 124-95). An eligible Shakespeare reader/audience will quite be capable of
assuming the secret methods and thought pattern long before they hear the opening
soliloquy of the Richard III play. In the film this Machiavellian characteristics is dressed
upon the Hitler-like Richard. Machiavelli is regarded as the first modern man for some
people, and Shakespeare seems to understand him as such in the construction of Henry V,
that is, after he wrote Richard III. However, for Richard, before the publication in English
of The Prince, Machiavelli is "murderous", a version of devil. Hitler has come to represent
that evil for the twentieth century, but he did so as the voice of a political movement
which, however vicious and perverse, did have massive popular support as the
documentaries demonstrate so chillingly (Coursen 107).

By adding inspirations of two principal cinematic genres, like the British "heritage
film" and the "American gangster movie" (Loehlin 71-75; Howlett 136-38) Loncraine's
adaptation manages to hold the effect of Machiavellian thought over the audience. The
gangster film is built on a structure of identification and alienation like the Elizabethan
tragedies, Richard III among them, that focus on an overreaching Machiavellian anti-hero.
The general characterizations of this anti-hero can be listed like that: an ambitious man who
feels unfairly excluded from society; he may be set apart by low or shameful birth, but his
marginality often has a physical manifestation as well; he is often haunted by bitterness,
shame or some unfulfilled psychological need, usually related to his family; his father is
almost always dead, but his most important personal relationship is usually with his mother.
The motivation lies behind his rise to power will generally be "a need to impress his mother
and win her love." Yet this obsession obviously causes their separation or alienates her from
her son. Also he has communication problems with other women. For instance, he often
wins, and then neglects, a beautiful wife, who may become his enemy and/or victim. The
cruelty and fearlessness of the hero amaze the audience and a small group of followers. He
puts his everything on getting the dominance over others in the early part of the story, then
he climbs the steps up within the order by deceitful cunning and assassination.

The exemplified world of anti-hero in gangster movies is partly supported by
Shakespeare's play. But Loncraine's film follows this pattern almost exactly. All the
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elements are there: the problematic relationships with the mother and wife; the bloody
exclusion of rivals (Clarence, Rivers and the princes); the meeting where the hero reveals
himself (making an example of Hastings); the physical transformation as he reaches the top
(adopting a black dress uniform and having his portrait made); the betrayal by, and
elimination of, the right-hand man (Buckingham); the fear and isolation (the nightmare
before the war); the final moment of defiance. The setting of 1930s also helps the film
present its gangster motif: black limousines, jazzy sounds, swanky clothes, machine guns.
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IV.II.II. The Wooing Scene
Following the Hollywood movie rhythms rather than Elizabethan history play
tradition, Loncraine shows the seduction scene of Lady Anne in a different way from that of
Olivier and Pacino. Richard's rapid ascent to the kingship has begun. With Clarence
imprisoned, Richard now moves to his next conquest, Lady Anne, the widow of Prince
Edward, who had been known as a paragon of physical attractiveness and virtue. For the
hunchback, limp deformed Richard to win the hand of this woman would truly be an
accomplishment in Richard's eyes. It would give him power not only as a seducer but also
as the ultimate contriver.

The scene is set in the corridor of a public hospital. Everywhere is full of the sick
and the dying which reflects the mess after the civil conflict. Lady Anne is elegant in her
mourning black but distraught and scarcely recognised in headscarf and dark glasses, as she
glides through the crowd. Widows and fatherless families wait for confirmation of their
menfolk's deaths. The sick and wounded overflow from the adjacent wards. Lady Anne
pushes open the double swing-doors to the mortuary. Through the opaque glass tiles of the
ceiling, cathedral-like sunbeams fall onto the tiled walls and marble floor of the
underground chamber. It is cold and quiet after the confusion outside. Three white-coated
hospital orderlies are attending to the corpse of Prince Edward on its marble plinth. His
wounds have been sewn up and tidied. Scalpels and other surgical implements are on the
tables. Prominent is an empty coffin on a gurney. The shock of her husband's death has now
released Lady Anne's grief and anger. Her mascara has run down her pale make-up. She
gestures to the orderlies to leave her alone.

In the play, Lady Anne accompanies her father-in-law's corpse to its burial. In the
film, his son is on the morgue's marble slab. Olivier's film made the same substitution. The
war in which the Prince was killed has been over long enough for the new regime to
celebrate its victory but his corpse is not yet buried and Lady Anne's grief is still at its
height. Her trauma is witnessed in Kristin Scott Thomas's ginger walk through the hospital
and down into the gray-cold morgue. She finds her husband's body and caresses it,
mourning over the holes.
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The wounded men are groaning in pain as Lady Anne is going downstairs to the
morgue. A tragic solo of saxophone is heard within the tapping sound of Anne's high heels.
The static rhythm of the heels mingles with the noise of dropping water from the ceiling.
Taking his black sunglasses off she walks near to marble plinth where her husband's dead
body is put on. As soon as she sees the wounds of two bullets, one on his head and the other
on his chest, she begins lamenting and cursing on the one who did these wounds.
0, cursed be the hand that made these holes;
Cursed the heart that had the heart to do it;
Bursting into tears, she hugs the dead body of her husband without being aware the pending
entrance of Richard into the morgue. She continues:
Cursed the blood that let this blood from hence!
If ever he have child, abortive be it. If ever he
have wife, let her be made
In the background, Richard silently emerges from behind Lady Anne, his future wife, at the
moment when she curses herself-to-be.

More miserable by the life of him,
Than I am made by my young husband's death.
Richard has been watching through the glass panels of the doors. Lady Anne hears the door
open and turns to see Richard. She stops crying, and with a determined clear tone of voice
she says:
What black magician conjures up this fiend, To
stop devoted charitable deeds?
Dressed in military uniform with a hat on his head Richard smoothly replied to Lady Anne:
"Sweet saint, for charity be not so cursed." The mourning lady could not help herself
answering in a very furious tone. She resembles Richard to a devil and begs in the name of
God not to trouble her: "Foul devil, for God's sake hence and trouble me not; / For you have
made the happy earth my hell." Richard does not move. Lady Anne, unnerved by his gaze,
tries to shame him into a response. She continues: "If you delight to see your heinous deed. /
Behold this pattern of your butchery." Richard comes forward to see the man he has killed.
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He takes his hat off and greets him as a sign of honouring the dead body, and looks at Prince
with grief in his eyes. Soothingly Richard says: "Lady, you know no rules of charity." He
passes to the other side of the marble plinth. While covering up the body of her husband
with the sheet half closed, Lady Anne moves to the same side of Richard. She expresses the
proper characteristics of Richard; calls him "villain": "Villain, you know no law of God nor
man."

Richard tries to be gentle with the harsh attacks of Lady Anne, he has to be so. He
praises her in his words by resembling her beauty to a heavenly feature. He seeks to
acquaint himself in front of her:
Vouchsafe, divine perfection of a woman,
Of this supposed crime to give me leave,
By circumstance, but to acquit myself.
Without even looking at his face, Lady Anne asks Richard whether he killed her husband.
At this moment Richard stays at the back of her, the camera reflects their expressions at the
sane time from one angle.
Anne Did you not kill my husband? Richard answers clearly showing no hesitation with
a double acceptance; "grant" and "yes."
Rich. I grant you, yes.
Anne D'you grant me, hedgehog? Then God grant me, too, You
may be damned for that wicked deed!
Richard moves backward after hearing the insulting word, "hedgehog." It is a mocking
reference to Richard's emblem, the boar. Then, he steps to the opposite side of Lady Anne.
He is bearing these insults for just one reason, the crown of England.
Rich. Gentle Lady Anne Anne 0, he was gentle, mild and virtuous.
Rich. The fitter for the King of Heaven who has him.
He attempts to help Lady Anne covering the foot of Prince Edward up, he holds the sheet;
but suddenly Lady Anne does not allow him to do that and takes the sheet from him. Anne
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is clever enough to prepare quickly replies to him although she is in deep depression.
Richard says her husband is better fitted to heaven to calm down her grief, but then she
answers back, "And you unfit for any place but Hell!" The experienced orator, Richard
cunningly turns the dialogue to a different direction that he will become closer to propose
her. He says, "Yes, one place else, if you will hear me name it." The reply of Anne is full of
hatred: "Some dungeon." Richard comes nearer and tells directly to the camera and at the
same time to the audience, preventing her to hear that: "Your bedchamber."

Kristin Scott Thomas did not want to hear this as it would lessen the later shock of
Richard's approach which makes her spit. It does not disrupt the flow nor make Richard's
sincerity any less convincing, when whispered in confidence to the camera -one of the very
few brief "asides" other than the full—length monologues. Richard likes an audience to
appreciate his ingenuity. In the play, the wooing is silently witnessed by Tressel and
Berkeley and by the undertakers who attend to the corpse. Then Richard tells out loud,

Let's leave this keen encounter of our wits. Your
beauty, that did haunt me in my sleep, Could make
me undertake the death of all the world, So I might
live one hour in your sweet bosom.

As soon as hearing Richard's blaming her, Lady Anne in a hurry comes near to him. Her
reply is a little emotional one: "If I thought that, I tell you, homicide, / These nails should
rend that beauty from my cheeks!" Now they are face to face, their bodies are so close and,
from the lenses of camera the audience feel an interaction by Lady Anne's behalf. It is a
different kind of feeling between hate and attraction. Lady Anne accepts that she is beautiful
-at least, she does not deny it. Even as she lambastes him, she is susceptible to Richard's
flattery. She walks towards him, Richard comes backward. He says, "My eyes could not
endure that beauty's wreck."

Anne returns to her husband's body, now the turn is Richard's to walk towards her.
He continues,

As all the world is cheered by the sun, So I
by that - it is my day, my life! He who
bereft you, Lady, of your husband, Did it
to help you to a better husband.
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The puzzled Lady Anne questions what kind of a better husband there shall be other than
her beloved Edward? What allows Richard to move confidently from words to selfendangering praxis is the discovery of her weak point, that is, his identification of a "better
husband" with someone who loves her more. It is the discovery of her self-centred
conception of love—revealed by her aroused curiosity when she wants her new lover to be
named—that enables him to win her.
Anne His better does not breathe upon the earth.
Acknowledging to Edward lying in front of him, Richard, behind Anne, emphasizes himself
as a better husband, answers Anne:
Rich. He lives who loves you better than he could.
Anne Where is he? Rich. Here.
"Here" says Richard with a boasting clear voice. Immediately after Anne hears that daring
exclamation she turns to Richard and spits at his face. He glares murderously back at her.
She recoils from his anger. But this is not the first time that the deformed Richard has been
openly despised. She cannot bring herself to apologise or, quite, to feel sorry for his halfpathetic expression. As they stare each other out, a young, helpless widow and the man old
enough to be her protective father, there is a sexual alarm in the space between them.
Continuingly, softly, almost forgiving he asks, "Why do you spit at me?"

In this spitting moment the logic breaks down for both of them. Richard makes a
conclusion of a false argument and Anne accepts a wooer contrary to her better judgement.
With her spit "hanging" from his face, he woos and wins her. The spitting is, in fact, the
turning point of their dialogue, as it is followed by her gradual acceptance of him. Also, it is
their first physical contact. Their argument turns from legalistic debate and verbal fencing to
actions. This process begins with her spitting, which is followed by her inability to stab him,
her inability to ask him to kill himself, her acceptance of his ring, and finally, her granting
him a favour by leaving.

This is a point of no return. However satisfying it may be to spit contempt at her
enemy, she is shocked by her own vulgarity and is silent while Richard weeps and tells his
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tale. He makes no complaint. The thrill of this slow-motion chase is that the stoat never
underestimates the rabbit and takes no chances. Richard's energy, as befits an active soldier,
flows through each moment as if it were a matter of his life and death. Recovering her selfcontrol Anne answers back, "Would it were mortal poison, for your sake." With the help of
his mouth Richard takes his black leather glove on his right hand, puts it to his coat's
pocket, then with his same hand takes out a handkerchief, at last, Richard wipes his face
dry, with his white handkerchief. From the moment Anne reaches that stage, Richard can
quickly manipulate her to accept him. He says,
Rich. Never came poison from so sweet a place.
Anne Never hung poison on a fouler toad.
Then Lady Anne totally loses her control and nervously yells at Richard: "Out of my sight!
You do infect my eyes." It is high time to weep for Richard. He informs early in the film
that he can "...wet my cheeks with artificial tears." Richard is able to cry convincingly by
recalling previous occasions when he has been hurt by revulsion from his appearance. He
talks to Anne as his back turns to her: "Those eyes of yours from mine have drawn salt
tears." Then, he comes closer to Anne, and begs her touchingly:
Yet when I heard the story of my father's death And
all the standers-by had wet their cheeks, Like trees
bedashed with rain, in that sad time, My manly eyes
did scorn a humble tear:
While talking he tries to catch in sight of Anne's eyes, thus he wants to get in contact with
her through her eyes. Finally, he succeeds, and tells her looking into deep inside her eyes
that, "And what that sorrow could not thence exhale, / Your beauty has and made them
blind with weeping." Anne could not move an inch standing still making any movement
behind the marble plinth. This de-active position of Anne makes Richard take action. At
last, he moves forward to kiss her risking everything.
Teach not your lip such scorn, for it was made For
kissing. Lady, not for such contempt.
But Anne does not accept his kiss, she turns away. Richard does not insist on that, he begs
for forgiveness and presents his final attempt to win the heart of Lady Anne.
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If your revengeful heart cannot forgive, I
humbly beg for death, upon my knee.
Richard takes the nearest, sharpest scalpel, kneels down and hands it to Lady Anne. He
continues,
No, do not pause - it was I who killed your husband;
But it was your heavenly face that set me on.
Lady Anne almost dares to stab him but she is too confused. Why is her enemy so
attractive? She drops the scalpel and it clatters onto the floor. Richard inspires himself by
playing the fantasy role of romantic lover. In the mirror he has razored a moustache of
screen heroes like Clark Gable, Clifton Webb, David Niven, Douglas Fairbanks. When his
declaration of love is rejected, Don Juan kneels to be punished, kneels to commit hari-kari
at the executioner's block and simultaneously kneels to ask for her hand in marriage. Not all
women would fall for it and, watching the film, I can never quite catch the moment when
Lady Anne is won over. She never quite remembers herself. Richard insists, "Take up the
blade again - or take up me." Richard offers the blade to Lady Anne but she will not take it
from him. Now she is also talking to Richard while looking into his eyes. She says,
Anne I will not be your executioner.
Rich. Then, bid me kill myself and I will do it.
Anne I have already.
Rich. That was in your rage. Speak it again.
Anne I would I knew your heart.

Richard places the blade to his throat. A drop of blood trickles from the glistening blade.
Richard uses a handy scalpel. In the play (1.2) he lays his "true breast naked to the deadly
stroke" of his sword. This would indicate that Shakespeare was presenting the one and only
time when undressing is in order. Onstage, McKellen removed hat, gloves, greatcoat, Sam
Browne's trappings, and jacket and undid the collarless shirt to give Lady Anne a glimpse of
the naked flesh that was so close to the spine's deformity and was hers to explore.
Anne I fear that it is false. Rich. Then
never was man true. Anne Well, well,
put down the blade.
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When she asks him to put the blade down, she is trembling in a kind of shock. Her anxiety
can be felt from her voice that she stops a second between "put" and "down." Richard is
after getting a proper answer from her. Anne moves from cursing and dehumanizing
Richard—comparing him either to animals or to supernatural entities—to rehumanizing him
through arguing with him, and, from that, to an insupportable aversion, which collapses into
acceptance.
Rich. But shall I live in hope?
Anne All men I hope live so ...
At that ambiguous half-promise, Richard lets drop the scalpel. He slowly lifts his right hand
to his mouth and, with his teeth, pulls off his family signet-ring: "Vouchsafe to wear this
ring." Richard slides the ring, wet with saliva, onto her engagement finger. The erotic
instruction of the scene is heightened by the use of close-ups here. Anne quitely breathes
laboriously as the ring actually slides onto her finger. She can hardly utter her next line, a
last gesture towards resistance. Still her conscious hesitates from this situation; however, it
is over. She becomes Richard's. Stephen M.Buhler comments on this scene that, "the
sexuality, though, is to a great extent autoerotic -as Richard initially performs a kind of
fellatio on himself—and this feeds the self-regarding exuberance of Richard's own
commentary on what has transpired between Anne and himself” (Burnett and Wray 46).
Anne To take is not to give.
Richard stands up from his knees. Wearing his hat he salutes militarily Prince Edward's
dead body, and whispers Anne,
Rich. May I, with all expedient duty, see you?
Lady Anne silently just nods her head to mention that is allright. She looks at the contrite
Richard. Her grief has turned to open fascination.
Anne And much it j oys me too,
To see you are become so penitent.
Richard leaves as he is limping to the door of the morgue. He turns to Anne, and says, "Bid
me farewell." Standing still in front of her dead husband's body, she answers,
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Tis no more than you deserve;
But since you teach me how to flatter you,
Imagine I have said farewell already.
Richard greets her without saying a word by tapping his right hand, holding his glove, to his
head. He turns and walks out into the corridor. As soon as he leaves, she staggers, in order
not to fall she holds from the edge of the marble plinth.

Richard performs a crude marriage ceremony between beauty and the beast. Lady
Anne can have few illusions that he will turn into a prince to rival her first husband. In the
play, there is no direct reference to the marriage until Richard and Anne become King and
Queen. She only reappears to meet the other royal women immediately before the
Coronation. She is overwhelmed by sadness and is impervious to other feelings by then. She
has even smaller joy than her predecessor in "being this country's queen." She is childless
although the historical Anne had a son who died aged ten.

Despite considerable cutting of lines throughout this scene, each step in Richard's
seduction remains. In the film, Lady Anne appears in nine more scenes than in the play most of them silently. This prepares for her heart-breaking confession. It also steadily charts
Richard's inadequacy as a husband. In marriage, he behaves as callously as he does
elsewhere.

Richard climbs upstairs while he is wearing his glove with his right hand. Reached
to the upper floor of the hospital, while using his mouth to wear the glove, he notices the
camera and of course the audience. He gloats so that he concludes this scene with another
soliloquy to boast and, directly to the camera, ask:
Was ever woman in this humour wooed?
Was ever woman in this humour won?
In the background the sway music starts slowly, and then speeds up while he is walking
through the corridor of the hospital. The camera follows behind him, and every time he says
a word he looks at the camera behind him in a victorious tone. He shakes hands with a priest
waiting in the corridor. The people greet him respectfully.
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I'll have her. But I will not keep her long. What?
I, who killed her husband and his father, To take
her in her heart's extremest hate, With curses in
her mouth, tears in her eyes, And yet to win her all the world to nothing. Ha!
This celebratory soliloquy of triumph is properly outrageous and breaks through the
convention of naturalism as effortlessly as a song in a musical that might befit "a Fred
Astaire musical (perhaps Top Hat)" (Buhler 46). Richard, who will never be so carefree
again, dares to speak his mind and boast even within hearing of hospital patients, staff and
visitors, all of whom are too preoccupied to notice him dancing through. He continues,
Upon my life she finds, although I cannot,
Myself to be a marvellous proper man. I'll
entertain some score or two of tailors To
study fashions to adorn my body.
He triumphantly begins half-singing while prancing up the curving stairs. The end of the
scene is marked with the flourish of a rhythmic couplet,
Shine out, fair sun, till I have bought a glass, That
I may see my shadow as I pass.
Immaculate once more, Richard strides out. The sun throws his shadow back onto the
marble floor. After singing these lines Richard spontaneously paused at the top, for another
full-stop to the scene, a clenched fist flung in the air before leaving round the corner.
Identifying himself as a romantic lover, Richard should be covered up by "some score or
two of tailors" that includes a moustache, perhaps a cigarette causally dangling from his
lips.

Through the film in their next scene together Richard and Anne are holding hands,
she looks very happy and in love. In the next, she stands invitingly in a nightgown,
caressing the step with her foot, and he comes towards her—flips the light switch next to
her, turns around and walks back to his chair. It is over. She then realizes the mistake and
regrets it for the rest of her life. In each following scene she is taking pills, shooting heroin
into her thigh, or smoking an endless chain of cigarettes. Thus, Richard's seduction of her,
and at the same time of the audience, is temporary. His charm on Anne lasts when he rejects
her on the stairs. Each member of the cast ends their views on Richard's seduction until he
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shows his real intention. He loses Buckingham's support upon coronation and commission
of the two princes' murder. He loses control over former Queen Elizabeth when he tries to
woo her daughter, Elizabeth. His mother curses him before he goes into battle and Stanley
joins Richmond. Even Tyrell begins to have a reluctant manner after he kills the two
princes.
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IV.II.III. The Death Scenes and The Final

Richard's obsession with death is so clear in the play that the way of Loncraine
catches this characteristic in the film is as successful as Shakespeare's use of words.
Loncraine frequently presents the moment of death in Richard III by making the audience
get in to close attention to signs of life or their absence. On a freezed frame he uses a change
in lighting to catch the appearance of the paleness of death. As motion is stilled and dying
face on the screen is drained of colour, cinema reveals its relation to still photography and
especially to the photographic death mask (Donaldson 251). Loncraine shows many details
of that kind of moments throughout the film. Clarence is the first to die—Richard is seen in
medium close-up, his faded arm being massaged; the masseur is out of view, and the
audience see the pain of the process and hint of ecstasy in the relief it brings on Richard's
face. A package, which has an evidence of Clarence's death in, Clarence's cracked
spectacles, is brought and Ratcliffe goes out. Richard smells the brown paper as if sniffing a
fine cigar, removes the duke's spectacles, which is similar to the ones Richard is wearing at
the moment, and begins to sniff them eagerly when he becomes aware of his wife at the
staircase in a lovely, satin nightgown. He gets annoyed from this interruption, goes to her
and dismisses her by rudely reaching past her to shut off the light.

Another death sequence is the moment when King Edward dies. While having a
joyful time with his family and friends in the summer house in hoping the sea air will cure
his physical decline, the news on Clarence's death by Richard makes King stammer,
beginning a severe asthma attack. In panic he is moved to his bedroom, there lying on his
bed, he dies after a last gasp of breath. The King's facial movements are microscopic, his
rasping breath very quiet; at last he is still, but the audience is not sure if this is the final
movement of him until Queen reacts in a very horrified way and leaves the room. The next
target is Hastings; his death is cleared out by the photographs of him, a noose around his
neck. Richard is looking at these photos and feels satisfied from getting rid of the trouble
making Prime Minister. He makes sure he is alone, puts a record on the Victrola and
stretches out on the love seat to enjoy it.

Eyes open, features still and pale Queen Anne lies in her bed. She seems to be
staring at a large black spider that drops slowly on its thread from above her. The audience
looks for signs of life or death, but the still-frame effect is an indicator of the moment of
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death. After his coronation Richard's words about her being "sick and like to die" (IV.ii.57)
is cleared out when a tiny spider walks around her face and crawls delicately across one
unblinking eye. Shakespeare does not make it clear how Anne dies, whether or not its
venom caused her death or an overdose perhaps, or does Tyrell pay her a visit? Whichever
way, Richard is responsible for her fatal decline. The shot recalls the spider epithets for
Richard used by Queen Margaret and Queen Elizabeth, who calls Richard "a bottled
spider", thus the moment, links the audience to his sick objections. For Donaldson, the
moment of death masquerades as a photograph in each case, and Loncraine reverses the
history of the cinema, moving from full-colour cinema to its silent and motionless media
ancestors (253).

The battle scene brings the final moment of death that is Richard's own death,
falling into flames still smiling to the camera. Before Richard's walking into death,
Loncraine and McKellen indicate the fatalistic feature of the scene of nightmare which is
omitted in Olivier's Richard III. In the Elizabethan drama the use of dream as a dramatic
device is very popular. The Senecan prophetic dream functioned as a helper to the
playwright, foreshadowing the events of plot, providing the audience with needed
information, and transferring the world of the play an impressive atmosphere of mystery and
foreboding. Shakespeare extended and developed these prophetic touches, so that they
became ways of presenting the process of the mind at work in memory, emotion, and
imagination. Dream episodes, thus, began to work within the plays as metaphors for the
larger action, functioning at once as a form of presentation and as a concept presented. The
dramatic action of Richard III is a clear example of that concept. The world of the play is
defined and delimited by a wide range of omens and apparitions from Queen Margaret's
curse to Clarence's monitory dream and the haunting nightmare of Bos worth Field
(Richmond 194).

At the eve of the battle McKellen's Richard is very restless. He rejects the supper
offer of Ratcliffe and asks about "the number of the traitors" filling his wine glass. Then
orders sternly to leave him alone in his carriage part of the train. Ratcliffe leaves. Richards
and closes his eyes. On the other side of the field the wedding ceremony of Richmond and
Princess Elizabeth is going on at that moment. Queen Elizabeth seems satisfied, and
everybody is so happy and hopeful. The marriage of Richmond and Elizabeth is not in the
play although their union is announced in Richmond's closing speech (V.v.) which here
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provides the Archbishop's lines: "0 Lord, let Richmond and Elizabeth / By Your fair
ordinance be joined together, / And let their heirs - God, if Thy will be so - / Enrich the time
to come with smooth-faced peace."

After this peaceful marriage scene the camera moves to Richard's carriage. He lies
restless in his bed, turning and flinching in his sleep. His eyes flicker and dart under the
closed lids. Marjorie B. Garber suggests that "Richard's sleeplessness, like Macbeth's, is the
mark of a troubled condition of soul, the outward sign of an inward sin" (Richmond 197).
Richard hears the voices of his victims one by one:
Duchess of York Are you my son? You toad!
Queen Elizabeth Richard, you do me shame!
Duchess of York Bloody will be your end!
Lady Anne You do infect my eyes!
Rivers I have too long borne your blunt upbraidings!
Prince James Because that I an little, like an ape I think that you should bear me on your
back!
Queen Elizabeth (screams) Where are my children?
Onto the scream of Queen Elizabeth Richard wakes up, gasping and sweating coldly with
fear. Different from the original text, in which both Richard and Richmond are visited by a
series of ghosts representing Richard's victims: Edward Prince of Wales, Henry VI,
Clarence, Rivers, Grey, and Vaughan, Hastings, the two young Princes, Lady Anne, and
Buckingham, Loncraine makes a selection of dialogues from which Richard's soul has been
affected the most, and lets Richmond stay safe and sound with his bride at their marriage
night. In the play, each spirit pauses while speaking to Richard like a "voice of conscious
within the soul": "Let me sit heavy on thy soul tomorrow." (V.iii.124), "Dream on, dream
on of bloody deeds and death; / Fainting, despair; despairing, yield thy breath." (V.iii. 1823). Then, in a formal counterpoint, each turns to Richmond and wishes him well. The whole
scene is symmetrically arranged, the contrast of sleeping and waking, despair and
hopefulness, emphasized by the rigidity of the form.

In Richard's carriage the light of the outside only enlighten his face, it is semi-dark
inside. In the play, the time is mentioned by Richard: "The lights burn blue. It is now dead
midnight." (V.iii. 192). It is the exact witching hour which refers to an old superstition that
when ghosts or spirits are about. The terror which this dream evokes in Richard's mind is
clearly presented in his frightened soliloquy,
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I did but dream! 0, coward conscience. What do
I fear? Myself? There's none else by Richard
loves Richard; that is, I am I.
He looks nervously around at his empty carriage. He is not sure if he is awake or still
dreaming, and he is not sure if he is alone or surrounded by spirits. He continues,
Is there a murderer here? No. Yes I am. I
love myself. But why? For any good That
I myself have done unto myself?
0 no. Alack, I rather hate myself,
For hateful deeds committed by myself.
The tone of the speech changes as it progresses, paralleling Richard's confusion when he
first wakes up, and his growing awareness that what woke him was a dream, and his
returning confidence in himself. Now he is awake, and now he remembers the dream. He
describes it, but he is interpreting it as "My conscience hath a thousand several tongues".
1 am a villain. Yet I lie — I am not.
Fool, of yourself speak well.
Fool, do not natter.
My conscience has a thousand, several tongues
Thronged to the bar, crying all: 'Guilty! Guilty!'
I shall despair. There is no creature loves me:
And if I die, no soul will pity me.
The man who had held himself above all law now finds himself surrounded by
thousans of furies crying "Guilty!" The man who had deemed himself self-sufficient now
finds himself dependent on human love and pity. The thousand of tongues of his conscience
all condemn him for a villain. He hates himself and has no pity for himself. He knows that
no one loves him or would pity his death. He admits his crimes in all their guilt and does not
attempt to justify them. But he never regrets over his crimes. Hastings, Buckingham and
Clarence all confess their mistakes in the moment of recognition. However, in Richard's
soliloquy and his actions following it there is not any remorse or regret, only pain and fear
he feels. In exemplifying the Grand Mechanism in Shakespeare Kings Jan Kott asserts about
the situation of Richard that "As he walks up the grand stairs, Richard becomes smaller and
smaller. It is as if the Grand Mechanism was absorbing him. Gradually he becomes just one
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of his cogs. He has ceased to be the executioner, he is now a victim, caught in his wheels"
(142).

Throughout, much of the full text uses rhetorical devices of regular rhythm, rhymes,
repetitions and alliteration. Here Shakespeare's words are as modern and as bleak as Samuel
Beckett's. Apart from "loves" and the simple monosyllables "that", "is" and "am", the rest is
all "Richard" by name or pronoun. The second "I" is stressed by its rhyme with "by". The
line explains everything. Unloved from birth by even his mother, he could only make sense
of life by loving himself and hating the rest of the world.

Ratcliffe enters, disturbed by Richard's outcry. He tries to calm down Richard, says
quietly, "Your Majesty . . ." Richard jumps at his voice. He says, "Oh Ratcliffe. Will all our
friends prove true?" Sitting next to Richard, Ratcliffe replies, "No doubt. Your Majesty."
Richard's fear gets more obvious in his subsequent conversation with Ratcliffe. Richard
admits that he fears, "Ratcliffe, I fear ... I fear." Daring to comfort him, Ratcliffe says, "No,
Your Majesty: be not afraid of shadows." Richard looks up into the reliable face of his
faithful batman and smiles. Richard's himself again. The tone of the speech changes as it
progresses, paralleling Richard's confusion when he first wakes up, and his growing
awareness that what woke him was a dream, and his returning confidence in himself.

Apparently displaying his fear Richard admits that the "shadows" are more
threatening than the substance as the shadows arise from the symbol-making unconscious.
This dream is a "predictive dream" which functions as a structural purpose as well as a
psychological one. On a sensual level, the image is striking because the noise of the
"thousand several tongues" contrasts so strongly with the quiet of "dead midnight", and the
"throng" with- his solitude. It is the dream device that permits the audience get in contact
with Richard's consciousness. Marjorie B. Garber concludes that,

Dream here is an agency of liberation, a means of freeing prophecy
from device and relating it to psychological intuition. Imagery bears a
bigger part, and association is legitimately employed to make images
into symbols. The materials of Clarence's dream are still embryonic,
and its technique stands in marked contrast to that of the rest of
Richard III. But it is the first real anticipation of a new use of dream, to
be refined and expanded in the later plays. (Richmond 202)
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Eventually, the last soliloquy of Richard is clearly in contrast to his opening soliloquy
where he shows his confidence and bravado about his skills in both private and public
manipulation. Later, he reveals that he cannot even trust himself. The effect of the ghosts is
reflected in the oration of both leaders before battle; Richmond is strong, honourable, Godfearing whereas Richard is shaky, desperate, vindictive. The oration scene of Richmond is
cut in Loncraine's film. He chooses to get a quick entrance to the battle before Richmond's
awaking with his new bride, Princes Elizabeth. Smiling to her he said, "The sweetest sleep,
the fairest-boding dreams / That ever entered in a drowsy head."

On the other hand, in Richard's encampment at dawn his forces prepare for battle.
Men shout above the engines' roar. Inside his carriage Richard gives his speech before the
battle. He resembles the enemy to "vagabonds, rascals and runaways."
Conscience is but a word that cowards use.
Remember whom you are to cope withall, A sort of
vagabonds, rascals and runaways. And who does
lead them but a paltry fellow: A milksop!
If we be conquered, let men conquer us! Let's whip
these peasants over the seas again. Shall these enjoy
our lands? Lie with our wives? Ravish our
daughters?
Richard turns to Tyrell, as he enters the carriage,

Rich. What says Lord Stanley? Will he bring his force?
Tyrell My Lord, he has refused to come to you. Rich. Off
with his son George's head!

Before Tyrell or Ratcliffe can reply or move, the Stanley's forces have arrived to bomb the
hell out of Richard and his troops. An almighty explosion shatters the end of the carriage.
The battle has begun.

The Battle of Bosworth takes place in the environs of the Battersea Power Station,
an abandoned industrial monstrosity on the south bank of the Thames. The surprise attack of
Stanley's bombers has wreaked havoc. Through the murk of smoke and flame, in and
around the huge, empty buildings, Richard's soldiers are in confusion. Everything dreadful
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about war is felt in appalling sights and sounds. Screams of panic, fear and death cause the
chaotic atmosphere.

Steadily, Richmond and his armoured troops proceed across the difficult ground
toward Richard's forces. Tanks, artillery, armoured cars, even horses, anything to convey
the invasion relentlessly onward. Many of the buildings and the armoured train are ablaze
from the bombing. The sky is black with acrid smoke. And the music for this final chase is
selected as a melodramatic rewrite of Isaac Albeniz's virtuoso guitar composition,
"Asturias".

Pursued by Richmond, Richard grasps whatever weaponry lies in his way and
randomly fires upon everywhere. When there is a second devastating attack from the air,
Richard gets an enormous machine-gun holding it erect as he fires off volley after volley "in
an image almost comically suggestive of critical assessments that Richard's masculine
aggression as 'perpetually engaged in erecting himself’" (Howlett 145). The contrast
between Richard's audacity and Richmond's power in several scenes of conflict and
conjunction would not be clearer.

Richard jumps into an armoured vehicle, which Ratcliffe drives. Tyrell is at the back
of the jeep, fires the weapon for protecting his King and himself. But its heavy wheels churn
the rain-soaked mud and sink lower into it. There is no way out. Richard weakly moans, "A
horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!" Ratcliffe still revs the engine, as he wants help
from Tyrell who is going on shooting to the coming forces of Richmond.
Ratcliffe Rescue! James Tyrell, rescue! Rescue!
Tyrell Escape, Your Majesty! I'll help you to a horse!
Richard gets annoyed, and furiously yells at Tyrell, "Escape? Slave!" Richard levels his
revolver and fires point blank into Tyrell's head. Still the wheels sink into the mud. As
Richard clambers down, Richmond's troops are within sight. With a quick, final decision,
Richard will defy the inevitable. He races away from Ratcliffe, through explosions and
enemy fire, toward the vast shell of a burning bombed-out building. Behind Ratcliffe and
the armoured vehicle blown high into the air. Richmond's own command vehicle is pushing
through the smoke, like a hunter.
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Inside the shell of a massive abandoned factory, the devastating bombing has blown
up fuel tanks alight. Thick smoke mingles with waving red clouds of burning oil. Richard
stumbles through the tangle of girders and smashed concrete, looking for a route up to some
vantage point, to fire on Richmond. He looks up at the sagging girders on which he could
climb to what remains of the roof. In hot pursuit Richmond, Richard finds himself trapped
upon the outermost reaches of metal scaffolding atop a ravaged building. RICHMOND'S
troops are arriving thick and fast and slaughtering any remaining defenders in hand-to-hand
combat.

Richmond and his platoon carefully enter the building, looking for Richard, who is
clambering up the steel girders while Richmond spies him. Covered by his platoon,
Richmond is not disabled. He is younger than Richard and is soon advancing on him.
Neither soldier can get a clear sighting of the other. One hundred feet up, Richard drags
himself onto a grasp, lost into the flame and smoke below. Richard realises that there is no
possible way further up - or below him. Richmond climbs nearer trying to pull himself level
with Richard. He prepares to fire at the smiling target, Richard challenges him. Richard
reaches out with his "good" hand and invites his enemy to join him. He uses the words that
in the play appear as the couplet prefacing Richard's oration to his troops: "Let's to it pellmell, / If not to Heaven, then hand-in-hand to Hell!" Richard steps calmly out into space, he
falls backward while at exactly the same moment Richmond fires his revolver after him.
Richmond then looks directly at the camera which is a moment no one else in the film has
done other than Richard, and smiles quietly, a bit smugly, as Al Jolson is singing "Sittin' on
Top of the World". Richard's body falls and spins in slow motion toward the burning hell
below. It is a hypnotic final glimpse of the man who went laughing to hell. The "Titles"
over with the images of Richard's body as it falls through the hell of smoke and flames.

The shy smiling of Richmond marks the very moment at which power passes
decisively from Richard to Richmond. It is the critical scene at which the medieval becomes
the modern, in which "a hellish, demonic rule" proceeds to "a new dynasty, one perhaps
equally cold, more casual and banal in its evil" (Donaldson, 2002: 258). Unreasonable
gunfire of Richmond after the fall of Richard reflects the tickertape regularity of the
gunshots in the opening scene when Richard fired into the dead body of Henry VI. The
circle of the film is completed with these shots and finally Richard triupmhs because "his
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project has been to turn his self-hatred into a deconstruction of the bland, morally vacant,
and violent society around him" (258).
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IV.III. Pacino's 1996 Looking for Richard

Four decades after Laurence Olivier's 1955 film adaptation of Richard III and a
year after Richard Loncraine's Hitler version of the same play of Shakespeare, on 26th
October, 1996 US-American actor Al Pacino produced and directed his "docudrama"
Looking for Richard. Pacino's background as a Shakespearean actor dates back to his
younger days when he first appeared on stage in Richard III in Boston from December
1972 to January 1973, and again in New York City from June 10 to July 15, 1973, directed
by David Wheeler. He also played in Hamlet at Joseph Papp's New York Shakespeare
Festival in 1979 at a workshop only, in Othello in 1979 only in the rehearsals, again in
Richard III at Broadway at the Cort on June 14, 1979 for thirty-three performances and in
Julius Caesar between 1986 and 1987 in the Public's Shakespeare Marathon in New York
opened on March 22 in the Newman (Hischak 152, 287). As a result of his experience
Pacino believes that only by playing Shakespeare can an actor understand the charm of his
words and characters.

Pacino explains the reason why he chooses this Shakespeare play and his method of
production in an interview: three years in the making, this is his dream child, his labour of
love, and he is constantly thinking about it, the ideas buzzing around in his mind like so
many tireless bees. He also presents his obstacle on this film in a voice over: "by
juxtaposing the day-to-day life of the actors and their characters with ordinary people, we
attempted to create a comic mosaic -a very different Shakespeare. Our main goal with this
project is to reach an audience that would not normally participate in this kind of language
and world."
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IV.III.I. A Reflection of Method Acting

Before Pacino the film adaptations of Shakespeare has been produced mainly
through two points of view: the first one is exemplified by Olivier's theatrical and faithful
version in the Elizabethan tradition drama, mostly represented by Kenneth Branagh's fulllength Hamlet (1997), and the other is represented by various contemporary directors in
some modernisation, such as the Loncraine/McKellen version of Richard III (1995) and
Baz Luhrmann's William Shakespeare's 'Romeo+Juliet' (1997). Pacino does not favour
these approaches, thus he decides both to reach the American audience and to stay away
from gaining the popular appreciation. His innovative way, for Sinyard, may be "the most
radical and far-reaching strategy" of all approaches (69). Thus Pacino's cast has the same
effect of a starry cast like Branagh's Hamlet, but "not the oppressive reverence and fidelity
to the text"; Pacino's target has the same contemporary resonance like
Loncraine/McKellen's Richard III, but "avoids the stylistic clash"; and Pacino's aim has
the same attempt to tempt the young audience like Luhrmann's Romeo+Juliet, but he
wants them "to embrace Shakespeare's poetry not to bypass it" (Burnett and Wray, 2000:
69-70). At this moment, the background of Pacino interferes in question, that he is
educated as a method actor. He explains the motivation he chose acting as a profession was
clear in his mind after he saw Marlon Brando's performance On the Waterfront (1954). He
describes his feelings that he was riveted to his seat and couldn't leave the theatre. Insisting
on his mother, his teacher made him to apply to the High School of Performing Arts in
which he was taught the Stanislavski approach to acting (De Leo 23). Pacino tells the rest
of the story in his words:
In the fall of 1956, I decided it was time to start professional acting
classes. I chose not to go to the American Academy of Dramatic Arts
because I had been told that their approach was too mechanical. I
wanted to learn the Stanislavski method, which actors like John
Garfiled and Lee J. Cobb were successfully using. (50)
The Method is a system of acting techniques popularized in the United States by Lee
Strasberg at the Actor's Studio and Stella Adler, who is Brando's principal teacher in New
York City between 1940s and 1950s. The term is derived from the Stanislavski system
which was originated in Russia at the end of the 19th century when Konstantin
Stanislavski founded the Moscow Art Theatre in 1897 (Butler 46). This technique
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encourages actors to become the characters, to fuse their personalities with the roles, to
relive the characters (45). What Pacino tries to emphasize in his documentary film exactly
parallels with his method performance: he wants to become the 'King.'
Following the American tradition of "inhabit[ing] characters from the inside out"
Pacino's performance and intention is contrasted with the British Olivier's system
(Cartelli 194). Olivier favours picturing a portrait of his character in his mind's eye first,
and puts the emphasis on the person, all which represent the British tradition of working
from the outside-in. Pacino's choice of naturalism in his version strongly disregards
Olivier's "fake medievalism" in both the stylized setting of the film and the "unabashedly
theatrical" presentation of the characters (Coursen 99). Pacino succeeds in keeping the
authenticity of his selection of the setting: The Cloisters, the New York Metropolitan
Museum's collection of art and architecture from medieval Europe. The building is
located on four acres overlooking the Hudson River in northern Manhattan's Fort Tryon
Park, and it incorporates elements from five medieval French cloisters and from other
monastic sites in southern France. Most of the scenes are shot inside this museum.
Therefore, Shakespeare's Richard III suits its time and place in Pacino's documentary.
Another aspect that Pacino does not agree with Olivier's approach is Olivier's elaborated
theatrical style of acting, make up and voice which make the adaptation similar to a
'filmed theatre.' Pacino analysed Richard from the "inside out" which means emphasizing
the "truthful behaviour", thus feeling must never be indicated. For Krasner, one of the
principles of Method is the working of the actor from his or her passions and emotions
(131). So this documentary records the efforts of Pacino to understand Shakespeare's
story and characters first. Throughout the film the audience watches Pacino questioning
people on the street, leading interviews with Shakespeare experts and actors, and
discussing the history of the War of Roses and life of Richard III. He searches for the style
of Shakespearean verse: iambic pentameter; and he visits the birthplace of Shakespeare in
Stanford-upon-Avon and the Globe Theatre in London. Pacino asserts his intention on
these actions while he and his co-director are visiting the house of Shakespeare in the
film: "We thought we would rehearse and see maybe in a rehearsal if we could get in
touch with some of those old spirits. You know, method acting type stuff."

Method actors question the role and try to find the most suitable way of behaviour
on justifying the character, and find an epiphany, which means a special expression of
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someone's character. After "imagining their way into 'minds' of characters, and then
actors place those characters into new situations, improvising new lines of dialogue based
on this actor-character union" (Butler 45). A method actor searches for a cause, and once
he finds that cause, then everything is cleared out, thus the acting process becomes
believable and effective. In Looking for Richard's case the first part is entitled "Question"
because of Pacino's questioning the people on street about Shakespeare and Richard III.
"Question" part then dissolves into "Quest", as Pacino tries to give "an inner frame" to his
production. Peirui Su comments that Pacino's film is "a spiritual odyssey in which he
looks for the meaning of the play Richard III as well as his own cinematic version"
(http://clcwebjournal.lib.purdue.edu).

Pacino intends to correct the common belief that a method actor has difficulty in
playing Shakespeare because of the complete dependence of Stanislavsky-Starsberg training
system. Worthen explains the obstacles why an actor trained in the Method can hardly
perform a Shakespearean play:
If I am right in thinking that Stanislavskian attitudes toward acting and
character suffuse American acting, then there's little point in trying to
repudiate the Method as a vehicle for Shakespearean drama: we can hardly
imagine acting not imbued with these values of 'truth', interior fidelity,
subtextual vitality, character coherence, and so forth. Yet the rhetoric of the
Method is at once a mode of representation and a mode of suasion. In so far as
the Method remains inscribed by the practices of the proscenium stage, it
provides a strategy for constituting character 'objectively', as an object
overseen by an unacknowledged, absent audience. Stanislavsky's attention to
'public solitude', and the Method's concentration on the actor's 'private
moments', are both, in this sense, means for training the actor to create
character before -not with, not for, not among—a silent majority of
disembodied spectators. These practices clearly textualize character in ways
probably undesirable -even unimaginable—on Shakespeare's more open,
public, and interactive stage. (McDonald 771)
Pacino rejects the idea of the "forth-wall" in relationship between the actor and the
audience which keeps the actor remove from any contact with his/her audience on stage
(Mackey and Cooper, 2000: 252). He believes in the intelligence of the audience, and that
an actor must communicate with his audience. The interviews throughout the film show
the concern of Pacino to his audience and his purpose to justify his making a film as
means of popularizing Shakespeare in the United States. He tries to prove that everyone
can enjoy Shakespeare, and that his plays are timeless in their exploration of human
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nature. Pacino and his crew take their route to break down centuries of barriers
surrounding one of Shakespeare's most complicated works. Pacino comments, "You don't
need you understand every single word that's said, as long as you get the gist of what's
going on. Just trust it and you'll get it." The knotty aspects of Richard III are explained
further by casual shots of the actors while doing their rehearsals.

Presenting his questioning of Richard's world, Pacino dives into deep in order to
find the most appropriate approach in understanding Shakespeare. In doing so, he consults
to everybody, including scholars, directors, actors, and the man on the street. The
technique he uses in his docudrama is to create "film clips." Osborne describes these film
clips that "offering neither a film of the play nor 'making of the production' documentary
of a performance, Pacino sets out instead to create film clips, turning pedagogic practice
on its head in order to show that only film making can produce truly illuminating
interpretation" (227). Inserting clips of the rehearsals and the interviews into the film is
one of the best ways of analyzing and understanding Shakespeare's play. These sequences
enable the audience to visualize behind the scene. Coursen clarifies it in a similar way by
emphasizing the framing technique of Shakespeare which Pacino uses in his film
successfully. Pacino makes a film about making a film by framing the play with some
necessary interviews, rehearsals and comments. Some critics find the interruptions during
the film disturbing, but others believe that the theme of making a film about a film is
being kept alive by these interruptions because they "give life to the costumed segments"
and also represent "the search, implied in the film's title" (Jackson 110).

The interpretation of Pacino exhibits the transformation of an actor to a character.
The audience is allowed to watch an actor developing a character, which makes the
character 'real', partly because the struggle of the actor is real. Accordingly, Hodgdon
comments on Pacino's acting technique in Looking for Richard as the most appealing and
effective outcome of his approach, and she suggests, "Pacino's performing body -as
himself in rehearsal, as Richard in performance -is the one that counts" (209). His craft on
creating character is visualized as he changes "from human face to werewolf, from Jekyll
to Hyde, from Pacino to Richard" (Coursen 111). Pacino's "Quest" for Richard is
indicated through raising questions about narrowing the gap between the modern
American and the Elizabethan English audience to make accessible Shakespeare for future
generations. Planning to communicate his passion for Shakespeare, Pacino tires to find the
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ways to reach the people for whom the name of Shakespeare recalls a bad school memory,
or a frightening experience. How can Pacino touch the soul of those people?

The two early scenes of the film echo the dominant authority of Shakespeare over
the actor. For this reason, Pacino fells the permission of "Shakespeare" on his staging the
impossibility of finding the author to "search for other authorities to mediate between
'Shakespeare's body' (either as simulacrum or text) and his own" (Hodgdon 209). The
first scene of Shakespeare's authority revealed is shot like that: walking through a dark
hall, Pacino steps before a red curtain and says, "This is my entrance"; he changes his
body to a hump-backed guy and enters on a small stage where he discovers a solitary
spectator: Shakespeare. Face to face with the Bard's critical gaze, Pacino says, "Fuck",
how can he even begin to perform? And then, the camera cuts away. In another scene,
sooner, Pacino and his co-director Frederick Kimball visit the birthplace of Shakespeare
hoping of catching their muse for presenting Shakespeare in their film. In a cloudy
weather they get inside the house staring at the birthroom's bed Kimball could not hide his
disappointment at not having an expected appearance. Pacino asserts that he has an inner
one but didn't show it. Yet, although the scene does not bring the expected calling upon
Shakespeare or his aura, the presence of Kimball and Pacino activates a fire alarm that
brings two firemen and a caretaker in search of a non-existent blaze.

Pacino makes Shakespeare spread into his reader by interviewing famous British
and American actors such as Michael Maloney, John Gielgud, Kenneth Branagh, Kevin
Kline, James Earl Jones, Viveca Lindfors, Rosemary Harris, and Vanessa Redgrave, who
exalts "the pentameter of the soul"; directors such as Branagh and Peter Brook; academics
such as Barbara Everett and Emrys Jones; and people in the streets of New York City,
London and Stratford. This "multi-track strategy" reveals the observations of the actors,
advice on how to direct, scholarly opinions on historical issues, popular or "untutored"
commentary, rehearsal, and performed scenes in relation to one another and blurring the
boundaries between them. By this strategy Pacino's film accomplishes "a theory of textual
production" in which traditional and non-traditional ways for creatively activating
Shakespeare's texture put on display, reviewed, and offered up for consumption (209).
While shaping his documentary Pacino does an "audience research" in order to
communicate his target audience. He explained to Geoff Andrew, the film critic of Time
Out, the motivation behind his approach:
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I did consider filming the play straight, but I wondered how I could do
that when the great Olivier had done it and taken it as far as you can. So I
had to think of a different concept, and I thought back to how I'd toured
colleges fifteen-twenty years ago: I'd read poetry and picked things from
plays, and when I spoke to students they were resistant to Shakespeare
every time I bought him up. And I remembered that when I explained the
story and led them in a bit with a language they felt comfortable with and
then slipped into Shakespeare, it was easier for them to grasp his work,
they needed that preamble. So I thought for the film I'd mesh that with
doing bits of the play. (Sinyard 60-71)

Pacino's attempt in differentiating the play into a docudrama is analyzed by Wagner as "a
trebled cartography" which includes "a mapping of play (Richard III), title character
(Richard) and authorial/authority figure (Shakespeare) (168). The function of the film is
emphasized by locating and identifying various different 'sites' associated with Richard
and, by extension, with Shakespeare.
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IV.III.II. The Quest and Questioning

The film begins in a gloomy atmosphere with the tolling of a church-bell pointing
a late fall or winter landscape of bare trees and a Gothic-spired church as the lines from
The Tempest are voiced over with British accent. These lines of Prospero's declamation
will be reprised at the end of the film.

Our revels now are ended. These our actors, As I
foretold you, were all spirits and Are melted into
air, into thin air: And, like the baseless fabric of
this vision, The cloud-capp'd towers, the gorgeous
palaces, The solemn temples, the great globe itself,
Ye all which it inherit, shall dissolve And, like this
insubstantial pageant faded, Leave not a rack
behind. We are such stuff As dreams are made on,
and our little life Is rounded with a sleep. (IV.i.
148-58)

A New York brown-brick apartment house takes the place of the church view. Near the
apartment a schoolyard where a boy shoots baskets is seen as Pacino wanders into the
frame, dressed in black and wearing baseball-cap turned backwards on his head. Then the
scene fades back to the church to fingers flipping through the pages of a Shakespearean
play text, then again to the playground where Pacino turns to notice the camera as the
speech concludes.

The montage juxtaposes some of the dominant landmarks for the film: the public
street, the text, the 'realistic' setting for the produced scenes. This choice of montage
creates a sense of the 'medieval period' of the play with shots from the Cloisters, then cuts
to a shot of an inner city basketball court, and then to a close-up of the text of Richard III,
a page which is being turned in slow-motion. The locations of authenticity, of a
contemporary 'reality', and of authoritative textuality are presented in these sequences.
Thus, in regards of "the trebled mapping" the audience visualizes "the play itself (text),
the character (in the person of Pacino on the basketball court), and the broader ShakeSpace is presented by the voice over from The Tempest" (Wagner 168). Pacino's objective
is set out in the beginning of the film: to make Shakespeare readily comprehensible. He
tells a couple of kids on the street that "We're peddling [Shakespeare]." As an example on
dealing out the Bard's verse in small quantities the line of Prospero "Leave not a rack
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behind" (IV.i.156) is updated to "Leave not a wisp behind" -probably because the
description of a cloud as a "rack" is outmoded (Smith 157). Then, in front of an isolated
American tower block Pacino is visualized playing basketball with a young boy. The
shifting to an American cityscape from the English gothic architecture evokes some
questions about intercultural conciliation and exchange. "You want to do wiz yor
American accent?" a French girl asks in doubt to Pacino while they are questioning people
on New York City streets.

Peter J. Smith suggests that Pacino's playing basketball with a youngster signifies
his mission to "share Shakespeare with the young, to wrench the play from the traditional
authorities of tweedy professor, and shift British accents and pass it to a new generation of
streetwise American adolescents" (Dutton and Howard 157). He makes fun of the huge
sized The Annotated Shakespeare by calling the book as "The Anointed Shakespeare," as
if it is a holy book. And then the scene moves to a theatre building, on stage Pacino stands
with the Cliff’s Notes on his hand uttering the opening monologue of Richard III to an
audience of teenagers. He wants them to paraphrase the very first lines; however, none of
them could answer him back -indeed, a couple are seen "making out" in the back row in
rebellion of his insistence on the meaning of the verses. Pacino shows a little annoyance
and upset as he complains about the difficulty of the play.

The first half of the film is spent moving between and then returning to various
different locations until these locations are proved as landmarks, until they are stabilized
and identifiable: a rehearsal room in one of the skyscrapers of New York City, the gothic
Cloisters in Upper Manhattan, and the public street. Along with these locations, the
location of the text has also been played within the film through quick shots of the size of
the book, of various editions, and of Cliff’s Notes. Gradually, the audience begins to grasp
the mobile tone of Looking for Richard, a feeling of movement through a landscape. From
"The Question" to "The Quest" the audience is going after him as the member of the
crew; travelling in the car with him, walking down the street through the city. Using handheld cameras moving in a synchronized way increases the sense of presence on behalf of
the audience. While Pacino and Kimball rehearse the opening scene in the Cloisters, some
visitors of the museum appear. They are led away, but the audience, of course, remains.
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Rehearsals are produced to indicate the meaning of Shakespeare clearer to the
audience. Thus, there are only a selection of scenes from the play, and these scenes are
carefully picked so as to represent the major narrative phrase: the sickness and death of
Edward IV (Harris Yulin) is enacted; the young prince inherits his sovereignty but is
forced to relinquish it to the Protector (Pacino), who has his charge murdered and so
succeeds illegitimately; and finally, the villain is replaced by the new legitimate monarch,
Henry Richmond (Aidan Quinn). The opening speech is also produced through rehearsals;
the scenes are cut back and forth from Richard's opening soliloquy to a discussion of what
it means. The establishment of the performance is prepared as a costumed drama among
the medieval architecture of the Cloisters. While they are walking in the streets around
Times Square, and looking for Shakespeare among the horns and police whistles, an
Italian man claims he has no information on Shakespeare, but leaves Pacino at a 'Walk'
sign, saying, "To be or not to be, that is the question!" the line suddenly captures meaning
from its context. Then a panhandler talks about the Bard,
When we speak with no feeling we get nothing outta our society. We
should speak like Shakespeare. We should introduce Shakespeare into the
academic; you know why? Because then the kids would have feelings.
That's why it's easy for us to get a gun and shoot each other. We don't feel
for each other. But if we were taught to feel we wouldn't be so violent.
Feeling a little bit shock but still interested in Pacino continues questioning the man: "And
you think that Shakespeare helps us?" the answer is beyond the expectations of Pacino,
"He [Shakespeare] did more than help us, instructed us." The idea of this black man
clearly gives Pacino hope. Similarly, the American actor James Earl Jones remembers his
childhood when he was working with his uncle in the fields of Michigan and hearing some
verses which he thought from Bible, originally the funeral speech of Antonius from Julius
Caesar by Shakespeare. The dramatic poetry of Shakespeare has an emotional core that
reveals itself not only from the meaning but mainly from the feeling. This attitude will be
developed later in the film by theatre director Peter Brook, who discusses that if the actors
know what every moment is about in emotional and psychological terms, then the
language will take care of itself.

Indeed what Pacino aims in clarifying the play is to follow a route that blends readthrough and discussion in the rehearsals. The actors try to cope up with the original verse
of Shakespeare by defining the emotions of their characters in modern and colloquial
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ways. In the role of Queen Elizabeth, Penelope Allen pictures the struggle of the actors in
the film in a flourishing manner. She explains the situation of the Queen whose husband is
about to die and whose children are insecure under the protection of Richard Gloucester,
whom she does not trust. While she is discussing her family's insecurity in the rehearsal
table, also she actually plays her part in the film passionately.

Another example of exploring the journey of the actor while revealing the
psychological truth and universality of emotion in Shakespeare's text is examining and
enacting of Richard's opening soliloquy. The subtitle signifies that it is "Act I". In the
rehearsal room Kimball suggests that the play can begin on the body, on the sleeping
King, Edward IV in bed and Richard is standing over him, looking at him because
Kimball thinks that the first act is about a sick King, about everybody manoeuvring
around. Then the montage shifts to the Cloisters which has a proper atmosphere of
medieval setting. Pacino utters the very first word: "Now". Then, the scene moves to an
interview with the actress Rosemary Harris who suggests that it is so exciting to begin a
play with "Now" -a warning to the audience to wake up. After this interview Pacino and
his colleagues are shot in the car passing through a bridge in Manhattan commenting on
the pun "sun" of York. Kimball explains that the sun of York is the sun of the sky over the
English countryside of York, and York is also Richard's family name, so Richard is one of
three sons of York. On concerning the understanding of the lines, Pacino is now on stage
face to face with the teenagers. He utters the first two lines being careful enough on his
diction: "Now is the winter of our discontent / Made glorious summer by this sun of
York;" (I.i. 1-2). Then he describes the remarks of these youngsters to Professor Emrys
Jones that "I recently come out and set the opening speech from Richard III to a group of
students." The montage immediately captures the puzzled eyes of those students who are
told the lines again, "…our discontent / Made glorious summer…" Pacino submits the
question insisting on an answer back, but the students prefer taking photographs of Pacino
or kissing at the back row. Again the camera is inside the room of Emrys Jones sitting in
front of his books listening to Pacino's complaints: "who were interested, 'cause I
obviously meant something, didn't know what I meant." Pushing his limits Pacino
questions the students once more, but his question can only find a acceptable response
from Professor who remarks that Richard is referring to the part that the Wars of the
Roses. Thus, that piece of history should be evaluated by the actors. The scene makes a
close-up to the Cliff’s Notes at Pacino's hand in the rehearsal room, he informs all the
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actors about the civil war between the York and the Lancaster dynasties. Among the
historical drawings of Yorks and Lancasters on screen, from a huge hard-covered book
Pacino reads: "Two rival families and the Yorks won, they beat the Lancasters and they
are now in power, and Richard is a York. My brother Edward is the King now, and my
other brother Clarence is not the king, and me, I am not the king. I want to become the
King, it is that simple."

Sitting in a theatre loge Peter Brook carries the issue a step further claiming that
the key word of the opening speech is "discontent." Going back to the Cloisters, the rural
ambiance of the church and the tower helps Pacino concentrate on his character's state of
mind: "So Richard in the very opening scene of the play tells us, just how badly he feels
about the peace time world he finds himself and what he intends to do about it." Pacino's
deduction divulges the crucial aspect of the character; that is, Richard is saying exactly the
opposite what he feels. So the actor should play the first ten lines of the opening speech
"against their ostensible meaning" as Sinyard concludes "ironically" (62). Later in the
film Barbara Everett explains irony in the film as "hypocrisy with style."

Wearing a baseball hat, on which the name of 1992 production movie Scent of a
Woman is embroidered, as Pacino won the Academy Award for Best Actor, Pacino begins
to play the opening soliloquy of Richard III. The close-up shots him pointing at his
brother:
Now is the winter of our discontent Made
glorious summer by this sun of York; And all
the clouds that lour'd upon our house In the
deep bosom of the ocean buried. (I.i.1-4)
Before starting to his second "Now", Barbara Everett acknowledges about the peace time
after the wars of the crown: "A part of the trouble is that the Wars of the Roses are now
over because the crown is now in the ones that York, which means they can stop
fighting." Then the lines of Richard are going on in the Cloisters:
Now are our brows bound with victorious wreaths;
Our bruised arms hung up for monuments;
Our stern alarums changed to merry meetings, (I.i. 5-7)
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The problem arises when the war ended. Everett asks "What would they do when the
fighting stops?"

Grim-visaged war hath smooth'd his wrinkled front;
And now, instead of mounting barded steeds
To fright the souls of fearful adversaries,
He capers nimbly in a lady's chamber
To the lascivious pleasing of a lute. (I.i.9-13)

Richard's reference to the sexual life of his brother, King Edward signifies Richard's
impotency. As Everett comments "the love making and the relations with the other gender
as what you translate your male aggression into, but Richard III has a little problem here."
Richard emphasizes that he does not like Edward and is not in the same shape of him
either while he claims: "But I, that am not shaped for sportive tricks, / Nor made to court
an amorous looking-glass;" (I.i. 14-15). Finally Pacino becomes Richard in his black
costume and hunch-back walking lamely. He goes on playing his part.

I, that am curtail'd of this fair proportion, Cheated of
feature by dissembling nature, Deformed, unfinish'd, sent
before my time (I.i. 18-20)

"Deformed" is the word echoed with the arising tension of music to imply the way it
reverberates in Richard's mind as a spur to motivation, and the way the play will offer
Richard's physical deformity as a visual/metaphorical analogue to his psychological
corruption (Sinyard 62-63). Letting the audience feel deeper about his characteristics,
Richard expresses his difference from the others directly to the camera:

Into this breathing world, scarce half made up,
And that so lamely and unfashionable
That dogs bark at me as I halt by them;
Why, I, in this weak piping time of peace,
Have no delight to pass away the time,
Unless to spy my shadow in the sun
And descant on mine own deformity: (I.i.21-27)

The significance of these scenes is Pacino's presenting the audience not only an
interpretation of the soliloquy but the journey of the actor towards reaching that
interpretation. The montage is cut between the informal rehearsal of the speech and the
full costume play in order to make the audience sense the real performance of the play.
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Kimball suggests in the rehearsals that Shakespeare has exaggerated Richard's deformity
in order to body forth dramatically, visually, metaphorically the corruption of his mind.
Continuing to explore the characteristics of Richard more, Pacino keeps on his feeling the
role. He puts Richard's plans at last:
And therefore, since I cannot prove a lover,
To entertain these fair well-spoken days,
I am determined to prove a villain
And hate the idle pleasures of these days. (I.i.28-31)
The performance is cut for the comment of actor Kevin Kline on the general attitude of
Richard. Kline thinks that "Richard is always saying, here is the situation, here's what I
am saying, then watches it. Then here is what's done, was that good." After that interview,
Pacino/Richard introduces his future plans to the audience:
Plots have I laid, inductions dangerous,
To set my brother Clarence and the king
In deadly hate the one against the other:
And if King Edward be as true and just
As I am subtle, false and treacherous, (I.i.32, 34-37)
While Richard is talking about his plots, the scene shows sick King Edward, lying in his
bed and Richard sitting on the edge of the bed whispering lies to his ear. For the first time,
the audience meets Edward and Clarence as the opening speech is about to end. The
dramatic music intermingled with the sound of clinking chains that keeps the hands of
Clarence who is arrested and being delivered to the Tower by the armed guards while
Pacino is rehearsing the letter "G" in lines: "This day should Clarence be mew'd up, /
About a prophecy, that says that 'G' / Of Edward's heirs the murderer shall be." (I.i.38-40).
Kimball claims that "George, Duke of Clarence, his first name is George. I suggest we
change it to 'C’ -." Then Richard utters his final line before Clarence enters: "Dive,
thoughts, down to my soul: here / Clarence comes." (I.i.41-42). The montage moves to a
different location, at the roof of an high apartment overlooking a New York view, Pacino
is walking with a limp as the camera is following him. Suddenly he turns to the camera
and says "Cut!" And Act I is now over.

Even the change of the letter "G" to "C" drops the dramatic irony of another G Gloucester, Richard's present title which complete the prophecy; this mistake will be
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corrected by Clarence sooner. The subsequently filmed scene with Clarence signifies why
the change was not only unnecessary but dramatically unworkable. Thus, as Buhler points
out that the process of Looking is documented with all its wrong turns (45).

The first scene of the first act is fruitfully acted by Pacino. But for the other scenes
the actors should "merge with their roles", thus, "the actor will find the role" as Pacino
puts it in his own words. "Casting the actors" is the next chapter of the documentary/film.
The actors and actresses are discussing on their roles: who is going to play which role. As
the argument deepens at the rehearsal table, Pacino raises his voice with some annoyance
and upset, and complains about the difficulty of the play: "In Shakespeare you have an
entire company on the stage, good actors, not knowing where they're going, where they
ARE!"

Afterwards the montage moves to a house party, music is played and the guests are
talking about the American and British Shakespeare. The question is why the American
actors feel insecure under the authority of English stage traditions? Pacino asks this
problem to Derek Jacobi, who is a well-known British actor and director, knighted in 1994
for his services to the theatre, "As Americans, what is that thing that gets between us and
Shakespeare?" Jacobi replies in a patronizing manner:
I think Americans have been made to feel inhibited because they've been
told so long by their critics, by their scholars, by all the commentators on
Shakespeare that they cannot do Shakespeare; therefore they've got it into
their heads that they can't and you become totally self-conscious, and I
think the great thing about American actors is that they're not selfconscious, but they are when it comes to Shakespeare because they've been
told they can't do it and, very foolishly, they've believed that.
Jacobi releases himself that it is just the Americans' fault to think in that way.
Correspondingly, Sir John Gielgud, who is a famous British theatre and film actor and had
played George, Duke of Clarence in Laurence Olivier's Richard III (1955), proposes
somehow an offensive explanation for the problems encountered by American actors in
Shakespeare. In his elegant English accent he says, "Perhaps they [American actors or
Americans in general?] don't go to picture galleries and read books as much as we do,
because I think it's the fact of how everybody looked and behaved -that one's got a sort of
Elizabethan feeling of period." Through the film English director Peter Brook once more
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points out the difference in perceiving Shakespeare as he has worked for a long time
outside England pioneering internationally constituted companies. Brook suggests that "If
you get obsessed with the text -this is a great barrier to American actors who get obsessed
with the British way of regarding a text. That isn't what matters; what matters is that you
have to, one way of the other, penetrate into what, at every moment, it's about." This
prejudice over American about the interpretation of Shakespeare is a widespread attitude.
For instance, in Loncraine's 1996 production of Richard III the Woodville family is
introduced as American in order to emphasize their foreignness and to stigmatize them in
the eyes of the English court. As Smith studies, this sense of American inferiority or lack
of confidence can also be seen in critical writings on the Shakespeare film industry (160).
In their study about cinematic Shakespeare, Richard Burt and Lynda E. Boose clear out
that the American market prefer "offshoots" rather than "straight" versions of Shakespeare
seeing that it is easier to deal with up-to-dated Shakespeare (Burt and Boose, 1997: 13).
Hence Barbara Freedman equates Americanness and immaturity when she refers the
success of Loncraine's Richard III to the "film's popular appeal to a depoliticized
American and Americanized international youth market" (Freedman 2000: 65). As an
American film adaptation of Richard III, Pacino's docu-drama Looking for Richard, on
the other hand, is regarded as that "of hardy, ambitious Americans who take on a powerful
Old World and come out winners" (Coursen 114).

This ongoing debate on the best Shakespearean actor's nationality, the film moves
to the enquiry of iambic pentameter. While Kevin Conway, Hastings in the film, is
commenting on the American vs. the British Shakespeare, he claims that "Experienced
classical actors have a few things, you know. They use at the moment of notice the
understanding of iambic pentameter." The subject of the next chapter is also named by
then: "iambic pentameter." From Kenneth Branagh and Rosemary Harris to James Bullet
and Frederic Kimball everybody point out their understanding of iambic pentameter on
which the verse of Shakespeare depends. After some confusing interviews about the
subject, including the meaning of pentameter, actress Vanessa Redgrave puts the last
emphasis about iambic pentameter:

Shakespeare's poetry and his iambics floated and descended through the
pentameter of the soul and it's the soul, if we like, the spirit of real
concrete people going through hell and sometimes moments of great
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achievement and joy -that is the pentameter you have to concentrate on,
and should you find that reality, all the iambics will fall into place.
Kimball continues to describe the iambic pentameter as "an anteater -he's very high in the
back and very short, er, little front legs: ta TA." Pacino could not make any sense of
Kimball's description while he is looking directly to the camera and raises his eyebrows
heavenwards, shaking his head in disbelief before the shot moves to the dialogue between
Richard and Clarence (I.i.43-125).

Eventually, Richard's plots begin to work within the arrest of Clarence. His
imprisoning to the Tower will let Richard take his next step, the death of the King.
Richard's hypocrisy is demonstrated in his promise to his brother's freedom: "Well, your
imprisonment shall not be long. / I will deliver you or else lie for you. / Meantime, have
patience." (I.i.1 17-19). As soon as Clarence leaves the scene up to the Tower, Richard
confesses his real intention to the camera: "Go, tread the path that thou shalt ne'er return. /
Simple, plain Clarence! I do love thee so, / That I will shortly send thy soul to heaven,"
(I.i. 121-23). As the performance continues, Lord Hastings, who was imprisoned during
the civil war but now will become Lord Chamberlain, gets out of the Tower. There he
meets Richard. Hastings has a crucial position on Richard's way to the crown. Later, his
importance will be discussed in a separate chapter in the film. This is just an introduction
of his close friendship with King Edward as he informs Richard that "The King is weak
and sickly, / And his physicians fear him mightily." (I.i.140-41)

Within the performances of Hastings and Richard the problem of understanding
Shakespeare's language is gradually discussed. At first Pacino comments to Rosemary
Harris that "The thing is that because you do something Shakespeare that you feel
whatever you're doing…. You love it, and you think you're communicating with it. And
the person you've just said it to has not understood a word, and you can't believe that they
can't get it." Then the producer Michael Hadge in the rehearsal room claims
Shakespeare's using "fancy words", but Pacino disagrees: "One should tune up, thus even
if you don't understand every word, you should just trust it, then you would get."

Previous to the wooing scene, the film concentrates on the authentic discovery and
growth of the actors while they are working out their roles and their interactions. Act I
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scene iii is shot all the way through these discovery. Penelope Allen in the role of Queen
Elizabeth passionately declares her anxiety about her husband's illness to her elder sons
from her former marriage, Lord Grey and Marques of Dorset, and her brother, Earl Rivers.
In order to present the "truth" of this scene most effectively, as Cartelli suggests, Pacino
prefers to take this scene by means of close-ups, jump cuts, montage and other cinematic
devices (192). Thus, the decision of Pacino on screening Allen's spirited defence of her
powerful reading of Queen Elizabeth's resistance to Richard is the result of a careful
preparation and Pacino's confidence on the insights and intervention of his actors. The
idea that knowing what all the words mean does not really matter is further detailed by
Pacino. Kimball finds the characterization of Queen so "hysteric." However, Queen's
defence of her rights is successfully put forward by both Allen's fervent and apparently
method-oriented investment in the words that she speaks, and by her "convincing
assessments" of what exactly is at stake for Elizabeth and her family in their dispute with
Richard of Gloucester (192). The edition of these scenes does not fully reflect the
objections of Allen to Kimball, but the readings from the text by Allen and her
interlocutors and costumed filmed rehearsals of the same moments are paraphrased in the
film. Allen portrays Queen Elizabeth as a strong character that she can stand on not only
the objections of Kimball about the first lines of Act I scene iii but also the hesitant mood
of Rivers and Grey. She directs the actors, Rivers and Grey by explaining the situation:
"They know what the scoop is; you know damn well what's going on; if he [Edward IV]
dies, that's it."

Different from the versions of Olivier and Loncraine, Pacino has voiced Queen
Margaret, widow of the former King Henry VI. In the play Margaret's part is defined in
her prophesies and curses over Richard and the York family. She is the one who sees the
future of the York and the real characteristics of Richard. Although Pacino gives selected
lines to Margaret to indicate the duplicity of Richard, like the other adaptations studied
before, the female characters of the play are not depicted as powerful as the male ones.
Thus, Elizabeth and Queen Margaret appear only in this scene in costume, and in another
shot at the battle scene over the hill. This scene opens with the quarrel of Richard and
Queen Elizabeth about the "wrong" thoughts of Elizabeth about Richard. Kimball calls it
as an "interlacing family quarrel." Richard accuses Elizabeth of Clarence's arrest and
further implies that she is also the reason of Lord Hastings' imprisonment. While they are
shouting each other, King Edward hears them from his bed. Pacino remarks that Richard
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can use fear, the hatred to manipulate on them, to divide and conquer. Elizabeth could not
endure the insults of Richard, and threatens Richard to "acquaint his Majesty / Of those
gross taunts…" (I.iii. 109-10). While Richard continues his ill words:
What, threat you me with telling of the King?
Tell him and spare not. Look, what I have said,
Let me put in your minds, if you forget,
What you have been ere this, and what you are;
Withal, what I have been, and what I am. (I.iii. 117-18, 135-37)

From aside Margaret enters in close-up to the scene. She utters her first curse to Richard
as an answer back to his last words: "A murderous villain, and so still thou art." (I.iii. 138)

As soon as Margaret (Estelle Parson) involves in the film, Sir John Gielgud
informs Pacino and the audience that "all those relationships, and Queen Margaret stuff is
difficult." Margaret steps forward, everybody has stopped suddenly and she begins to
analyze the past, present and the future of those people around in a few moments while
cursing over them. She cries out: "Hear me, you wrangling pirates, that fall out / In
sharing that which you have pilled from me!" (I.iii. 162-63) The next chapter opens for
"Margaret." Pacino notifies that "She was the queen before civil war took place; she was a
Lancaster, she was dethroned by the Yorks; she's kind of a ghost in the past that haunts
the Yorks with her curses." Sneaking through the characters in the hall, she declares: "A
husband and a son thou owst me / Give way dull clouds, to my quick curses!" (I.iii. 175,
205) Penelope Allen praises the part of Margaret in bringing music into their experience.
Continuing to point out each character Margaret's next target is Queen Elizabeth, "Poor
painted Queen, / The day will come that thou shalt wish for me / To help thee curse this
poisonous bunch-backed toad." (I.iii.255, 260-61) In Loncraine's film some of Margaret's
lines, including these, are told by Duchess of York, mother of Richard, Edward and
Clarence. However, Pacino excludes the part of Duchess from the selected scenes of
Looking for Richard.

Before the future of Buckingham is foreshadowed by Margaret, it is commented in
an interview that in reading this play word by word, everything Margaret says happens in
the end. Thus, she warns Buckingham about Richard:
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Beware of yonder dog!
Have not to do with him. Beware of him.
Sin, death, and hell have set their marks on him,
And all their messengers awaits on him. (I.iii.307, 311-13)

Finally, Richard could not help replying her insults which make him annoyed enough:
"Ah, thou hateful withered hag have done thy charm" (I.iii.225). Margaret does not
hesitate in reversing the word play of Richard, and she says:
And leave out thee? Stay, dog, for thou shalt hear me.
The worm of conscience still begnaw thy soul.
Thou elvish-marked, abortive, rooting hog,
Live each of you the subjects to his hate,
And he to yours, and all of you to God's. (I.iii.226,233,239, 321-22)

Her shout captures every single heart in the scene as she exits. Kevin Conway, the actor
playing Hastings in the film, acknowledges their situation upon her curse that "we don't
say a word, we let her go." All the actors and the audience will watch the genuine
prophesies of Margaret about the collapse of the political alliances that Edward made
possible and that Richard is busily undermining (…..). The next time Margaret shows up is
nothing but a flash back of Buckingham when he remembers her warning about Richard,
who rejects giving Buckingham his gift after becoming the King.
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IV.III.III. Exemplified Performances: the Lady Anne Scene and the Defeat of
the Villain

In "Getting into deeper" Richard's wooing to Lady Anne is analyzed. As the film
develops the audience will get used to the style of Pacino's quest. He explains the Lady
Anne actress in his mind to Kimball while they are wandering on New York streets. He is
looking for someone very young, as young as being able to do Shakespeare and
understand the scene, someone young enough to believe in Richard's rap. Kimball adds
that the only problem is to find somebody to speak with heart which is part of the reason
you actors. The need of a film actress is emphasized as the intention of Pacino moves to a
horsed- coach. At first only the sound of horse nails on the street is heard before the scene
is cut to the Cloisters. On stage Pacino and Winona Ryder are sitting. She has broad smile
on her face that the audience covers her identity in the film: Lady Anne. From the
background the voice-over begins to tell lines of Richard. First in the body of Pacino, then
moves to that of Richard, Act I scene ii has begun:
I'll marry the beautiful Lady Anne.
But though I killed her husband and her father?
The readiest way to make the wench amends
Is to become her husband and her father: (I.i. 157-60)
In the dark interior of the Cloisters, the bier of Edward comes slowly with two attendants
each side after Lady Anne. Like the other two adaptations studied, Pacino's film also
changes the original text in which the corpse of King Henry VI is going from Paul's
toward Chertsey to be interred (I.ii.30-31). In the text Anne meets Richard on the street of
London, but Olivier's and Pacino's film versions are set in the church, and Loncraine's is
set in the mortuary. The selection of Pacino has a minimal décor; only the stone column
and the floor can be seen in the semi-dark stage-like setting. Contrary to the artificial
lighting of daytime in Olivier's film and the cold whiteness of Loncraine's setting,
Pacino's stage is based on "low-key lighting" to reflect the dark side of Richard. Thus,
this choice of lighting provides the scene of wooing an obscurity which is "full of desire
and unnameable malice" (….).

The scene is cut for the comment of Peter Brook on interlocution of a
Shakespearean actor:
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This language is the language of thoughts. In a theatre to do this you have
to speak loud, and a very few actors who can speak loud and still be
truthful, that's the actors' problem. Every actor knows that the beat
himself. When you play Shakespeare in close-up in a film and have a
microphone, you can speak the verse as quietly as this [he speaks in his
lowest tone]. You are not quietly against the nature of the verse, I mean the
right direction because you're really allowing the verse true be as a man's
speaking the word.
The action goes on until Pacino reaches near the corpse, only the footsteps of him is
heard, and Lady Anne ordered to Tressel and Berkeley to "Set down, set down your
honourable load— / If honor maybe shrouded in a hearse—" (I.ii.1-2). Pacino comes
closer to the camera through the hall limping, looks inside the room where Anne stands
over the corpse. The close-up shows Anne's crying as Pacino again interrupts the shot,
"Was ever woman in this humor wooed? / Was ever woman in this humor won" (I.ii.24748). With a louder sound of a sword that introduces another chapter, the title has named as
"Lady Anne."

In the car Pacino describes the situation that Richard says she will have her, but he
will not keep her long. The question is why he wants her because he is out to get this girl.
As Pacino's image dissolves in over Anne's mourning figure, the line "I'll have her" is
echoed in the hall and outside the Cloisters by Richard and Pacino. Then outside "but I'll
not keep her long" (I.ii.249) is uttered by Pacino. This line, for Hodgdon, becomes a
mantra that not only pushes the actor "into" the character but which, when the scene
continues, he uses to punctuate his own (double) performance (210-11). The action is
going on between the performance and the documentary as Anne is crying over the corpse
and Pacino tries to clear out the meaning of the scene: "[Richard] has killed her husband
in the civil war, and murdered her father-in-law, and he is out to get her." The history of
Lady Anne is not told by herself, but it is spoken for her.

In rehearsal when Ryder comments that "[Anne's] mourning is genuine because he
loved" Kimball interrupts her asking why Anne mourns Henry VI so publicly, implying
that the character deliberately left to come across Richard: "She goes out the street and
there's an accident and she meets Richard, the man who killed her husband. Is it not
possible that did she not have any idea that if she went out with a corpse making frequent
stops [she would meet him]?" The perversity of Kimball is rejected as Pacino asks for a
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better suggestion. Pacino has proposed to seek an academic advice which is enough to
make Kimball infuriate:
You just said we didn't answer the question what was motivating you said
you're finding a scholar from somewhere who is gonna speak directly into
the camera and explain what really went down with Richard and Anne. And
I'm telling you, that is ridiculous that you know more about Richard III than
any fucking scholar from Colombia or Harvard. This is ridiculous because
you are making this entire documentary in order to show that actors truly are
the possessors of a tradition -the proud inheritors of the understanding of
Shakespeare, for Christ's sake, and then you turn around and say, "I'm gonna
go."
Pacino is skillfully soften the tense atmosphere through humour, anointing Kimball with
his sword and awarding him a PhD, and suggesting that it is just another opinion. The
scene is cut to a shot of the scholar Professor Emrys Jones, who remarks that he "really
doesn't know" why Anne behaves as she does in this scene or why, historically, Richard
needs to marry her at all. This short reply is cut back to the close-up of Kimball who
seems to feel disbelief and self-justification upon this proof of academic incomprehension.

This scene provides another example to the dilemma between the British scholars
and the American actors/directors. About this quarrel scene in Pacino's film, Smith argues
that as it is nothing but an English authority which the film seeks to displace, the direction
of the quest is unsurprisingly neither to Colombia nor Harvard but to Oxford where Emrys
Jones is "pictured in a Larkinesque bewilderment, sitting in front of a small manual
typewriter (American academics all have laptops, of course), surrounded by books"
(Dutton and Howard 159). Well-spoken, intense, bespectacled and upper middle-class
English academics framed against their bookshelves: are they being offered up as an
example of those who teach as distinct from those who do, or as evidence of the kind of
ivory tower, intellectual obfuscation that has put people off Shakespeare? In another
remark, Sinyard states that Kimball regards people like these as "the enemy reflecting the
kind of approach to Shakespearean drama that Looking for Richard is attempting to
surmount" (Burnett and Wray 66). This thought might be the cause of his over reaction
against Pacino's suggestion that they should consult a literary person, as if academics
have the ultimate order. On the other hand, Pacino considers the situation cautiously, thus
in the wholeness of the film the contributions of academics arouse not simply comic
release. For instance, apart from the comments of Jones and Everett, the funny story of
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Kevin Kline about his Shakespeare experience at the high school or the pompous
statement of Vanessa Redgrave about iambic pentameter seem no less comical. What
Pacino tries to do is to include as may remarks on Shakespeare as possible, "From the
ignorant to the informed, from the exploratory to the educational and the professional
academics should not be excluded from this dialogue" (66).

After the observations of the professor, the montage presents Lady Anne mourning
over the corpse while Richard is entering into the room. He shouts at the gentlemen with
halberds:

Stay, you that bear the corse, and set it down.
Villains, set down the corse; or, by Saint Paul,
I'll make a corse of him that disobeys.
Gent. My lord, stand back, and let the coffin pass.
Rich. Unmannered dog, (stand) thou, when I command!—
Advance thy halbert higher than my breast,
Or, by Saint Paul, I'll strike thee to my foot
And spurn upon thee, beggar, for thy boldness. (I.ii.34, 37-43)
Pacino puts his own remark while the beginning of Act I scene ii is acted by Anne and
Richard:

Now, Richard needs Anne. He wants to become king, right? So he needs a
queen. Now Lady Anne is perfect for the job. Also she needs protection
because she was on the losing side on the Wars of the Roses. She is young,
she has no husband. Basically she has no future. Now for Richard she's
someone who represents the other side, the Lancasters, [and] winning her
would say to public that Lady Anne is forgiven murdering her husband and
therefore exonerated him from his crimes.

While trying to make some sense of Pacino's comment on the relationship between Lady
Anne and Richard, the audience is allowed solely to watch the progressive trick of
Richard on winning her soul and body. Anne tries to resist Richard's wordplays as soon as
he proposes a sexual congress.

Anne. And thou unfit for any place but hell.
Rich. Yes, one place else, if you will hear me name it.
Anne. Some dungeon.
Rich. Your bed-chamber. (I.ii. 116-19)
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The minute she heard his daring reply, she spits at him which indicates Richard's first
success over her. Pacino remarks his victory outside directly to the camera uttering "Ha!"
One of the dramatic aspects of Pacino's representation of Richard's wooing is the way he
whispers. The sound recording and close-up shootings make Pacino speak Shakespeare's
verse as quietly as he wishes as Peter Brook mentions before. In both Olivier's and
Pacino's versions, Richard's unusual suggestion is uttered directly to Lady Anne. In
Loncraine's, on the other hand, as Richard and Anne are standing around the corpse over
the marble plinth of the morgue, he speaks the line, "Your bedchamber" (I.ii.119), sotto
voce directly to the camera, and she could not hear him. McKellen does not let his
Richard become as effective as Olivier's and Pacino's in their Richards achievement on
wooing to Anne. Somehow McKellen's Richard weakens Richard's submitted potential
on cruelty, as Smith suggests, because "his gross impertinence is tempered by discretion"
(162) and this indicates an obvious contrast between Pacino's and McKellen's
protagonists. Although Pacino is not regarded as a proper follower of Shakespeare
because of his Americanness, he can be "the real inheritor" of Olivier's performance
(Smith 162). Pacino shares nearly the same qualities of Olivier in their depicting Richard,
the Gloucester: a charming gaze, self-confidence, witty word plays, and cleverness. Thus,
this Richard can have enough spell "To take her in her heart's extremest hate" (I.ii.251).
However, McKellen's Richard prefers to push Anne hard to put the ring on her finger
rather than seduces her. Consequently, McKellen cannot make the audience feel the
charming side of Richard as the other two performances, and as Loehlin comments,
McKellen's Richard stays as "no charming vice-figure but a haggard, sleepless killer"
(75).

Gradually, Richard captures Anne into his trap, his next step is to compliment to her
beauty.
Rich. Gentle Lady Anne,
To leave this keen encounter of our wits
And fall somewhat into a slower method:
Was not the causer of the timeless deaths
Of these two men, Henry and Edward,
As blameful as the executioner?
Anne. Thou wast the cause, and most accursed effect.
In creating a hypnotic atmosphere, the usage of close-ups is worth to mention. Their
successful practice gives the effect of hallucination and suggests that Lady Anne is bit by
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bit mesmerized by "his honey words" (IV.i.84). Also, through darkness the colours of this
scene can hardly be visualized, but the basic colours of costumes are black, red, silver and
grey, signifying two rival houses of York and Lancaster and their symbols, the red and
white roses. On Richard's costume there is a solely silver flower embroidered on a black
background, which presets, for Su, "an echo of Baudelairean motives from his Fleus du
mal, and Satan in disguise of a sinister silver snake," and Anne's purple cloak symbolizes
"her desirability and fragility" (http://clcwebjournal.lib.purdue.edu).

Above all, the turning point of this dialogue is Richard's putting the blame of his
crimes to Anne:
Rich. Thy beauty was the cause of that effect—
Thy beauty, that did haunt me in my sleep
To undertake the death of all the world,
That I might live one hour in your sweet bosom. (I.ii. 123-33)
She looks scornfully at him. For the first time, the two is shot in the same frame. The
emotional and physical distance signals the growing intimacy between them. Pacino's
success lies in his way of looking at Anne. It is his eyes that express the tenderness, care,
weariness and despair of his character. His way of gaze is totally different from that of
Olivier and McKellen as this gaze hardly implied a lechery that flashes in the eyes of
Olivier and McKellen (Su http://clcwebjournal.lib.purdue.edu). Later, the attitude of Anne
towards Richard has changed. When she is moved against Richard's sweet words, a shift
in the lighting records her changed mood. As the scene moves on Richard's face begins to
shine as if Anne is now seeing an angel rather than a devil (Su). However, her body and
face are drawn into the shadows, symbolizing that she has fallen into the rap of the dark
Richard.
Rich. Teach not thy lips such scorn, for it was made
For kissing, lady, not for such contempt. (I.ii. 187-88)
He tends to kiss her, but she does not let him go further. She stands back. But still the
audience can feel her shift from anger to some kind of affection, as the camera shots
Pacino outside with a grin in his face. Richard continues simultaneously after his first
attempt of kissing.
If thy revengeful heart cannot forgive,
Lo, here I lend thee this sharp-pointed dagger,
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If thou please to hide in this true breast
And let forth the soul that adoreth thee,
I lay it naked to the deadly stroke
And humbly beg the death upon my knee. (I.ii. 189-95)
He kneels and lays his breast open. She offers at it with his sword.
Nay, do not pause, for I did kill King Henry—
But 'twas thy beauty that provoked me.
Nay, now dispatch; 'twas I that stabbed Edward—
But 'twas thy heavenly face that set me on. (I.ii. 196-200)
She fells the sword, which is the second evidence of Richard's triumph over Anne. She
could not kill him. Now Richard can behave more intimate to her while she is losing her
sense of mind under his hypnotic eyes. While the camera is moving around them, and the
medieval choir music of Howard Shore provides a religious solemnity. That kind of
atmosphere an ironic scene since Richard's lascivious plot on wooing is set as the corpse
of Henry VI is carried. Richard offers himself to her, that is, he wants her to kill himself as
the reason of his murders. But he is well aware that he has already conquered her hearth
and he claims if she kills him she would end a "truer love" (I.ii.209).
Take up the sword again, or take up me.
Anne. Though I wish thy death,
I will not be the executioner.
Rich. Bid me kill myself, and I will do it.
Anne. I have already.
Rich. That was in thy rage.
Speak it again and, even with the word,
This hand, which, for thy love, did kill thy love,
Will for thy love, kill a far truer love; (I.ii.201-209)
Richard puts the dagger onto his neck. Lady Anne insists on resisting until Richard cuts a
little from his neck.
Anne. I would I knew thy heart.
Rich. My heart is figured in my tongue. (I.ii.211-12)
Finally Anne drops the dagger Richard has given to her to kill himself. Richard stands up
and then knells down to propose her.
Anne. Well, well, put up your sword.
Rich. Say, then, my peace is made.
Anne. That shall you know hereafter.
Rich. But shall I live in hope?
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Anne. All men, I hope, live so. Rich.
Vouchsafe to wear this ring. Anne. To take
is not to give. (I.ii.215-21)
The speed of this scene verifies the achievement of Pacino in the speed and rhythm of his
film. Although the camera moves very quickly, the words which must move quickly on
stage, do not have to pursue the rhythms of the camera; that is, the film can circle the
words with their emotional emphasis (Coursen 113). When this speed is compared to
Olivier's six shots and McKellen's forty-five cuts within seven minutes, Pacino does
ninety-eight in a similar duration, which means 4.8 seconds per take. Peirui Su mentions
that Pacino's experiment in quick cuts resembles to "an MTV-esque film technique," and
this speed creates "a marvellous mosaic of spontaneity that adds to the quality of his
docudrama and gives it the thrill of theatrical performance" (5). This technique is not
common in the Hollywood films in general, but these fast-moving sequences are
"characteristics of edgy and avant-garde film-making" (5). The tension of the scene is
raised, and finally Richard places the ring on her hand.
Rich. Look, how this ring encompasseth thy finger;
Even so thy breast encloseth my poor heart.
Wear both of them, for both of them are thine.
Leave these sad designs
To him that hath more cause to be a mourner, (I.ii.222-24,229-30)
Here, Richard becomes more daring. Pointing at the open corpse of Henry VI, he demands
Lady Anne "leave these sad designs" and forget the past as a mourner. The reaction of
Anne is not strong enough to resist Richard. Thus, Sinyard finds the actress playing the
role of Lady Anne, Winona Ryder, not entirely successful (64-65). The reason emerges
not only from her poor vocal performance, but also from the comments of many scholars
on the scene's challenging motivation. As Pacino and Kimball try to explore the real
driving force of Richard's desire on having Lady Anne, the importance of this scene for
both the documentary and the play itself will eventually be cleared out: this is not an easy
task.
Also, Anne seems quite sure about Richard's repentant on his crimes that she says
"With all my heart; and much it joys me too, / To see you are become so penitent.—"
(I.ii.238-49) Suddenly, outside Pacino utters "HA!" His exclamation directly to the
camera has an ironic feature that he let the audience see deep inside what is going on in
Richard's mind. Thus, as Pacino comments in the film "Al presents Anne with an offer
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she can't refuse." Then Anne calls her attendants "Tressel and Berkeley, go along with
me." (I.ii.240) Richard stands up from his knees, and gives her a long kiss before he
leaves: "Bid me farewell." (I.ii.241) With a broad smile on her face Anne accepts what
Richard offers her: "Since you teach me how to flatter you, / Imagine I have said farewell
again." (I.ii.243-44) As Lady Anne withdraws, she is totally swallowed by the darkness.
Pacino picks up Richard's riding crop, as if a sign that he has recovered his sobriety. To
prove that his passion has not overcome his reason, Richard speaks his well-known lines:
Was ever woman in this humour wooed?
Was ever woman in this humour won?
I'll have her; but I will not keep her long. (I.ii.247-49)
Conquering over the enemy's soul and body without any necessary opposition signifies
the mastery of Richard's persuasion and deceit: "Was ever woman in this humour won?"
If Richard is able to win over Anne against all his drawbacks of his "unfinished nature"
and his evilness to her husband and father-in-law, then will anybody dare keep him from
his way to the crown? "I'll have her -but not keep her long." Laurence Olivier
underestimates this triumph over Anne while he is having her. He utters his lines in a
lower tone to the camera as a "cheeky sardonic" aside because he is aware of his
attractiveness over woman, not as Richard the Duke of Gloucester but as Sir Laurence
Olivier, the famous Heatcliff of the time. So he is quiet sure on his success, thus he thinks
that Anne is only a step further to the crown. On the other hand, Pacino regards this line as
"the core of the speech in terms of its strategy and its villainy" (65). Anne is only in safe
as long as she serves Richard on his purposes. Then, Pacino/Richard twirls his sword in
delight at his rhetorical triumph. If he can overcome an obstacle so dreadful, what can
stand on his way?

Examining Pacino's wooing scene as a whole and comparing it to the other two
film adaptations of Olivier and Loncraine/McKellen, the physical similarities/differences
among actresses playing Lady Anne hold the first attention. The similarity between
Olivier's Anne, Claire Bloom and Pacino's Anne, Winona Ryder is so apparent that their
naïve characteristics assist Richard's charming quality. After appearing in many plays in
the 1950s such as Look Back in Anger, A Streetcar Named Desire as Blanche, the British
Claire Bloom moved to Hollywood as the star of Charlie Chaplin's 1952 production
movie Limelight. In the 1990s American Winona Ryder, on the other hand, gained the
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reputation of fragile, beautiful, young but doomed girl by her movies like Beetlejuice
(1988), Edward Scissorhands (1990), Mermaids (1990), Bram Stroker's Dracula (1992),
The Age of Innocence (1993) and Little Women (1994). Both actresses are small, feminine,
extremely beautiful, and both portray Anne as innocent and modest. Their modesty creates
a clear contrast to the portrayal of Jane Shore, the mistress of King Edward. In the wooing
scenes both Bloom and Ryder naturally fall for Richard's attraction and both show attempt
to kiss him. However, Kristin Scott-Thomas, Lady Anne of McKellen's Richard, stays
cautious against him and seems still confused on her husband's loss. Olivier and
Loncraine choose the dead body of her husband, Edward than her father-in-law King
Henry IV in the play to deepen Anne's grief. In discussing women's roles in Olivier's and
Loncraine/McKellen film adaptations, Marliss C. Desens reveals how "In the Olivier film,
the female characters are portrayed as sympathetic victims, helpless against the force of
Richard's evil. Their brief moment of community centers on their victimization rather
than their empowerment. In the Loncraine film, the cuts result in a depiction of neurotic
women for whom we have little sympathy and who never draw together as a community
(Holland 382). Therefore, it is not abnormal for the audience to regard Bloom's Lady
Anne more sympathetic to Thomas's: "While in Olivier's film, Anne becomes the icon for
the weak but innocent female victim -very much a 1950s stereotype -in Loncraine's she
becomes an icon for the neurotic one -a stereotype of the 1999s" (Smith 161).

The visual style of Pacino also reflects his obstacle on putting Shakespeare into
modernity and accessibility. The use of dark and shadow is exemplified in the
photographic style of the final part of the play. The cameraman Robert Leacock
effectively presents both the nightmare scene and the battle scene through red filters. The
flashes of accusing faces and voices visit Richard before the battle. King Richard is now
face to face with shadows, and he is so afraid of them. He was a hero whose very shadow
could spread horror before he himself appeared now finds himself afraid of shadows. At
that moment, some other questions arouse that which ways should be followed in the
death scene of Richard. So a final consultation scene is shot: Barbara Everett advices that
they should think of "a boar hunt" while killing Richard; and Emrys Jones comments that
"the real battle, any way, has been the ghost scene." Sinyard remarks that "Richard
fighting a losing struggle against his inner demons which will leave him exhausted for the
Bosworth conflict" (68). The observations of Everett and Jones seem enough for Pacino's
interpretation of "My kingdom for a horse." As he utters this final line not as a rousing
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shout like Olivier or McKellen, but as a "resigned aside," as if to say: "After all the
struggle and sin to gain the throne, it has come to this" (68). The conclusion of ambition
will eventually be anti-climax and isolation.

After the next chapter is introduced as "The Last Act", the audience begins to
watch the discussion between Michael Hadge and Al Pacino in-car-rehearsal. Trying to be
persuasive on Michael, Pacino explains the importance of this act: "For me it is the last act
Richard is the most successful because it's clear that Richard is attain this power now.
He's king and he is on decline because as soon as he becomes king, right away they're
coming from all sides. Richmond is attacking." Once the name "Richmond" is spoken, a
brand new chapter opens. Earl of Richmond, Henry Tudor is the second person after
Margaret the film introduces from the Lancaster dynasty. Pacino enlightens that "This guy
Richmond and his family were losers in the Wars of the Roses in the civil war. He had to
flee to France and he was there raising an army, come back and get the throne back for his
family, the House of Lancaster."

The minute the audience gets the background and historical facts about Richmond,
the scene shifts to the palace where Richard is wandering alone along the terrace. All of a
sudden, a messenger boy enters in hurry, bowing his head he tells the news of attack of
Richmond's army: "My gracious sovereign, now in Devonshire, / As I by friends am well
advertised," (IV.iv.527-28) Another Messenger enters shouting: "In Kent, my liege, the
Guildfords are in arms, / And every hour more competitors / Flock to the rebels, and their
powers strong." (IV.iv.532-34) When the third messenger runs to Richard out crying "Sir
Thomas Lovell and Lord Marquess Dorset, / 'Tis said, my liege, in Yorkshire are in arms."
(IV.iv.548-49) He strikes the Messenger angrily, shouting "Out on you, owls! Nothing but
songs of death. / Take that, until thou bring me better news." (IV.iv.536-37) Pacino
comments on Richard situation at that moment that "He [Richard] suspects all the people
around him, he has no friends."

The scene moves to the hot lines as Richard's soldiers are preparing and marching
to the battle field from the palace. Richard is guiding them. Then, Richmond's battle camp
where he gives some information to his soldiers is pictured at night. They are talking by
the fire near Richmond's tent. It is the first time that Richmond, who is acted by American
actor Aidan Quinn, is visualized in the film. He is portrayed as an eager, attractive, young
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man with muscles and a handsome look. While he is evaluating their army's situation to
his generals, the audience will feel hatred to the reign of Richard and hope of future war in
Richmond's sake.
Richmond. Fellows in arms, and my most loving friends,
Have we march'd on without impediment;
And here receive we from our father Stanley
Lines of fair comfort and encouragement.
The wretched, bloody, and usurping boar,
That spoil'd your summer fields and fruitful vines,
This foul swine
Is now even in the centre of this isle, (V.ii.1, 4-8, 10-11)
One of the generals, Oxford emphasizes the murderous acts of Richard to justify their
attack on England. He is so determined in winning the war against Richard: "Every man's
conscience is a thousand swords, / To fight against that bloody homicide." (V.ii.18-19)
Then, Richmond speaks the final lines before the battle really starts: "Then, in God's
name, march: / True hope is swift, and flies with swallow's wings: / Kings it makes gods,
and meaner creatures kings." (V.ii.23-25) The ambitious generals and soldiers shouts,
"HEIL!" in order to present their courage, consistency and commitment to Richmond.

Outdoor with Kimball Pacino coughs like he has got a flue. He asks to Kimball
whether he is dying. Then the crucial question has arisen by Kimball "When are we gonna
kill Richard?" Feeling offended Pacino looks puzzled while Kimball tries to apologize, "I
haven't a worst question." They move to the rehearsal room, Pacino reads the huge history
book aloud to Kimball. The book says, "On 22nd of August, 1485 there was a battle for the
crown of England, a short battle ending in decisive victory. In that field, a crowned king
manfully fighting in the middle of his enemies as slain and brought to his death." As soon
as he stops reading, the sound of an owl is heard at the background while the camera is
moving around the rehearsal table. The line, "Here pitch our tent, even here in Bosworth
field.—"(V.iii.1) is perceived by the voice of Pacino/Richard. "The Battle" will eventually
start.

Before the battle scene is shot, Professor Emrys Jones comments that "I think what
is fascinating when it comes to the last act, to the Battle of Bosworth. The battle itself is a
very little apart from the 'My horse, my horse, my kingdom for a horse.' Apart from that
it seems to me the battle is really the ghost scene. The ghost scene is the battle." In slow
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motion, the camera gets into the tent of Richard in the battle field. The soft colours of
fabric contrasts the tense feelings of the dream Richard has been visualizing. Thus, he is
visited in his sleep by the ghosts of the people he has murdered. In the tent lying in his
bed, he begins to talk in his dream: "Give me a horse or bid up my wounds. Richard!" The
nightmare starts on capturing Richard's soul. The scenes from the tent and the stage where
Pacino and Kimball rehearse are mingled to each other while the tension gradually arises.
Pacino explains where they are and their purpose on going there: "So Frederic [Kimball]
and I decided to go to the actual theatre where this play Richard III was performed some
three hundred years ago. This ghost scene is actually acted on stage, right here in London
and we thought we rehearse and see maybe in rehearsal we can get a sense of those old
spirits. You know method acting type stuff." The Cliff’s notes already in their hands,
Pacino and Kimball act the ghost scene in London. They are discussing whilst the
audience are watching the selected montage of Richard in his tent and Pacino on stage
dreaming an evil dream.
The montage shows a short comment of Kimball in one of the car discussions. He
states that "When I've heard you [Pacino] talking about Richard as a man who cannot find
love, and a person who finally in the last scenes knows that he does not have his own
humanity that he's lost it." As he is talking about the characterization of Richard, in the
following montage Pacino wanders in the middle of the Globe Theatre in London under
the threatening shout of Queen Margaret "Tormenting dreams!" Then, in the car Kimball
continues "That he has let the pursuit of power, and that he's alienated from his own body
and his own self." From that comment of the co-producer/co-director, the stage is about to
picture the dream of Richard of Gloucester on the eve of Battle of Bosworth.

The lightings break the darkness of the sky as Richard is seen in dispersed hair and
unconscious mind. He is in the middle of his nightmare, and all the people he murdered
shout at him furiously. Buckingham damns him "Dream on bloody deeds and death", then
Queen Elizabeth cries out loud "Where are my children?" The cursing voice of Margaret
humiliates Richard as "Toad!" Again Buckingham yells at "Despair, despair and death."
Richard raves in his sleep: "Give me a horse or bind up my wounds!" As the tense music
arouses the tension of the scene, the bloody neck of Clarence and the little Princes are in
sight. As soon as the executioner holds the axe down, Hastings shouts "Bloody Richard!"
Onto that disturbing voice, Richard starts out of his dream. The sound of tree crickets hits
the silence of the night, as the close-up scene presents Richard's face in half dark. He
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begins to utter his tent soliloquy: "Soft, I did but dream." (V.iii.190) He repeats this line
as a clue of his after-shock relief. Slowly he is recovering while he blames his conscious:
"O coward conscience, how dost thou afflict me!" (V.iii. 191) The camera shots the
interior of tent which shows the reflection of lightings on the curtain of the tent. He looks
around the tent and says: "The lights burn blue; it is now dead midnight." (V.iii.192)
Some thought that blue-burning candles will signal the presence of ghosts or devils, thus,
here, they may also signal that the ghosts are still on stage (Lull 198). He resembles the
sweat on his forehead to "Cold fearful drops stand on my trembling flesh." (V.iii. 193) and
wipes his sweat with his hand. The montage shifts to Pacino lying on the pavement like
the subconscious of Richard. Pacino echoes "O Richard, Richard!" and then Richard
answers back "What do I fear? Myself? There's none else by." (V.iii. 194) Pacino asks "Is
there a murderer here?" and replies back "No." but Richard responds "Yes, I am."
(V.iii. 196) Pacino reacts "Then fly! From myself? No, no. I love myself." (V.iii. 197) At
the same time as Richard explains "Alas. I hate myself." (V.iii. 199), Pacino, at the
background, repeats "Guilty! Guilty! Guilty!" (V.iii.211) Richard continues explaining the
reason he hates himself: "For hateful deeds committed by myself! / I am a villain."
(V.ii.202-203) Then, Pacino adds "I am a villain." After that Richard gains his conscious
back gradually, he does not admit his ill-doings: "Yet I lie; I am not. / Fool, of thyself
speak well. Fool, do not flatter." (V.iii.203-204) Finally, he arises up but not as the way he
used to be. He confesses that "I shall despair. There is no creature loves me, / When I die
no soul shall pity me. / Wherefore should they, …" (V.iii.212-214) The camera shows
Pacino on stage continuing reading the lines from the Cliff’s Notes "…since that I myself
/ Find in myself no pity to myself?" (V.iii.214-15) When the soliloquy comes to an end
and Kimball interrupts Pacino with Ratcliffe's "My lord," Pacino, still in the mood of
keeping the differences straight, utters him: "Get out of here, I'm working."

In the wooing scene, the audience catches the simultaneous motion between the
actor (Pacino) and the character (Richard). In Barbara Hodgdon's words, "character
becomes a kind of passing narrative transmitted by the body of the actor" (212). That
movement in the body of the actor is one of the key features of Method acting; that is, as
W.B. Worten asserts "those devoted to producing a realistic performance by forging an
emotional and psychological identification between actor and character, a single affective
subject in which actor and character appear to be powerfully unified" (Hodgdon 212). On
the other hand, the tent soliloquy "works to uncouple actor from character" and "by
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suggesting the historicity of the character in contrast to the actor's present-time selfawareness, accomplishes what the wooing scene did not" (212). This comment is later
justified by Pacino in the film when he visits Globe Theatre in London trying to "sense the
old spirits" in order to catch the "Method acting type stuff." While Richard wakes from
his nightmare, the montage cuts back and forth between mid-shots of Richard lying in bed
and high-angle shots of Pacino lying on a New York pavement. Through these scenes
character and actor speak to one another.

The costumed scene continues while Richard wonders who stands outside the tent,
and then he yells: "Who is there?" (V.iii.220) Opening the tent's curtain Catesby answers,
"Catesby, my lord. The early village-cock / Hath twice done salutation to the morn. / Your
friends are up, and buckle on their armor." (V.iii.221-223) Here, Pacino changes the
character from Ratcliffe to Catesby. Probably, the reason of this adjustment lies in
Pacino's attempt to simplify the number of the characters to be more comprehensible
because in the following battle scene, it is not Ratcliffe, but Catesby who sacrifices his
own life to save Richard from the enemy. The montage senses inside the tent within
Catesby now. He knells down by Richard's bed to comprehend why Richard looks so
anxious and depressing. Admitting that he is afraid, Richard begins to narrate his dream:
"O Catesby, I have dream'd a fearful dream! / O Catesby, I fear, I fear." (V.iii.224, 227)
Attempting to calm down his king, Catesby advises Richard not to fear from delusions or
ghosts, "Nay, good my lord, be not afraid of shadows." (V.iii.228) This indication of the
shadows underlines the early statements of Richard when he mentions his affinity with
shadows and his hatred of the sun at the opening soliloquy (I.i.24-7). Thus, in this scene
these preferences of him begin to haunt him. As the burning light of the fire reflects its
heat and sweat over Richard's face in close-up, he goes on to recount his nightmare before
they leave the tent.

By the apostle Paul, shadows tonight
Have struck more terror to the soul of Richard
Than can the substance often thousand soldiers
Armed in proof and led by shallow Richmond. (V.iii.229-232)

The audience, here, is witnessed the momentarily duality of Richard between repentance
and despair, but then this dilemma turns instead into a state Harold Bloom calls "selfoverhearing," that is, "some characters in Shakespeare overhear their own speeches and
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pondering those expressions, they change and go on contemplate an otherness in the self,
or the possibility of such otherness" (Lull 12).
The montage moves to the camp of Richmond. In twilight, the main tent is shot in
close-up. At the background, the voice-over of Richard is heard as a flashback to the
coronation of Richard. After Richard has crowned, he threats Lord Stanley, the step-father
of Richmond, to kill his little son, George Stanley if Stanley joins his step-son's army
(IV.iv.523-25). Stanley remembers this intimidation while he is giving his support to
Richmond.

The silent hours steal on,
And flaky darkness breaks within the east.
Prepare thy battle early in the morning,
And put thy fortune to the test
Of bloody strokes and mortal-staring war. (V.iii.91-2, 94-6)

After providing this battle tactics and presenting his faith on Richmond, Stanley leaves the
scene. Then, the film cuts back and forth between Richard's oration to his army and
Richmond's prayer. With his flashy red and white clothes, looking upwards to heaven
Richmond kneels down with a clear and soft tone to pray. He requests help of God against
the enemy's "usurping helmets" which indicates that "Richard's crime in usurping the
crown is displaced onto his soldiers and thence unto their helmets" (Mowat and Werstine
280).

O Thou, whose captain I account myself,
Look on my forces with a gracious eye.
Put in their hands Thy bruising irons of wrath,
That they may crush down with a heavy fall
The usurping helmets of our adversaries. (V.iii.1 14-18)

Now, it is time for Richard to begin his oration to his army on the battle field. Along his
speech he sneers at the enemy waiting on the field to fight. Unlike Olivier's authentic
oration on the horse back and McKellen's Hitler-like speech to microphones under the
huge red flags with boar images, Pacino with his long black coat talks directly to the
camera in the Cloisters.
What shall I say more than I have inferr'd?
Remember whom you are to deal withal; A sort
of vagabonds, rascals, and runaways,
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A scum of Bretons, and base lackey peasants, Whom their o'ercloyed country vomits forth To desperate adventures and assured
destruction. (V.iii.332-337)

While he is mentioning the enemy as "vagabonds, rascals, and runaways" his tension and
voice rises up. Then, the scene shifts to the silent and sincere prayer of Richmond: "Make
us Thy ministers of chastisement," (V.iii. 119) Pacino continues stating the corrupted
features of the enemy to encourage his soldiers fight against them:

You sleeping safe, they bring to you unrest;
You having lands and blessed with beauteous wives,
They will restrain the one, distain the other.
And who doth lead them but a paltry fellow, (V.iii.338-41)

As soon as Pacino references Richmond as "paltry fellow" Richmond takes the scene
praying: "To thee I do commend my watchful soul, / Ere I let fall the windows of mine
eyes." (V.iii. 121-22) The degree of humiliation and the tension arises gradually as Pacino
resembles Richmond to a "milk-sop" and refers to his inexperience in war as a young
fellow: "A milk-sop, one that never in his life / Felt so much cold as over shoes in snow?"
(V.iii.343-44) After that, Richmond demands an eternal protection from God: "O, defend
me still!" (V.iii.123) Finally, the montage reaches its end while Pacino is crying out
disgracing the enemy more and more until his mouth spurt out saliva and his eyes turn
mad.
Let's whip these stragglers o'er the seas again,
Lash hence these overweening rags of France,
These famish'd beggars, weary of their lives,
If we be conquered, let men conquer us,
And not these bastard Bretons.
Shall these enjoy our lands, lie with our wives,
Ravish our daughters? (V.iii.345-47, 351-52, 356-57)

This montage let the audience visualize the "vivid contrast" between Richard and
Richmond (Coursen 113). When Richard says "vomit forth", the close-up shot cuts to a
clean-cut Richmond and to his "watchful soul." Thus, he is not a "milksop," as Richard
names and his army is not "sort of vagabonds, rascals and runaways." After the individual
close-ups of both warriors, step by step the scene moves to the battle field. The sound of
the missiled arrows is heard as the misty field can be barely observed. Pacino throws
orders to his soldiers:
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Hark! I hear their drum.
Fight, gentlemen of England.—Fight, bold yeomen. Draw, archers; draw your arrows to the head. Spur your proud horses hard, and ride in blood.
Amaze the welkin with your broken staves. - (V.iii.358-63)

Once Pacino has finished his words, the audience finds themselves in the hotlines of
battle. Through red-filtered camera shootings the bloody-war is depicted in its wilderness.
On the other hand, while fighting Richard sees that his horse has run away onto a hill and
the voice-over of Lord Hastings is heard in lamenting Richard: "And in a bloody battle
end thy days. / Despair, and die!" (V.iii. 165-66 ) The terror in the eyes of Richard is
combined with the eyes of the horse in a single close-up which symbolizes the desperate
situation of Richard in the end.

The Battle of Bosworth goes on while Queen Elizabeth and her attendances watch
it from a top of the hill and says: "See, they deserve this." Then, on the green field
Richard bravely crashes down his sword to the enemy, but it is clear that he is exhausted
and needs a horse to get him into more powerful situation. Thus, he utters: "A horse! a
horse! My kingdom for a horse!" (V.iv.7) Catesby finds Richard and submits his support
to Richard: "Withdraw, my lord; I'll help you to a horse." (V.iv.8); however, in a state of
unconscious mind Richard could hardly make up his mind for this help because now he
really feels that he is losing the war.

Slave, I have set my life upon a cast,
And I will stand the hazard of the die:
I think there be six Richmonds in the field;
Five have I slain to-day instead of him. (V.iv.9-12)

Catesby listens to his King which is the last action before he is killed by the enemy. With
a quick manoeuvre Richard stabs the soldier that kills Catesby, and then he begins to
climb over the hill in order to find his horse. Then, the film cuts for the remarks of
Barbara Everett, "Although he's frightfully clever, at these times he is like a boar, who
has subsumed into himself, all these frightful animal introduces. All the rest will go to do
is to hunt the boar, and that's what they do, and they get him." While he is running, he is
shouting out: "A horse! A horse! My kingdom for a horse!" (V.iv.13) Richard is still
running to find his horse as the film displays a mid-close-up of a man in the street who
comments that "he'll [Richard] give up anything for a horse…I mean, this guy's rich -the
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king—and he needs a horse." After this remark, the audience will consider the essential
influence of Richard's most famous line, which grounds its meaning. This meaning is "not
only presented in Shakespeare's historical sources or his text, in Barbara Everett's
commentary, nor in the actor's performance of the character, but in a spectator's
response" (Hodgdon 214).

In the next sequence, Richard is first shot in the back by one of Richmond's
archers, and then another arrow pierces him. This last arrow makes him kneel down as
Richmond approaches him with his sword. The "history-in-performance" depicts the death
of Richard in detail. Despite one withered arm, along with his wounds, Richard fights
back to Richmond who kicks Richard onto his back and treads upon his good arm.
Paralyzed, Richard snarls "like Dracula anticipating the stake through his heart," and then
Richmond makes his final attack with his sword to Richard's chest (Buhler 48). The film
cuts from a close-up Richard's face to a full shot of Pacino, writhing in death throes on the
steps of a New York building in the arms of Kimball under the echoes of church bells.
Here, Kimball represents not only Richmond, Richard's alter-ego but also Pacino, the
director. As Hodgdon notices there is an attribution to Lethal Weapon II (1989) -the final
scene when Mel Gibson is shot and makes an emotional speech to Danny Glover—
Pacino throws off Kimball's "I didn't mean it" with "Ah, I love you, Frederic" (214).
After that, in a quick return, Shakespeare appears in the tiny theatre where he shakes his
head in disgust. Pacino interprets this attitude of Shakespeare in a negative way and asks
him, "And you kill me? After all I did for you?" As the church bells resound, Pacino
declares that Richard is dead. "Now we can rest," is the reply of Kimball. Then, a final cut
to the battle field is shot. As the dead body of Richard lies on the filed, Richmond yells
out victoriously, "God and your arms be praised, victorious friends, / The day is ours, the
bloody dog is dead." (V.v.1-2) All the soldiers surrounded the corpse of Richard shout out
loud as "Heil!" to celebrate their new Kind, Richmond, who is now wearing the crown of
England on his shield.

At this point the camera shows the backstage on the field where the dialogue
between the film producers, Michael Hadge and William Teitler. "Are we done?" asks
Teitler, "I hope so," replies Hadge, "If I told him [Pacino] about that other ten rolls of
film, he'd want to use it"—and the closing shot of the performed play comes to a midclose-up of the dead Richard for some seconds without any music or comment. The
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church ritual music ceases when Pacino notes, "I love the silence," in the middle of the
interview with Sir John Gielgud, who has performed as Hamlet many times at Royal
Shakespeare Company (Bond). Next, Pacino asks, "After silence, what else is there? What
is it -What's the line?" and Gielgud replies, "The rest is silence" that makes Pacino
explain his remark, "Whatever I'm saying, I know Shakespeare said it." Off-camera, a
voice-over prompts him: "The rest is silence." This famous line is from Hamlet, originally
before dying, Hamlet says these words to Horatio as a farewell (V.ii.359). Hodgdon
comments that [the usage of the line "pays homage to an actor whose distinctive versespeaking stands for a particular style of performed Shakespeare, reproduced and recorded
in any number of films, among then Laurence Olivier's Richard III” (215). Then, the film
gradually ends with a pastiche of Shakespearean endings. The image of Pacino's interview
with Gielgud disappears into one of Bosworth Field where Richmond looks down, and
under a voice-over of Prospero's "Our revels are ended," the last images repeat those of
the film's opening in a reversed order with some differences: actors around a rehearsal
table, a Gothic church, a parade of costumed actors getting away from the camera, the
play's open pages from the Cliff’s notes, actors disappearing into darkness on a bare
stage, Pacino playing basket ball in a New York city court with a youngster. Then, in full
shot, Pacino, Kimball, Hadge, Teitler walk away from the camera. As they leave through
the garden of the Cloisters, Prospero's words are heard, "We are such stuff as dreams are
made on, / And our little life is rounded with a sleep." The final shot situates them in
London, the towers of Parliament fading in the background, making their figures look so
small with Britain's symbol of state. They completed the search.
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V. CONCLUSION

Adapting a piece of work of arts to another requires a creative process. Thus, while
adapting a play to a movie, the director has to be cautious enough not to delete the effect
of the original text. The audience should be able to feel a similar touch after watching the
film adaptation of the play. From this respect, this study focuses on one of the most
performed but least understood plays of William Shakespeare, The Tragedy of Richard III.

Being one of the villains in Shakespeare's plays, apart from Iago, Richard III has
showed himself as a hypocrite in spending all his passion on evilness. His physical
deformity can be almost considered as an indication of his "unfinished" nature which
equates with his frightful inner world. In the study, three selected film adaptations of
Richard III have been analysed and verified to be very different from each other. In
Olivier's 1955 version, one can conclude that the adaptation is closer to a classical play.
As Davies comments on the production that in the film "the theatrical, pictorial and
narrative dimensions are tightly woven throughout" (75). Whereas Loncraine's 1996 film
adapts the period and the atmosphere in a more authentic approach by transferring 1450s
time sequence to the 1930s world of Hitler. The study has proved that McKellen's Richard
is more devoted to the movie notion of the American cinema. For Buhler, "all four
elements -earnestness and vulgarity, intelligence and style—jostle against each other
McKellen and Loncraine's Richard HF (56). On the other hand, Pacino joins in film
adaptations of the play a year after McKellen with a "docu-dram" which resemble to "a
big boisterous cinematic term paper that gets and A" (Shulgasser, Rewiev). Pacino's
attempt to make a film about how to make a film of a play offers a "deconstructing"
nature which includes fun, discovery, exploration, research, communication and
community (Sinyard 70; Coursen 114).

The study analyzes critical scenes which are selected through their crucial effects
on the side of the protagonist. In all the studied scenes, the excitement reaches to a rising
point which leads Richard; first to his way to the crown, second to his marriage to Lady
Anne, and third to his defeat. Each scene let the audience discover Richard's identity and
complexity more through his fascinating mind. In the opening soliloquy, Richard informs
the historical background of his time and states his anxiety for the peace time. Then, he
talks about his future plots in becoming the new king. Within his plots, his brother,
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Clarence and the young widow of the previous Prince Edward, Lady Anne, have also
faced Richard duplicity. In wooing Lady Anne, Richard has clearly presented his
charming quality although he is "deformed, unfinished." In the Battle of Bosworth,
Shakespeare contrasts the two military leaders, Richmond and Richard. Yet, within the
five scenes that contain the final act, three of the longest scenes are dedicated only to
Richard's disturbing dreams and portentous visions of the people he has murdered. The
final battle scenes, ironically, include less than fifty-five lines in the entire act. From this
deduction, it is indicated that the subsequent rebellion and ultimate victory of Richmond
over Richard is more psychological that physical (Tabers-Kwak 105). So, the battle scene
justifies Richard inadaptability to a civilized world.

All three adaptations reflect the different features of the original text. Therefore,
setting, costumes, selection of the characters and depicting the world of Richard are
presented in Olivier's film without any reference to a political leader of the recent history,
in Loncraine's film by shifting time into thirties Nazi world, and in Pacino's film by
documenting Shakespeare to a street understanding.

As a result, these films of Richard III once again demonstrate how the idea of a
single set interpretation is no longer possible through a film of a Shakespeare play. There
are simply too many versions available for viewing and comparison. This study verifies
that these films demonstrate ways in which different films with divergent views can
establish patterns of various representations.
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